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ABSTRACT

Development of modern safety standards for hydrogen storage infrastructure requires

fundamental insight into the physics of buoyant gas dispersion into ambient air. Also,

from a practical engineering stand-point, flow patterns and dispersion of gas originat-

ing from orifices in the side wall of circular pipe or storage tank need to be studied.

In this thesis, novel configurations were considered to investigate the evolution of tur-

bulent jets issuing from realistic pipeline geometries. First, the effect of jet densities

and Reynolds numbers on vertical jets were investigated, as they emerged from the

side wall of a circular pipe, through a round orifice. The resulting jet flow was thus is-

sued through a curved surface from a source whose original velocity components were

nearly perpendicular to the direction of the ensuing jets. Particle image velocime-

try (PIV) and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) techniques were employed

simultaneously to provide instantaneous and time-averaged flow fields of velocity and

concentration. The realistic flow arrangement resulted in an asymmetric flow pattern

and a significant deflection from the vertical axis of jets. The deflection was influenced

by buoyancy, where heavier gases deflected more than lighter gases. These realistic

jets experienced faster velocity decay, and asymmetric jet spreading compared to

round jets due to significant turbulent mixing in their near field.
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In addition to that, horizontal multi-component jets issuing from a round orifice on

the side wall of a circular tube were also investigated experimentally by the means of

simultaneous velocity and concentration measurements. A range of Reynolds numbers

and gas densities were considered to study the effects of buoyancy and asymmetry

on the resulting flow structure. The realistic pipeline jets were always exhibited

an asymmetry structure and found to deflect about the jet’s streamwise axis in the

near field. In the far field, the buoyancy dominated much closer to the orifice than

expected in the axisymmetric round jet due to the realistic leak geometry along with

the pipeline orientation considered in this study. In general, significant differences

were found between the centreline trajectory, spreading rate, and velocity decay of

conventional horizontal round axisymmetric jets issuing through flat plates and the

pipeline leak-representative jets considered in the present study.

Finally, the dispersion of turbulent multi-component jets issuing from high-aspect-

ratio slots on the side wall of a circular tube were studies experimentally by employing

simultaneous PIV and PLIF techniques. Two transversal & longitudinal oblong ge-

ometries in respect to the longitudinal axes of the tube , and with an aspect ratio of

10 were considered in this study. Both horizontal and vertical orientations along with

broad range of Reynolds numbers and gas densities were considered to investigate the

effects of buoyancy and asymmetry on the resulting flow structure. The ensuing jets

were found to deflect along the jet streamwise axis, once more, due to the realistic

pipeline leak-representative configuration. It was also found that increases in aspect

ratio of these realistic jets caused a reduction in the angle of deflection, jet centreline

decay rates and the width growth on both velocity and scalar fields compared to their

round jets counterparts, most notably in the far field.

These findings indicate that conventional jets (those that are issuing through flat

surfaces) assumptions are inadequate to predict gas concentration, entrainment rates

and, consequently, the extent of the flammability envelope of realistic gas leaks. Thus,

extreme caution is required when using conventional jet assumptions to describe the

physics of a buoyant jet emitted from realistic geometries.
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c〉)

and b) concentration variance (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉) profiles along jet cen-

trelines for air and helium experiments. Here, the profiles are

taken at various heights for air and helium measurements in x-y

planes. Note, the legends in horizontal cases are same as the

vertical experiments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117

Figure 5.13a) Normalized time-averaged Reynolds shear stress (〈u′su′n〉/〈u2
c〉)

and b) concentration variance (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉) profiles along jet cen-

trelines for air and helium experiments. Here, the profiles are

taken at various heights for air and helium measurements in x-z

planes. Note, the flow direction inside the tube illustrated for

both vertical and horizontal cases. Also, the legends in horizon-

tal cases are same as the vertical experiments. . . . . . . . . . . 118
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivations

Global reliance on fossil fuels has resulted in unprecedented build up of atmospheric

carbon dioxide and global warming. Achieving clean, safe and sustainable energy

is key to reducing carbon emissions and mitigating greenhouse effects. Technologies

that enhance sustainability rely on renewable energy sources (i.e. wind energy, solar

energy, geothermal energy, wave power, tidal power, hydroelectricity) and can be used

to produce hydrogen, as a renewable energy vector.

Hydrogen is the simplest, and also the most plentiful element in the universe –

though not readily available in its molecular form on earth. Hydrogen has high energy

capacity, and is a carbon-free energy carrier; it can burn in an engine with almost no

pollution or it can be consumed in electrochemical cells (fuel cells) to power vehicles

and electrical devices. It therefore has the potential to be a key solution for renewable

energy storage.

Worldwide attempts continue to improve the production of renewable energy as

an alternative energy for traditional power supply in the grid. However, peak period

shortfalls and the intermittent nature of some types of renewable energy sources do

not offer similar reliability. This increases the need to store renewable energy when

it is available. Short term storage can be handled with batteries, but these do not

have the capacity to store enough energy to supply the grid beyond several days, and

as such, batteries are a limited solution. Pumped-hydro energy storage (PHES) can

be helpful if there are no geographical and cost limitations, but these factors often

introduce challenges as well. ”Virtual storage” made possible by emerging smart grid
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technologies and advanced demand response control are being developed with some

success [7].

The only other realistic large-scale storage option is storing energy in a gas system,

also known as power-to-gas technology [38]. Surplus energy generated by renewable

sources is used to produce hydrogen from water, among other sources. The hydrogen

is then stored and later injected into the natural gas grid or sent to hydrogen infras-

tructure reservoirs. It can either be used in PEMFC fuel cells to create electricity

directly, burned in an engine to power vehicles, or converted to methane and used to

power conventional gas turbine generators.

Modern safety standards for hydrogen storage infrastructure must be assured be-

fore widespread public use of hydrogen can become possible for PEMFC fuel cells

and other end-uses. To develop these new safety standards and to properly predict

the phenomena of hydrogen dispersion, a better understanding of the flow structures

associated with hydrogen outflow from pipelines or compressed vessels, as well as the

resulting flammability region must be achieved. Knowledge of the flammable enve-

lope surrounding a site of an uncontrolled hydrogen release can be estimated from

the concentration field. The levels of hydrogen concentration in the air where it is

capable of producing a flash of fire in the presence of an ignition source (e.g. arc,

flame, spark, and heat) are known as the Lower Flammable Limit (LFL) and the Up-

per Flammable Limit (UFL). Table 1.1 shows the LFL and UFL limits of hydrogen

with other common fuels. In an accidental dispersal of hydrogen, if it is not ignited

immediately or is above its UFL on release, it will form an unconfined vapour cloud

over a large area which is a very serious hazard. The H2 concentration will decrease

when it is mixed with ambient air as long as dispersion continues. However the risk

of hydrogen ignition is negligible, even in the presence of ignition sources, after its

concentration falls below the LFL.

The behaviour of the hydrogen jet flow, when released in an enclosure, depends on

different parameters (e.g. initial conditions, jet geometry, jet aspect ratio, enclosure

geometry, obstacles, and ventilation). In this dissertation, the effects of the initial

conditions along with jet geometry and aspect ratio are investigated using measure-

ments and numerical simulations. Also, from a practical engineering stand-point,

flow patterns and dispersion of gas originating from orifices in the side wall of cir-

cular pipe or storage tank need to be studied. To date, and to our knowledge, no

such investigation has been formally researched and published. For this reason, the

subsonic release of hydrogen through possible leak geometries from a pipe surface
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Table 1.1: Flammability limits of several fuels in air and oxygen, obtained from [19]

Gas or vapour
Limits in air, volume

%
Limits in O2, volume

%
O2 percentage below which

no mixture is flammable

Lower Higher Lower Higher
N2 as

diluent of air
CO2 as

diluent of air
Hydrogen 4.0 75 4.0 94 5.0 5.9

Carbon monoxide 12.5 74 15.5 94 5.6 5.9
Methane 5.3 14 5.1 61 12.1 14.6
Ethane 3.0 12.5 3.0 66 11.0 13.4
Propane 2.2 9.5 2.3 55 11.4 14.3
Butane 1.9 8.5 1.8 49 12.1 14.5
Hexane 1.2 7.5 —— —— 11.9 14.5

Ethylene 3.1 32 3.0 80 10.0 11.7
Benzene 1.4 7.1 —— —— 11.2 13.9
Methanol 7.3 36 —— —— 10.3 13.5
Ethanol 4.3 19 —— —— —— ——
Toluene 1.4 6.7 —— —— —— ——
Acetone 3.0 11 —— —— 13.5 15.6
Benzine 1.1 —— —— —— —— ——
Gasoline 1.4 7.6 —— —— 11.6 14.4

Natural gas 4.8 13.5 —— —— 12.0 14.4

was experimentally simulated using helium as a substitute working fluid. The re-

search presented in this dissertation seeks to provide insight into the flow structure

of turbulent multi-component jets issuing through realistic pipeline leak geometries.

Specifically, a state-of-art experimental system was designed and implemented to ac-

curately predict the gas concentration levels and entrainment rates and, consequently,

the extent of the flammability envelope of realistic gas leaks was realized.

To summarize, the main aim of this study is to provide a comprehensive measure-

ment dataset in the absence of a complete and accurate experimental database. Thus

it can be a prime tool for validation of CFD codes or analytical models that cover the

relevant range of realistic conditions which can be found in hypothetical accidental

leak scenarios.

In the following section (1.2), a brief summary of the literature review for turbulent

jets is discussed, whereas a more detailed discussion on the related studies and findings

are provided in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
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1.2 Turbulent Jets

The flow is considered jet flow when a single fluid stream dispersed and released in

an ambient environment, creating a shear layer (or mixing zone) between the enter-

ing and ambient fluids, which results in a mixing of jet fluid with ambient fluid. In

general, jets are produced by a continuous source of momentum, and become tur-

bulent above a critical Reynolds number (∼ Re > 103). Turbulent jets have been

the centre of attention in the scientific community, due to their ability to effectively

mix entrained fluids at a molecular scale and serve a wide range of applications in

different engineering industries (e.g. aerospace, chemical and mechanical). A recent

review on round turbulent jets [5] (where the turbulent flow issues through a round

orifice) presents experimental and numerical advances over the course of the last 86

years, starting with the work of Tollmien (1926) [118]. In general, axial regions of the

axisymmetric round jet can be defined as: the near field, the intermediate field and

the far field. In the near field, at the jet orifice, the mixing zone is established upon

dispersing the jet fluid into the ambient fluid, which has caused the development of

turbulence flow structures. The initial mixing zone (or shear layer) is thin highly

unstable, as axial gradients are much smaller than radial gradients. The instabilities

originating at the jet orifice, produce vortical structures, which will roll up and then

pair-up. As a result, strong turbulent fluctuations are created and continuous growth

of the shear layer can be observed downstream. Consequently, the jet spreads radially

outward and the width of shear layer increases as the jet velocity decreases down-

stream. Along the centre of the jet, in the near field region, is a characteristic feature

known as the potential core, where almost uniform mean velocity can be expected.

However, at the end of the near field region, the shear layers are expanded towards the

jet centreline and merged together, and eventually the potential core vanishes. The

near field region originates at the jet orifice and can be expanded axially downstream

by a distance of up to 7 times the diameter of the nozzle [5], depending on the initial

jet conditions.

Beyond the near field region, turbulent coherent structures continue to evolve and

interact within the intermediate field region which is axially located downstream by

a distance of 7 to 70 diameters from the nozzle [5]. This transitional region, located

between the near and far fields, is believed to be the main player in governing the

development of jet flow along with the near field region, and is strongly influenced by

the initial jet conditions and Reynold number [34]. It is at these near and intermediate
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regions that varying upstream conditions have vital impacts on both the velocity and

scalar fields, and result in the ability to control the development of the jet flow.

Previous studies on this region of non-reactive turbulent jets reveal that jet flow,

with a minimum Reynolds number of Re ' 104, experiences significantly enhanced

turbulent mixing compared to lower Reynolds numbers [24, 34, 5].

In the far field region, located downstream a distance beyond 70 times the diameter

from the nozzle [5], the flow becomes self-similar (or self-preserved) when the flow

statistical quantities can be assumed by simple scale factors which depend only on one

of the variables. Consequently, both velocity and scalar pseudo-similarity solutions,

in constant or variable density jets, evolve in similar ways when appropriate similarity

variables have been used [83, 85, 15]. However, it is well known that the turbulent

structure throughout the entire flow field is particularly influenced by the initial

jet outflow conditions. As a result, different self-similarity states in the far field

are possible [35, 77]. In the following sections (1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3), the effect

of buoyancy, initial conditions and nozzle geometry on the turbulent jet flow are

discussed briefly, respectively. More detailed discussion of these important parameters

and their effects on turbulent jets are provided in chapters 3, 4 and 5.

1.2.1 Buoyant Jets

In variable density jets, whether the jet fluid has a lower or higher density compared

to the ambient fluid, buoyancy force plays a significant role in the development of

jet flows. The flow field of a turbulent buoyant jet can be classified according to the

relative strength of the initial momentum flux (M) and the initial specific buoyancy

flux (B). It becomes a pure jet when B is smaller than M ; it is considered a steady

plume when M is negligible compared to B. On the other hand, it is a buoyant

jet when the importance of these two parameters, B and M , are comparable. In

general, the three distinct regions of a turbulent buoyant jet can be defined as: the

non-buoyant jet region (NBJ), the intermediate or buoyant jet region (BJ) and the

buoyant plume region (BP ) [15]. The non-buoyant jet region (NBJ), where B is not

important, occurs near the jet exit. The flow field in this region develops similar to

a pure, momentum-driven jet, and can be similarly analysed. The following region,

the intermediate or buoyant jet region (BJ), exists where B and M play equally

significant roles in governing the characteristics of the jet. Beyond the BJ region, the

buoyant plume region (BP ) occurs far from the source. In this region, the effects of M
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are negligible and the effect of buoyancy (B) becomes dominant, and the plume-like

scaling is perceived in the flow field.

To quantify the axial extent of these regions, the following non-dimensional buoy-

ancy length scale (along the jet axial coordinate, x-axis) [15] can be used:

xb = Fr−
1
2 (
ρj
ρ∞

)−
1
4x (1.1)

where the Froude number is Fr (=
u2
jρj

(ρ∞−ρj)gD
), u represents the mean velocity, g is

the acceleration due to gravity, D refers to the diameter of jet orifice, ρ is the density

of the fluid, and the subscripts ‘j’ & ‘∞’ refer to the conditions at the nozzle and

ambient areas, respectively. The flow is in the non-buoyant jet region (NBJ) when

xb ≤ 0.5 , whereas for xb ≥ 5, the jet flow is in the BP region and plume-like scaling

pertains. It should be noted that based on data acquisition domains (0 < x < 40D)

and flow parameters (Table. 2.1) in the current measurements, all experiments are

only extended through the NBJ and BJ regions.

1.2.2 Initial Conditions

As previously discussed, the initial outflow conditions of a jet play a remarkable role in

governing the turbulent structure throughout the entire flow field [35, 77]. In general,

the initial conditions of a jet can be defined by the initial radial profiles of mean

velocity and turbulence intensity, the density ratio of the jet fluid to ambient fluid

(Rρ =
ρj
ρ∞

), as well as the Reynolds number at the nozzle. Practically, different nozzle

types are commonly used to introduce a distinctly different initial conditions in the

jet flow, defined as: sharp-edged orifice plate (OP), smooth contraction (SC) and a

long pipe (LP). Among these three different nozzle types, the most detailed research

has been performed on SC nozzles [131, 83]. It has been shown that SC jets have a

nearly laminar flow profile at the jet exit with a uniform ‘top-hat’ velocity profile. LP

nozzles [85, 86, 77], on the other hand, produce a nearly Gaussian velocity profile due

to fully developed turbulent conditions at the pipe exit. These jets also have thicker

initial shear layers compared to SC jets. Sharp-edged OP jets have received recent

attention in the last decade, where detailed measurements [74, 89] have revealed that

this configuration has the highest mixing rates downstream from the release nozzle.

The saddle-back radial velocity profile has always been observed at the OP jet exit.

There has been a remarkable amount of experimental and numerical investigation
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into the effects of initial conditions on the axisymmetric round jets [10, 77, 89, 3, 76,

133, 95, 93]. It has been well established that the mean centreline decay and mean

spreading, in both velocity and scalar fields, experience the highest rate in the OP jet

and lowest rate in the LP jet. Also, a significantly higher generation rate of primary

vortical structures has been observed in the OP jet compared to the SC jet; whereas

the vortical structures in the LP jet, if any, have a considerably lower coherence. These

coherent vortical structures are found to be distributed more asymmetrically, with

respect to the axis of the jet, in the OP jets compared to the SC jets. Consequently,

the OP jet flow experiences more complex three dimensional structures, and a higher

turbulent mixing rate is expected downstream of the OP jet compared to the other

two nozzle types. In addition, the shortest length of the potential core is found in the

OP jet, followed by the SC jet, and then the LP jet which has the longest potential

core length.

On the other hand, in the far field region, the flow field is believed to attain a

self-similarity (self-preservation) state. However, whether this asymptotic state is

universal or influenced by the initial conditions continues to be debated in the sci-

entific community. Based on classical views (e.g. [50, 119]), the asymptotic values

that describe the flow field are independent of the initial conditions, except for the

addition of the rate of momentum. In contrast, an analytical study [35] suggests that

turbulent structures throughout the entire flow field are particularly influenced by

initial jet outflow conditions. As a consequence, different self-similarity states in the

far field are possible [35]. The latter hypothesis of the local self-similarity has been

supported through experimental and numerical studies, and suggests that a univer-

sal self-similarity state of turbulence is unlikely to exist [10, 77, 27]. Nevertheless, a

comparative review of the studies on turbulent jets and plumes [13] proposes that jets

and plumes have different states of partial or local self-similarity. But, the global evo-

lution of jets and plumes have a tendency to evolve towards complete self-similarity

through a universal route, in the far-field [13]. However, this recent hypothesis re-

quires qualification. More detailed discussion on self-similarity states of turbulent jets

and results of current studies are provided in chapter 4.

1.2.3 Nozzle Geometry

In general, the geometry of a jet nozzle can be divided into round and the non-

circular geometry categories. In the following sections (1.2.3-1.2.3) the effects of
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nozzle geometry on the development of a jet flow are briefly summarized. More in-

depth discussions on this important parameter are further detailed in chapters 3, 4

and 5.

Round axisymmetric nozzle

The round nozzle can be found in many engineering applications due to its simplicity

and economical production. Also, owing to its simple geometry and axisymmetric

nature, which has made measurements and numerical simulations along with sta-

tistical analyses much easier, the round jet has received extensive investigation and

attention in the last couple of decades [5]. A round turbulent jet can be produced by

emanating the jet fluid through a circular orifice from the OP, SC or LP type nozzles

into ambient fluid. However, as just discussed, the entire flow field is significantly

influenced by different initial conditions associated with different types of nozzles.

Classical scientific research has been limited to jet flows through flat surfaces,

where the direction of the jet mean flow was aligned with the flow origin. Thus far,

much is known about the axisymmetric and self-similar nature of such jet config-

urations, emerging through round holes. Round jet behavior is described through

self-similarity of statistical analysis of many physical experiments [26, 59, 39, 104, 85,

86, 82, 83, 56, 2, 25, 111, 20] and numerical simulations [10, 21, 112, 11, 17, 113], for

a wide range of initial conditions and gas densities. It should be noted that most of

the discussions described in previous sections belong to round turbulent jets.

Non-circular asymmetric nozzle

As just discussed, most studies on turbulent jets have focused on the axisymmetric

round jet, and fewer investigations have been carried out on non-circular asymmetric

(e.g. planar, rectangular, elliptical, et cetera) jets. However, owing to their wide

range of application in different engineering industries (e.g. aerospace, chemical and

mechanical), there are a considerable number of studies on non-circular jets [44, 91,

136, 75, 78, 115, 40, 30, 42, 22, 23]. These jets are well-known to entrain ambient

fluid more effectively than their axisymmetric round jet counterparts, and as a result,

more enhanced mixing occurs in these types of flows [43]. Among all non-circular

geometries, only plane jet flows can be characterized as a two-dimensional flows,

and the three-dimensionality in the coherent structure of flow becomes the main

characteristic of other non-circular jet flows.
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The three-dimensionality of a non-circular jet flow results either with the non-

uniform curvature of the nozzle perimeter or with the instabilities that originate by

the sharp perimeter of the nozzle. Consequently, the enhanced mixing is believed

to be associated with a higher degree of three-dimensionality in the coherent struc-

tures of the non-circular jet flow, where the asymmetrical streamwise and azimuthal

vorticity act as the key player in entraining the ambient fluid. As the jet spreads,

deformation dynamics of asymmetric vortices yield a complex topology, which results

in the interaction of streamwise and azimuthal vortices and the associated energy

transfer between them. This “axis-switching” phenomena has been observed in the

evolution of non-circular jets [43, 75], as jets cross-section can frequently develop into

shapes similar to those of the origin nozzle but with axes sequentially rotated at

angles characteristic of the nozzle geometry.

The non-circular jet flow can be adequately characterized by a new length-scale,

namely, equivalent diameter (Deq) [55]. Here, Deq, refers to the diameter of an equiv-

alent circle with the same area as the nozzle. In the near field, the mean velocity and

turbulence intensity experience much higher decay rates compared to the axisymmet-

ric jet. Those jets experiencing axis-switching phenomenon are believed to exhibit

higher decay rate of centreline velocities. Like other jet flows, the overall flow develop-

ment of non-circular jets is significantly influenced by the initial conditions. Despite

the nozzle geometry, different initial conditions associated with the nozzle types at-

tributes to a shorter potential core length has been observed in OP jets compared to

SC jets [75, 90, 43]. It has been reported that enhanced mixing in the near-field can

be achieved with increasing the nozzle Aspect Ratio (AR) [91]. Aspect ratio refers

to the ratio of longer to shorter symmetry axes of the nozzle geometry. Also, the

distance from the orifice, where axis-switching phenomenon occurs, increases as the

AR of the nozzle becomes greater [55, 91].

1.3 Objectives

In order to quantify the dispersion and development of the jet flow, the first objec-

tive was to develop a state-of-art experimental quantitative imaging system. Parti-

cle imaging velocimetry (PIV) and acetone-seeded planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF) were simultaneously implemented to provide high-resolution instantaneous

velocity and concentration fields, respectively. The details of these laser-based imag-

ing techniques, PIV & PLIF, along with a detailed description of experimental system
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are provided in chapter 2.

The second objective of this dissertation is to quantify the effects of different pa-

rameters on resulting flow structures. For this reason, a range of initial conditions

(Reynolds number and gas densities), nozzle geometries, and aspect ratios are exam-

ined. The fluids considered are air and helium along with two different orientations ,

vertical and horizontal, for the jet experiments. This allows the effects of buoyancy

on evolution of the jet flow to be quantified.

It should be noted that all aforementioned studies on turbulent jets have been

limited to the jet flow emerging through flat surfaces, aligned in the direction of the

mean flow origin. However, in practical engineering applications (i.e. pipe lines or

storage facilities), any accidental gas leakage would not be limited to flows through

flat surfaces, and leaks through openings or cracks in the side walls of circular pipes

or storage tanks should also receive attention. To address this, the third objective of

this dissertation is to experimentally simulate gas dispersion through possible crack

geometries in realistic pipeline geometries. The investigation thus considered flow

through a curved surface, from a source whose original velocity components are nearly

perpendicular to the direction of the ensuing jets. More details regarding the orifice

and pipeline geometries used in this study are provided in chapter 2.

The last but not least objective is to demonstrate that conventional round and

non-circular jet assumptions are, to some extent, inadequate to predict the correct

gas dispersion from realistic geometries. For this reason, the experimental results

of these realistic jets are compared with those of axisymmetry and asymmetry jet

studies found in the literature, and presented in chapters 3 through 5.

1.4 Main Contributions

This dissertation contributes to the area of fluid dynamics and turbulent mixing for

gaseous phases. Specifically, it addresses industry problems related to accidental hy-

drogen leakage and its associated safety concerns in high pressure vessels or pipelines

for both gas transportation lines and storage facilities. Despite the advances made in

the area of gas dynamics, there are still a number of issues that require further inves-

tigation. The main contributions of this dissertation is the analysis and quantification

of the fluid mechanics and associated mass transfer of multi-component jets issuing

from nozzle geometries representative of practical pipeline configurations. These re-

sults further the understanding of unintended gas dispersion physics and will assist in
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developing modernized safety standards for hydrogen as a carbon-free energy carrier.

The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1. Quantify the effects of initial conditions and asymmetry for vertical

round realistic jets: It was found that the realistic pipeline geometry caused

the jet to deflect about the streamwise axis of the jet, where heavier gases

were found to deflect more than the lighter gases due to the buoyancy effects.

This realistic configuration also contributed to the asymmetric flow structures

observed within the jet flow, where more jet spreading were observed on the

back side of the jets (opposite to the flow direction within the tube) in the near

field compared to axisymmetric jets. Upon comparison of these realistic jets

with their axisymmetric jet counterparts, a significantly higher mixing rate was

observed which is contributed to a reduction in the potential-core length and an

increase in the velocity decay rate. Further discussions can be found in chapter

3.

2. Quantify the effects of initial conditions, buoyancy and asymmetry

for horizontal round realistic jets: Once again, it was observed that the

practical configuration selected in this study caused the asymmetric pattern in

the evolutions of horizontal realistic jets. It also contributed to the deflection of

the jet from its horizontal axis. The buoyant jet deflection in the far field was

influenced by the buoyancy force and reproduced well by a power law expression

with the exponent ∼ 1.3. The experimental results revealed that the buoyancy

effects dominated much closer to the orifice than expected in horizontal axisym-

metric round jets. Further details can be found in chapter 4.

3. Identify the axis-switching phenomenon for both vertical and hor-

izontal round realistic jets: Despite the fact that the orifice geometry is

round, axis-switching phenomenon were observed in both horizontal and ver-

tical realistic jet measurements. Like non-circular jet flows, this phenomenon

is the main fundamental mechanism for enhanced entrainment properties of

realistic jets. Further discussions can be found in chapters 3 through 5.

4. Quantify the initial conditions and buoyancy effects for both vertical

and horizontal high-aspect-ratio realistic jets: Once again, measurement

results revealed significant deflection of the jets from their streamwise axes,

where this deflection in the horizontal buoyant jet was found to be reproduced
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well by a nearly linear relation (i.e. power law exponent ∼ 1) in the far field.

Upon comparison of these horizontal high-aspect-ratio jets to their round re-

alistic jet counterparts in the far field, the reduction in the deflection’s angle

might be solely affected by increasing the aspect ratio. Further discussions can

be found in chapter 5.

Contributions of this dissertation are presented in three journal articles (one is

already published [107] and the other two are submitted for publication ([108, 109])),

three conference papers [105, 72, 106], and two conference oral presentations.

1.5 Thesis Overview

In chapter 2, the methodology used in this dissertation is outlined as a platform to

provide the reader with a good understanding of how the research is conducted. The

details regarding to the flow and optical facilities, followed by the flow parameters

and orifice geometries are provided in the experimental system section (2.1). Later in

chapter 2, the fundamentals of quantitative laser imaging techniques (PIV & PLIF)

along with their essential parameters used in the current experiments are presented

in section 2.2. In the same section, the accuracy of the equipment used and the

uncertainties associated with the results presented in this dissertation are discussed.

In chapter 3, the experimental investigation of turbulent jets issuing from realistic

pipe geometry is presented. The effect of jet densities and Reynolds numbers on

vertical jets are investigated, as they emerged from the side wall of a circular tube,

through a round orifice. A large-eddy-simulation strategy was also developed to

provide further insight into the experimentally observed trends and the evolution of

the flow patterns of these realistic jets 1. The fluids considered are air and helium for

the experiments, and the simulations provided further insight into the behaviour of

hydrogen. The purpose is to identify and characterize departures from standard round

axisymmetric jet conditions, and to highlight the asymmetric nature of the realistic

jets, which ensued from a practical geometry arrangement. To further compare these

realistic jets with axisymmetric jets, measurements were also carried out for the same

physical jet conditions, and hole diameter, through a sharp-edged orifice plate (OP)

type flat surface jet.

1The LES complementing the experimental work presented in this thesis was a contribution made
independently by a collaborating group member, Dr. Brian Maxwell.
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Chapter 4 presents the results of measurements in horizontal turbulent multi-

component jets. The fluids considered in this experimental study are air and helium.

The objective of this investigation is to quantify the effect of buoyancy and asymmetry

on these realistic jets. Therefore, the results are compared to previous studies of

vertical jets (presented in chapter 3), issuing from the same pipeline geometry and

orifice size. Comparison is also made with horizontal round axisymmetric jets, issuing

through flat plates, and other relevant experimental studies in constant and variable

density turbulent axisymmetric jets.

To quantify the orifice aspect ratio effect on the evolution of the realistic jets,

chapter 5 presents measurements carried out on the turbulent high aspect ratio jets

issuing from the same realistic pipeline geometry. These high aspect ratio jets are

investigated experimentally in both vertical and horizontal orientations to study the

buoyancy and asymmetry effects as well. The results are compared to previous studies

on round realistic jets, presented in chapters 3 and 4, as well as relevant experimental

studies on non-circular jets issuing from flat surfaces.

Finally, in chapter 6, a summary of conclusions from all dissertation contributions

along with recommendations for future research is provided.
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Chapter 2

METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, experimental systems and different orifice geometries for all turbulent

jets are described in greater details. The fundamental of laser imaging techniques,

PIV & PLIF, are also presented along with the definitions of their essential parameters

in the current measurements.

2.1 Experimental System

2.1.1 Orifice Geometry

As previously discussed, jets issuing through round holes from flat surfaces have

received the most attention in previous investigations due to the well-known axisym-

metric and self-similar nature of flow. As a result, all aforementioned studies, and

any other related investigations on round jets, are limited to dispersion through flat

surfaces, where the direction of the mean outflow was aligned with the flow origin.

These studies have generated information of prime importance, assisting in the de-

termination of the dispersive nature of gases, for fuel-safety purposes and also for gas

leaks of various hole geometries and inflow conditions. In reality, however, accidental

fuel leaks would not be limited to flows through flat surfaces. From a practical point

of view, dispersion of gas originating from openings in side walls of circular pipes and

their corresponding flow structures should also receive attention.

In the current study, novel configurations were considered to investigate the evolu-

tion of jets issuing from realistic pipeline geometries. Here, different orifice geometries

were machined in the side of a round seamless brass tube, to create different and more

leak-realistic conditions. The tube was closed at one end, and has a characteristic
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.1: Schematics of 3D jets and orifice geometries, a) Round 2mm orifice (Slot
1), b) perpendicular slot (Slot 2), and c) parallel slot (Slot 3) with the flow direction
within the tube . All dimensions are in mm.

outer diameter of 6.36 mm and 0.82 mm wall thickness. The resulting jet flow was

thus issued through a curved surface from a source for which the original velocity

components were nearly perpendicular to the direction of the ensuing jets. From

now on, this jet configuration will refer as a 3D jet. The 3D jet orientation permits

practical flow velocity and concentration field measurements for realistic leak sce-

narios in a pipeline, gas storage facility and other infrastructure. Figure 2.1 shows

the three different orifice geometries considered in this study which emulate possible

realistic crack geometries. These orifice geometries are, round 2mm diameter hole,

and transversal & longitudinal oblongs in respect to the longitudinal axes of the tube.

For ease of identification, these will be labeled, slot 1, 2 and 3 and are referred to as

the round orifice, the slot perpendicular to, and the slot parallel with the direction of
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flow inside the tube, respectively.

The orifice, through which the gas is dispersed, was located sufficiently down-

stream to ensure fully developed flow conditions within the tube at the orifice location.

Depending on the flow and geometric conditions under which the gas leaks occurs,

the resulting jets can undergo several flow regimes from supersonic to subsonic. In

this study we considered subsonic flow conditions with a fully developed turbulent

flow inside the tube. The flow rates considered were sufficient to provide the required

amount of tracer particles for both the PIV and PLIF measurements so that a wide

range of Reynolds numbers could be studied.

To further compare 3D jets with axisymmetric jets, measurements were also taken

for the same physical jet conditions, and 2 mm hole diameter, through a sharp-edged

orifice plate (OP) type flat surface jet. Figure 2.2 shows the jet apparatus, which

consists of a honeycomb settling chamber and a 45◦ angle sharp-edged orifice plate

with a 2 mm round hole exit diameter. From now on, we will refer to this jet as, OP

jet.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the sharp-edged orifice jet apparatus, known as the OP jet
(dimensions shown in mm).
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Table 2.1: Flow properties of the 3D and OP jet experiments

Slot/ Jet Orien- AR Deq Q 〈uj〉c ρj νj M Fr Reδ

Orifice tation [m] [L/min] [m/s] [Kg/m3] [m2/s] [N/m]

1 Air H 1 2× 10−3 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

1 Air V 1 2× 10−3 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

2 Air H 10 1.6× 10−3 15 169.7 1.17 1.54× 10−5 51.7 - 20,300

2 Air V 10 1.6× 10−3 15 170.2 1.17 1.54× 10−5 51.8 - 20,300

3 Air H 10 1.53× 10−3 15 209.2 1.17 1.54× 10−5 53.3 - 21,000

3 Air V 10 1.53× 10−3 15 208.6 1.17 1.54× 10−5 53.2 - 21,000

OP Air V 1 2× 10−3 15 127.6 1.17 1.54× 10−5 38.1 - 16,500

1 He H 1 2× 10−3 35 399.5 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.3 1.34× 106 51,500

1 He V 1 2× 10−3 35 399.7 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.4 1.34× 106 51,500

2 He H 10 1.6× 10−3 35 468.8 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.2 2.4× 106 50,800

2 He V 10 1.6× 10−3 35 469.1 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.3 2.4× 106 50,800

3 He H 10 1.53× 10−3 35 511.4 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.9 2.8× 106 51,600

3 He V 10 1.53× 10−3 35 510.7 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.7 2.8× 106 51,600

OP He V 1 1.53× 10−3 35 341.9 0.165 1.21× 10−4 38.3 9.6× 105 44,200

2.1.2 Flow Conditions

In order to compare the behaviour of both gases in these experiments, the averaged

momentum flux (M) at the jet exit was estimated and matched for all 3D slot 1 cases

in each setup. This matching was achieved, iteratively, by varying the volumetric flow

rate (Q) in the system, after which time, the same Q was considered for both 3D slot

2 and 3 experiments. Here, M was calculated by first obtaining the time-averaged

jet exit velocity from the two-dimensional PIV measurements. The two-dimensional

momentum flux, in units of [N/m], was then calculated from

M =

∫ Deq/2

−Deq/2

ρj〈u(r)〉2 dr (2.1)
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where the subscript ‘j’ refers to the conditions at the nozzle, the angle brackets ‘〈
〉’ refers to the time-averaged quantity, and ρ and r refer to density and radius,

respectively. Table 2.1 shows the flow properties used in this study, for both the

horizontal and vertical 3D jet configurations (slot 1, 2 & 3), as well as the vertical

round OP jet measurements which have been used for comparison. Here, the subscript

‘c’ refers to the conditions at the jet centreline, Fr is the Froude number, and H &

V refer to horizontal and vertical orientations, respectively. In all cases, the jets were

characterized by the outer-scale Reynolds number, Reδ = 〈uj〉δ/ν∞. Where, ν∞ is

the ambient fluid kinematic viscosity and δ is the width of the mean axial velocity

profile, evaluated from limits of 5% of the centreline velocity at jet exit.

LIF LaserPIV Laser
Energy Meter

Laser Sheet
Acetone Bubblers

Water Bath

LIF Camera 

PIV Camera Pressure Tranducers
Thermocouples

Jet

TubeTranslation Stage

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the experimental layout.

2.1.3 Flow Facility

Figure 2.3, provides a schematic overview of the experimental setup used for this

study. The experiments were conducted in a controlled stagnant environment, at

room temperature and pressure (To ∼ 22◦C, po ∼ 100 kPa). Dry filtered air was sup-

plied by a central flow facility, while pure scientific grade helium was supplied through

compressed T-cylinders. Flow controllers (Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW series) were used

to control mass flow rates to the system, with a high accuracy (standard ±0.5% of

reading plus ±0.1% full scale) and precision (within 0.2% of the reading). For each
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experiment, the test gas was passed through the PIV seeder (LaVision Aerosol Gen-

erator) at a constant pressure to ensure that a consistent amount of tracer particles

were present in all tests. Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate (DEHS) tracer particles were used,

with a typical diameter of less than 1 mm. The test gas was also passed through two

‘bubbler’-type seeders. These seeders contained liquid acetone, which was used as a

fluorescent tracer for the PLIF. A water bath was used to control the acetone tem-

perature and allow acetone vapours to mix with the test gas isothermally and achieve

a saturated state. In all experiments, the test gas was consistently mixed with ∼ 1%

acetone vapour by mass fraction. All mixing procedures were controlled by mass flow

controllers. The mixing was monitored by pressure transducers and thermocouples

at several different locations within the system. Isothermal and isobaric conditions

were thus ensured in all experiments. After the test gas was mixed and seeded with

the PIV and PLIF tracers, the flow entered the test section of the tube.

2.1.4 Optical facility

As it is shown in Figure 2.3, there were two dual head Nd: YAG pulsed lasers (class

IV lasers) used to illuminate the flow field. A New Wave solo PIV compact unit

(SOLO III 15 HZ) was used to provide a highly stable green light source with a

wavelength of 532 nm for PIV measurements, while a Spectra Physics laser unit

(INDI-40-10) provided the ultraviolet light source with a 266 nm wavelength for the

PLIF measurements. Each laser beam passed through two different sets of optical

lenses, which designed specially based on the laser beam characteristic, creating a

light sheet with an approximate thickness of 1 mm and 350 mm for PIV and PLIF

measurements, respectively. Then, both laser beams were combined at a dichroic

mirror/beam splitter, where 532 nm light was allowed to pass through and ultraviolet

light (266 nm) reflected to the measurement plane. Also, 10% of the 266 nm light

beam was reflected to the energy meters sensor to register the laser energy per pulse.

At the end, both laser beams passed through the last set of cylindrical lenses to create

light sheets with an approximate height of 5 cm. Two high resolution CCD cameras,

Lavision camera (Imager intense) were used to capture the scattered light from the

illuminated flow field. Both CCD cameras have a total resolution of 1376 × 1040

pixels, 10 Hz frame rate and a minimum time interval of 500 ns between shots. An

intensifier unit, a Video Scope image intensifier unit (VS4-1845), was added in front

of the PLIF CCD camera to increase the fluorescent signal gain and to control the
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gating time. Also, a 532 nm bandpass filter with the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of 10 nm was attached to the PIV camera lens to suppress background

light, whereas a 378-nm UV bandpass filter with FWHM of 140 nm was attached to

the PLIF camera.

2.2 Measurement techniques

2.2.1 Velocity measurements

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was implemented to acquire instantaneous and time-

averaged structures of flow velocity in the current study. The development of PIV, a

laser diagnostic technique, capable of capturing velocity information from the whole

flow field, originated in the early 1980s. In recent years, PIV has developed to the

point where it is now becoming a fairly standard velocity measurement technique,

widely employed in a variety of distinct industrial and research applications. This

non-intrusive measurement technique ia capable of delivering data with a high tempo-

ral and spatial resolution from relatively large 2D- or 3D-flow field sections compared

to single-point measurements techniques, e.g. hot-wire anemometry and laser Doppler

velocimetry. In this section, only a brief description of PIV fundamentals along with

specific parameters are described, as only essential information to properly under-

stand the velocity measurement techniques used in the current study are provided.

A detailed description of principle theories and the history of PIV development can

be found in [92, 58]

PIV Fundamentals

The major components of a planar PIV system consists of a laser beam formed into

a thin light sheet using optical lenses, seeding the flow with tracer particles, which

are selected carefully in size and seeding density to ensure that they faithfully follow

the flow; the pair of images are recorded using a high resolution CCD camera. Fig-

ure 2.4 demonstrates the schematic of the experimental system and includes a flow

chart of PIV processing. In general, during a typical planar PIV measurement, a

two-dimensional thin light sheet is created by a pulsed laser and illuminates a two-

dimensional cross-section of the seeded flow, within a relatively short time interval

(∆t). Scattered light from the seeded particles is recorded by a CCD camera at two

different times, then the particle displacement field (ideally 5-10 pixels) is measured;
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the experimental system for a planar PIV, and flow chart of
PIV processing.

consequently, the local velocity is obtained by particle displacement divided by the

time interval ∆t.

Tracer particles need to be selected carefully in size and seeding density to ensure

that particles are homogeneously distributed within the flow field and also provide

an efficient light scattering to obtain sufficient contrast in the recorded images, and

most importantly, that they faithfully follow the flow with negligible interference.

The Stokes number (Stk), which is a non-dimensional parameter [49], provides a

quantitative measure of the flow tracer fidelity and defines how well the tracer particles

follow the fluid streamline. Stk is defined as the ratio of the particle’s characteristic

time (particle relaxation time) to the velocity field’s characteristic time, given by:

Stk =
τu

L
=
ρpd

2
pCc

18µ

u

L
(2.2)
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where τ is the particle relaxation time, which can be defined as
ρpd2pC

18µ
, the subscript

‘p’ refers to the tracer particle, ρ and d are the density and diameter of the tracer

particle respectively, C is the slip correction factor, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the

fluid, and u & L are the characteristic velocity and length of the flow respectively.

Particles with Stk >> 1 do not follow the flow at all, whereas particles having

Stk << 1 faithfully follow the fluid streamline [92]. Among the many potential tracer

particle types of gaseous flows, Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate (DEHS) particles were used

in the current PIV measurements, with a typical diameter of less than 1 mm. The

corresponding Stoke number of DEHS particles was calculated using Eq.2.2, and was

in the range of 1.8 - 4.3 ×10−2 for the different flow properties considered in this

study (Table 2.1). It should also be noted that the averaged size of the particles in

the current imaging system were at least 3-5 pixels to reduce the bias error associated

with peak locking in the current PIV measurement.

In order to obtain the straight-line displacement of the tracer particles after record-

ing a pair of two images within a short time interval (∆t), each single image can be

divided into smaller interrogation windows (IW), and the local movement of each

group of particles for each IW can be statistically determined. In the current study,

the discrete cross-correlation method [129], which is implemented in the Lavision

DaVis 8.4 software, is used to calculate the particles displacements. In this method,

the direct cross-correlation function φ′(m,n), for two sample regions f(m,n) and

g(m,n) in an interrogation window, is given by [129]

φ′(m,n) =

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

f(m,n)g(m+ x, n+ y)

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

f(m,n)
∞∑

m=−∞

∞∑
n=−∞

g(m,n)
(2.3)

where within an interrogation window with coordinates of m and n, f and g

represent the image intensity distribution of the first and second image respectively,

and x and y are pixel offsets between the two images. The cross-correlation value

approaches to unity if particles in the second image match up with their corresponding

shifted particles in the first image. Consequently, the highest correlation peaks in the

cross-correlation plane indicates the most probable displacement of the particles in

each interrogation window.

Figure 2.5 shows the process of the two frame cross-correlation method, embed-

ded within the commercial software of Lavision DaVis 8.4, used in the current PIV
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Figure 2.5: Flow-chart of the cross-correlation algorithm based on FFT, obtained
from [129]

measurements to obtain the velocity field. In order to simplify and significantly speed

up the whole cross-correlation process, Willert and Gharib [129] originally introduced

the cross-correlation algorithm based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In gen-

eral, this approach reduces the number of cross-correlation operations from O(N2) to

O(N log2N) [129, 92].

It should be noted that implementation of the FFT method comes with some

drawbacks, even though it offers a significantly faster computation compared to more

direct methods. The first shortcoming of the FFT method is related to its’ limitation

of the Nyquist criterion, which is associated with the Fourier transform; the maximum

displacement magnitude that can be correctly calculated has to be N/2, where N is

the size of the interrogation window in pixels. However, a more conservative limit

of N/4 has been widely adopted and is considered as achieving sufficient accuracy in

displacement calculations [60, 92]. Second, a proper weighting function needs to be

considered for FFT implementation to overcome the biased correlation estimations

in the FFT method due to the periodicity of data. All of these issues are properly

addressed and implemented in the Lavision DaVis 8.4 software, hence the ability to

obtain reliable and highly accurate results in the cross-correlation algorithm used in

current study.

Two advanced techniques were used in the present PIV post-processing of the data,

an interrogation window overlap and adaptive multi-pass processing, which enhanced

the correlation algorithm signal to noise ratio and improved the spatial resolution of

calculated vector field. This correlation based correction (CBC) technique, originally

introduced by Hart [48], in conjunction with 50% of the neighboring interrogation

windows, were used to decrease the effect of false correlation peaks. In this technique,

the overlapped regions are multiplied to amplify the common correlation peaks that

exist in both the overlapped region and to dampen any erroneous peaks. This results
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in a decreased number of spurious vectors and enhanced the spatial resolution in

calculated velocity fields.

Additionally, the adaptive multi-pass processing technique, which was first intro-

duced by Westerweel [126], was used to rectify the velocity bias. In the region of flow

with high velocity gradients, tracer particles within a specific interrogation window

in the first image may exit the IW in the second image of the image pair, and as

a result, there is a bias in the calculated vector field. To address this, the adaptive

multi-pass technique offset the IW according to the mean displacement vector. This

iterative process is carried out until the desired resolution is achieved, generally with

an incremental decrease of the interrogation window size (e.g. from 32 × 32 to 16 ×
16 pixels). Upon completion of each pass, using the multi-pass method, a regional

median filter was applied to detect and remove any spurious vectors. Finally, in

the last pass of the multi-pass processing method, the variable interrogation window

size and shape algorithm [127] (A.K.A. as Adaptive PIV, embedded within Lavision

DaVis 8.4 software [63]) was implemented to achieve the highest possible accuracy

and spatial resolution for the calculated velocity fields.

The PIV post-processing algorithm was kept the same for almost all experiments

in this study. Once the velocity field was calculated for each experiment, the Reynold

decomposition method was employed to statistically analyse and present velocity re-

sults. All pairs of PIV images were acquired at a frequency of 5 Hz, which provides

statistically uncorrelated data and proper time spacing for calculating the turbulent

statistics in each jet flow [17]. A set of at least 750 images was acquired and based on

the convergence of time-averaged quantities, the total number of 500 images was found

to be sufficient and was therefore used to calculate statistical quantities. By consid-

ering N = 500 as the total number of images, time-averaged velocity vectors 〈u, v〉
, and root-mean-square (r.m.s) of the velocity component fluctuations and Reynolds

stresses calculated by Eqs.2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 respectively.

Time-averaged Velocity:

〈u, v〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[ui(x, y), vi(x, y)] (2.4)

r.m.s of u-velocity fluctuation:

urms = { 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[ui(x, y)− 〈u(x, y)〉]2}1/2 (2.5)
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r.m.s of v-velocity fluctuation:

vrms = { 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[vi(x, y)− 〈v(x, y)〉]2}1/2 (2.6)

Averaged value of Reynolds stress correlation:

〈u′v′〉 =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[ui(x, y)− 〈u(x, y)〉][vi(x, y)− 〈v(x, y)〉] (2.7)

Here, it should be noted that the prime (′) represents the instantaneous fluctuating

quantity. For example, u′ = u− 〈u〉.

2.2.2 Concentration measurements

Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) is a non-intrusive, spatially resolved laser

diagnostic technique that has evolved into a valuable tool for the investigation of scalar

flow fields. PLIF is well developed and more frequently used for the measurement

of gas species concentrations, however since it utilizes fluorescence sensitivity, it can

be employed for measuring temperature, pressure or even velocity in combustion

systems. High characteristic signal levels make PLIF an appropriate choice among

other alternatives for quantitative single-shot imaging and it can provide temporal

resolution of instantaneous flow phenomena. Alternative techniques such as Schlieren,

Shadowgraphy, Raman and Rayleigh scattering can also be used for quantitative

measurements. However PLIF provides instantaneous information without the line-

of-sight averaging that is inherent in Schlieren and Shadowgraph techniques for the

entire plane of the flow field. Its’ detected signals intensity are higher than those

obtained by Raman and Rayleigh scattering, while generally the fact that the use of

atomic or molecular fluorescent species always ensures that the tracer tracks the flow.

Since the initial development of PLIF was investigated in the late 1970s and early

1980s, the potential of PLIF has been demonstrated in a wide variety of environments.

In the following section, a short summary of PLIF fundamentals is detailed, as it is

essential complementary information required to adequately understand the scalar

measurement techniques used in this study. Further descriptions of theoretical basis

and the practical implementation of this technique can be found in [47, 101, 120, 69]
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PLIF Fundamentals

The brief principle of PLIF is that the pulsed laser beam is formed into a thin light

sheet that illuminates the area of interest in the flow field. The wavelength of the

laser light is tuned to excite the particular molecule (or atom) that is artificially

seeded (e.g. acetone, biacetyl, I2) or exists naturally (e.g. O2, CH, OH, NO in

flames) within the flow field as a tracer. Most often, ultraviolet wavelength is used to

produce electronic excitation. A fraction of these excited molecules will emit a photon

while simultaneously returning to the equilibrium state. This results in measurable

fluorescence signals from the tracer and is captured by a CCD camera. An intensifier

unit can be added on the front of CCD camera that is sensitive to the ultraviolet

light, increasing the fluorescence signal gain and gating capability.

There are several simple fluorescent tracer molecules that have been used to mea-

sure concentrations in gaseous flows, e.g. I2, NO, NO2. These molecules have well-

characterized spectral properties and can provide good fluorescence signals. How-

ever, all of these substances are highly toxic, and I2, in particular is highly corrosive.

Other alternative tracers are a number of organic polyatomic molecules, including Bi-

acetyl (CH3-(CO)2-CH3), Acetaldehyde (CH3-CHO), Hexafluoroacetone (CF3-CO-

CF3) and Acetone (CH3-CO-CH3). In this study, acetone was used as the tracer for

many advantages over other gaseous fluorescing alternatives. Some advantages are:

high vapor pressure at room temperature, absorb over a wide band of wavelengths

(225-320 nm) and emits fluorescence on even wider broadband of wavelengths (350-

550 nm), have a short fluorescence lifetime (∼ 2 ns), negligible oxygen quenching

on fluorescence signal, and most importantly, it’s fluorescence signal in isothermal,

isobaric flows is known to be linear with laser power and concentration[69].

In general, for a weak excitation (not saturated), the fluorescence signal from

PLIF can be presented by

Sf = ntracer(T, p) dVc[
E

hc/λ
]σ(λ, T )φ(λ, T, p, ni)ηoptic (2.8)

where ntracer is the number density of the tracer, which can be defined as pXtracer

kT
,

Xtracer is the tracer (acetone) mole fraction, k is Boltzmann’s constant, dVc is the

collection volume, E is the laser energy fluence, hc/λ is the energy per photon of

the laser at wavelength λ, σ is the absorption cross-section of tracer molecule, φ

is the fluorescence yield, ηoptic is the collection optics efficiency, and T, p are total
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temperature and pressure of the tracer, respectively.

In order to obtain a linear fluorescence regime, where Eq.2.8 is applicable, optical

lenses were used to create a light sheet with an approximate height of 5 cm and a

thickness of 350 mm. This ensured that saturation of the fluorescence signal did not

occur until the laser energy per pulse reached ∼ 10.4 J, which was well above the

maximum laser energy output (55 mJ) used in this study. Also, σ (in Eq. 2.8) is a

function of λ and T , and can be defined as a constant since isothermal and isobaric

conditions along with the same excitation wavelength (λ = 266 nm) are considered in

all current measurements. The measured value of the acetone absorption cross-section

(σ), at room temperature and λ = 266 nm, is reported to be equal to 4.4 ×10−20 cm2

[69, 68].

Upon capturing the raw PLIF images, several sets of data are required to convert

the raw data to acetone concentration. The only non-constant parameters, in Eq. 2.8,

are ntracer (or Xtracer), ηoptic, φ and E. To account for the variable laser fluence E,

both temporal (E(t)) and spatial (E(x, y)) laser fluence variations must be corrected

through a normalization method in the raw data. Also, one can eliminate the errors

associated with variations in the collection optics efficiency (ηoptic) by correcting the

background noise level (dark and background noises) along with optical system dis-

tortions (i.e. perspective and vignetting effects). Since all necessary corrections were

completed in Eq. 2.8, the local concentration (Xtracer) can be defined directly pro-

portional to the fluorescent signal intensity in post-processed PLIF images through

following equation:

Sf = CXtracer (2.9)

where C is the constant factor which is unique to each experiment. In the following

section, a brief description of the data correction and image processing algorithms,

used in current PLIF measurement, are provided.

Image processing and correction

In this study, commercial Lavision DaVis 8.4 software (Gaseous LIF package [64])

was employed to process the raw PLIF images and convert them to quantitative mea-

surements of scalar concentrations. Figure 2.6 demonstrates the working flow for a

single-colour PLIF concentration measurement and an associated image processing

algorithm, embedded within the Lavision DaVis 8.4 software, used in current experi-
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Figure 2.6: Workflow for 1-colour PLIF concentration measurement and image pro-
cessing algorithm embedded within the Lavision DaVis 8.4 software, obtained from
[64]

ments. It should be noted that the order of image processing was kept the same for

all measurements and it was completed in the order shown in Fig.2.6.

In order to correct background noise in the raw images, two sets of background

images were acquired at the beginning and at the end of each experimental run.

These images include the dark background noise level associated with the PLIF CCD

camera, the scattered light from laser and associated luminescence caused by object

reflections, as well as the environmental light generated by other sources in the ex-

periment’s room (e.g. monitor light). In practice, the average of the two background

image sets was used for correction, and subtracted from each of the raw images. This

correction process corresponds to ‘Backgr. Subtraction’ in Fig. 2.6.

As just discussed, to quantify the variations of laser fluence (E), both temporal

(E(t)) and spatial (E(x, y)) fluctuations should be considered and correction must be

applied to the raw images accordingly. Since the laser energy varies per shot, each

PLIF image (Eimage(t)) is registered with an energy meter during the experiments,

and all raw images can be corrected for the laser energy’s temporal fluctuations (E(t)).

This intensity correction on each pixel of raw image can be applied with the following

expression:
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Icorr−energy(x, y) = Iimage(x, y)
Eref

Eimage(t)
(2.10)

where I is denoted as the pixel intensity, E is the measured laser energy per shot,

x and y are the coordinates of pixel, and the subscript ‘ref ’ refers to a reference

laser energy in the set of measured laser energies Eimage(t), to be considered for

normalization of energy values. This process refers as ‘Energy Correction’ in Fig.

2.6.

The spatial fluctuation of the laser profile (E(x, y)), A.K.A. laser sheet profile, can

be quantified by taking measurements in a homogeneously seeded gas mixture with

a low and constant concentration of acetone which reveals sufficient signal strength

with negligible absorption. Practically, this can be done by taking images from the

flow region where the measured signal is uniform and known to correspond to a

constant mole fraction Xtracer, such as the potential core of a laminar jet. It should

be noted that all the experimental settings (i.e. camera arrangement, laser power

and optical system settings), in capturing the laser sheet profile should be kept the

same as those used for the main measurements. For this purpose, a laminar jet of air

seeded homogeneously with a low concentration of acetone vapour with an average

of 10 images of the potential core region are taken prior to and at the end of every

data acquisition session. The laser sheet correction theory is relied on for keeping the

overall intensity of image constant while the PLIF image is normalized by the laser

sheet image. In general, the average of both set of laser sheet images (Ilaser−sheet(x, y))

is considered for the local laser sheet correction inhomogeneities. Consequently, all

pixel intensities in the PLIF image were corrected for the laser sheet profile variation

using following expression:

Icorr−sheet(x, y) =
Iimage(x, y)

Ilaser−sheet(x, y)
[

1

Nvalid

Nvalid∑
i=1

Ilaser−sheet(xi, yi)] (2.11)

where Nvalid is denoted as the number of valid pixels in the laser sheet image, which is

defined based on the relative acceptable intensity threshold and the size of a Guassian

smoothing filter used to process the laser sheet image. Therefore, the laser sheet

correction is only applied to those pixels in the PLIF images which are the valid

pixels in the laser sheet image.
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In order to correct for any image distortion caused by camera configuration and

the optical system, an image correction based on spatial calibration needs to be

applied. For this purpose, a metal grid plate with equidistant dots (1 mm) was

located in the imaging plane, and consequently all images were spatially corrected

and scaled to physical distances. On the other hand, due to the small amount of

acetone concentration used in this study and also the narrow nature of the flow, no

significant absorption along the line of laser light was observed. This observation

was also assured through checking the fluorescence signal profiles that were aligned

with the line of laser sheet, more specifically in potential core regions where the

concentration must be constant. Therefore, the flow field was assumed to be optically

thin and no absorption correction was applied in this study.

After all image corrections were completed, another set of the calibration images

needed to be acquired prior to the conversion of pixel intensity of the processed image

to physical molar fraction. It should be noted that these calibration images, called

‘Calib. Images’ in Fig. 2.6, must be recorded from a mixture with known concen-

tration. Also, all necessary image corrections should be applied to the calibration

images, and all experimental conditions must be kept the same as the main measure-

ments. To gain higher precision, it is recommended that the average of 10 images

for several different mixture concentrations is considered, where the concentration of

tracer is increased slowly and tracer distributed homogeneously in the mixture. This

was done by varying the concentration of acetone from zero up to saturation (∼ 1%

mass fraction). Upon mapping the pixel intensities to the known concentrations, the

linear model in Eq. 2.9 is employed to determine the constant factor of C. After

the constant factor of C in the linear relation of processed fluorescence signal and

corresponded molar concentration (Eq. 2.9) was defined, this calibrated data can be

applied to all processed PLIF images to convert the fluorescence signal intensities to

a concentration image with physical units.

The PLIF image processing algorithm was kept the same for all measurements

in this study. All PLIF images were acquired at a frequency of 5 Hz, and timing

was adjusted as each PLIF image was taken exactly between a pair of PIV image

counterparts. This provided an opportunity to capture instantaneous velocity and

scalar images simultaneously. Upon obtaining the instantaneous scalar concentra-

tion field for each experiment, Reynold decomposition methods were employed to

analyse and present statistical quantities. A set of at least 750 images was acquired

and based on the convergence of time-averaged quantities, and also by matching the
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PIV data, a total number of 500 images was found to be sufficient and was used

to calculate the statistical quantities. By considering N = 500 as the total number

of images, time-averaged molar concentration 〈X〉, root-mean-square (r.m.s) of the

molar concentration fluctuations and variances calculated by Eqs.2.12, 2.13 and 2.14,

respectively.

Time-averaged molar concentration:

〈X〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[Xi(x, y)] (2.12)

r.m.s of molar concentration fluctuation:

Xrms = { 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[Xi(x, y)− 〈X(x, y)〉]2}1/2 (2.13)

Molar concentration variance:

〈X ′2〉 =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[Xi(x, y)− 〈X(x, y)〉]2 (2.14)

2.2.3 Measurement uncertainties

There are two main types of errors associated within a measurement system, which

are systematic (bias or accuracy) and random (precision) errors. The bias error is

harder to quantify and it is an expected error in the measurement of absolute value of

quantity. This systematic error can vary across the data field, but would be constant

over time in all data sets. In effort to eliminate any known systematic errors, it is

recommended to optimize the experimental system in the first place, by enhancing the

accuracy of the experimental system components and keeping the level of remaining

bias errors insignificant compared to other error sources[18, 92]. In PIV, the bias

error is generally attributed to the implementation of a cross-correlation method,

peak-finding algorithm and optical system calibration [92, 1]. Whereas the main

source of systematic errors in PLIF is due to inaccurate image corrections associated

with the collection optics efficiencies and local laser fluence variations.

On the other hand, random (precision) errors are due to unknown changes in the

experimental conditions (instruments or environments), and scatter measured data

is a most common sign of this type of error. Generally in PIV measurements, the
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random error is affiliated to the noise in the correlation plane, whereas in PLIF, any

noise source associated with an image acquisition (e.g. background, dark and CCD

camera readout noises) is attributed to a random error. However, it is not always

possible to absolutely distinguish between random and bias errors, and the sum of

both errors are usually defined as a total error or as an uncertainty in the measurement

data.

If all known systematic errors are assumed to be corrected by an appropriate cor-

rection, the remaining errors can be estimated through a-posteriori uncertainty quan-

tification method. In recent years, several uncertainty quantification methods have

been developed, more specifically for PIV measurements, and their performances for

different flow and experimental conditions are assessed [100]. Among them, a method

based on the correlation statics [128], embedded within the Lavision DaVis 8.4 soft-

ware [63]), was implemented to estimate the error associated with every calculated

instantaneous local velocity vector in the flow field. Generally in this method, the

standard deviation of intensity variations of each pixel, in a pair of PIV images, to

the shape of the correlation function is statistically determined. The calculated stan-

dard deviation is then related to the uncertainty of the local displacement field, and

consequently to the error for every calculated velocity vector. More details regarding

the theory and implementation of PIV uncertainty quantifications using correlation

statistics can be found in [128, 63]. For PLIF, upon appropriate corrections imple-

mented on the raw images, the remaining error in the instantaneous scalar field can

be correlated to the signal to noise ratio (S/N) variations. The error associated with

every instantaneous scalar concentration was estimated from the standard deviation

of this ratio in a uniform low signal region of the flow field, where constant signal

levels are expected.

Following the estimation of error for every instantaneous velocity and scalar quan-

tity, the uncertainty propagation method is used to propagate the errors into derived

statistical quantities [99]. This method is based on the linear error propagation the-

ory [8, 9], and the uncertainty (U) of statistical quantities can be defined through

following expressions.

Uncertainty of mean:

U〈x〉 =
σx,total
N

≈
√
σ2
x + 〈U2

x〉
N

(2.15)
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Uncertainty of standard deviation:

Uσx =
σx√

2(N − 1)
(2.16)

Uncertainty of variance:

U〈x′2〉 = [
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(xi − 〈x〉)2]

√
2

N
(2.17)

Uncertainty of Reynolds shear stress:

U〈u′v′〉 = σuσv

√
1 + ρ2

uv

N − 1
(2.18)

where N denotes the number of samples, x is the quantity of interest, ρuv refers

to the cross-correlation coefficient between the u and v components of velocity, 〈U2
x〉

is the mean-square of the uncertainty of the instantaneous quantity (Ux), and σ is

standard deviation of the quantity, which can be defined as

σx =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

[xi − 〈x〉]2 (2.19)

Based on the described methods in this section, the uncertainty is estimated in the

presented time-averaged velocity, Reynold shear stresses, time-averaged concentration

and variances of concentration field to conservative values of 3%, 6%, 4% and 7%,

respectively.
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3.1 Preamble

Experiments and numerical simulations were conducted to investigate the dispersion

of turbulent jets issuing from realistic pipe geometries. The effect of jet densities and

Reynolds numbers on vertical buoyant jets were investigated, as they emerged from

the side wall of a circular pipe, through a round orifice. Particle image velocimetry

(PIV) and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) techniques were employed simul-

taneously to provide time-averaged flow velocity and concentrations fields. Large

eddy simulation (LES) was applied to provide further detail with regards to the

three-dimensionality of air, helium, and hydrogen jets. These realistic jets were al-

ways asymmetric and found to deflect about the vertical axis. This deflection was

influenced by buoyancy, where heavier gases deflected more than lighter gases. Signif-

icant turbulent mixing was also observed in the near field. The realistic jets, therefore,

experienced faster velocity decay, and asymmetric jet spreading compared to round

jets. These findings indicate that conventional round jet assumptions are, to some

extent, inadequate to predict gas concentration, entrainment rates and, consequently,

the extent of the flammability envelope of realistic gas leaks.

3.2 Introduction

Worldwide efforts continue to improve renewable energy technologies, as alternatives

for traditional power supply in the energy grid and transportation applications. Hy-

drogen, as one renewable energy vector, can burn or react with almost no pollution.

Commonly, it is used in electrochemical fuel cells to power vehicle and electrical de-

vices. It can also be burned directly in engines. However, modern safety standards

for hydrogen infrastructure must be assured before widespread public use can become

possible. As a result, there has been much focus on advancing research to understand

dispersion and ignition behaviour of hydrogen leaks in order to assess associated safety

hazards. To date, a number of experiments have shown that hydrogen jets are easily

ignitable [123], and have a wide range of ignition limits (between 4% to 75% by vol-

ume) [66]. It is therefore of paramount interest to understand the dispersive nature

of hydrogen, which is a highly compressible gas, in order to adequately develop codes

and standards. The current study addressed, through experimental measurements

and numerical simulation, the effect of jet exit conditions on the dispersion of fuel

leaks from a realistic pipeline geometry. The piping arrangement considered here was
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novel, as we examined the dispersion of vertical jets which emerged through a circular

hole located in the side wall of a round pipe, perpendicular to the mean flow within

the pipe. The aim was to provide insight into the flow structures associated with

hydrogen outflow from a realistic fuel leak scenario.

Traditionally, scientific research has been limited to compressible fuel leaks through

flat surfaces, aligned in the direction of the mean flow origin. To date, much is known

about the axisymmetric and self-similar nature of such jet configurations, emerging

through round holes, for a wide range of Reynolds numbers and gas densities. A recent

review on round turbulent jets [5] presented experimental and numerical advances for

a period of 86 years, starting with the work of Tollmien (1926) [118]. Of these, signifi-

cant advances in round jet theory have been made possible from statistical analysis of

many physical experiments [26, 59, 39, 104, 85, 86, 82, 83, 56, 2, 25, 111, 20]. Where

round jet behavior described through self-similarity of statistical analysis, along with

those measurements in hydrogen round jets[46, 62] , owing the axisymmetic and self-

similar nature of round jets. Advances in computational resources have also allowed

numerical simulation, through large eddy simulation (LES), to prove useful for deter-

mining entire flow fields of such round jets [21, 112, 11, 17, 113]. In most experiments,

data has been collected for air, helium, and CO2 jets, due to the reactive nature of

hydrogen. However, numerical simulation have also proved useful for determining ig-

nition limits associated with hydrogen [17] ; quantifying the effect of initial conditions

on the turbulent mixing properties of hydrogen round jets[12] ; and highlighting the

need to consider the impact of transient flow structures and associated incursions of

high flammability concentrations[16]. In general, one can categorize a round jet nozzle

type through a flat surface as a sharp-edged orifice plate (OP), smooth contraction

(SC), or a long pipe (LP). Among these three different nozzles, the most detailed

research was performed on SC nozzles [131, 83]. It has been shown that SC jets have

a nearly laminar flow profile at the jet exit with a uniform ‘top-hat’ velocity profile.

LP nozzles [85, 86, 77], on the other hand, produce a nearly Gaussian velocity profile

due to fully developed turbulent conditions at the pipe exit. These jets also have

thicker initial shear layers compared to the SC jets. Sharp-edged OP jets have re-

ceived more recent attention, in the last decade, where detailed measurements [74, 89]

have revealed that this configuration has the highest mixing rates downstream from

the release nozzle.

In addition to round jets, several investigations [75, 88, 40, 135] have examined

jet releases through different shaped orifices of varying aspect ratios, also through
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flat plates. Results from these investigations have shown that asymmetric behaviours

emerge, such as the axis-switching phenomenon. Such behaviour, and other related

mechanisms, lead to increased mixing, turbulence intensity, and entrainment rates

compared to round jets. In other investigations, buoyancy effects on vertical jets [111]

have been investigated, while others [94, 13] have extended the survey of all available

experimental data for both turbulent buoyant/pure jets and plumes to provide a

quantitative study into the buoyancy effects. According to theory [35], jets and

plumes both have different states of partial or local self-similarity. However, the global

evolution of jets and plumes have a tendency to evolve towards complete self-similarity

through a universal route, in the far-field, even with presence of buoyancy. It has also

been concluded that large-scale structures of turbulence drives the evolution of the

self-similarity profile, and buoyancy has an effect in exciting these coherent structures

[13].

The influence of initial conditions on turbulent mixing and combustion perfor-

mance in reactive jets, has also been of active interest in the scientific community

[41, 81, 98]. In last two decades, due to rapid growth in the use of hydrogen pow-

ered fuel cell vehicle, several experimental and numerical studies [29, 54, 53, 45] have

also addressed different accidental hydrogen dispersion scenarios in enclosed and open

spaces, while others [17, 52, 96, 97, 132] investigated laboratory small-scale unintended

hydrogen round jet release in ambient air. It is noteworthy that all aforementioned

studies, as well as related previous investigations on jets or plumes, have been limited

to leaks through flat surfaces, where the direction of the jet mean flow was aligned

with the flow origin. All of this work has been of prime importance to determine

the dispersive nature of gases, for fuel-safety purposes, for gas leaks of various hole

geometries and inflow conditions. In reality, however, accidental fuel leaks would not

be limited to flows through flat surfaces. From a practical point of view, flow patterns

and dispersion of gas originating from holes in the side walls of circular pipes should

also receive attention. To date, and to the our knowledge, no such investigation has

been formally published.

In the current investigation, jets issuing from such realistic geometry were consid-

ered experimentally and numerically. Turbulent vertical jets, flowing through a 2mm

diameter round hole in the side of a 6.36mm diameter round tube, were studied. The

investigation thus considered flow through a curved surface from a source whose origi-

nal velocity components were nearly perpendicular to the direction of the ensuing jets.

From now on, we refer to this jet configuration as a 3D jet. This orientation permitted
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practical flow velocity and concentration field measurements for a realistic scenario,

which were compared to axisymmetric leaks through flat surfaces accordingly. Parti-

cle imaging velocimetry (PIV) and acetone-seeded planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF) were used to measure high-resolution instantaneous velocity and concentra-

tion fields, respectively, through experiment. To compliment the experiments, large

eddy simulation (LES) was also employed to model the gas dispersion. An efficient

Godunov solver was used, and coupled with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to

provide high-resolution solutions only in areas of interest. The fluids considered ex-

perimentally and numerically were air and helium. Hydrogen was also considered for

the numerical investigation. The different fluid densities, ratio of specific heats, and

buoyancy were considered accordingly. The outer-scale flow Reynolds numbers, based

on the orifice diameter, and Mach numbers of the jets ranged from 18,000 to 56,000

and 0.4 to 1. The purpose was to identify and characterize departures from standard

axisymmetric jet conditions, and to highlight the asymmetric nature of the 3D jets,

which ensued from a practical geometry arrangement. To further compare the 3D

jets with axisymmetric jets, measurements were also carried out for the same physi-

cal jet conditions, and hole diameter, through a sharp-edged orifice plate (OP) type

flat surface jet. The results obtained suggest that discrepancies exist, when applying

conventional assumptions for round jets issuing through flat surfaces, to determine

statistical properties associated with gas leaks from pipelines.

3.3 Methodology

3.3.1 Experimental system and techniques

Flow facility

Figure 3.1a, provides a schematic overview of the experimental setup used for this

study. The experiments were conducted within a controlled stagnant environment, at

room temperature and pressure (T̂o ∼ 22◦, p̂o ∼ 100 kPa) , where the hat, ‘ˆ’, refers to

a dimensional quantity. Dry filtered air was supplied by a central flow facility, while

pure scientific grade helium was supplied through compressed T-cylinders. Flow

controllers (Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW series) were used to control mass flow rates to

the system, with a high accuracy (standard ±0.5% of reading plus ±0.1% full scale)

and precision (within 0.2% of the reading). For each experiment the test gas was

passed through the PIV seeder (LaVision Aerosol Generator) at a constant pressure
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Figure 3.1: a) Schematic of the experimental layout. b) Illustration of 3D jet flow
measurement area (red inset in part a).

to ensure a consistent amount of tracer particles in all tests. Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate

(DEHS) tracer particles were used, with a typical diameter of less than 1 µm. The

test gas was also passed through two ‘bubbler’-type seeders. These seeders contained

liquid acetone to be used as fluorescent tracers for the PLIF. A water bath was used

to control the acetone temperature to allow acetone vapours to mix with the test gas

isothermally to a saturated state. In all experiments, the test gas was consistently

mixed with ∼ 1% acetone vapour by mass fraction. All mixing procedures were

also controlled by mass flow controllers. The mixing was monitored by pressure

transducers and thermocouples at several locations within the system. Isothermal

and isobaric conditions were thus ensured in all experiments. After the test gas was

mixed and seeded with the PIV and PLIF tracers, the flow entered the test section

of the tube. The test-section tube used in this study had an outer diameter of

6.36mm, with a wall thickness of 0.82mm and length of 460mm. This size piping was

appropriately selected owing to its representative size and arrangement of what might

be found in compact hydrogen fuel cell applications. The orifice, through which the

gas dispersed, had a diameter of D̂ = 2mm and was located sufficiently downstream

to ensure fully developed flow within the pipe at the orifice location. Depending

on the flow and geometric conditions under which gas leaks occur, the resulting jets

can undergo several flow regimes from supersonic to subsonic[87]. In this study we

considered subsonic flow conditions with fully developed turbulent flow inside the

tube. The flow rates considered were sufficient to provide required amount of tracer

particles for both PIV and PLIF measurements to study wide range of Reynolds

numbers.
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Figure 3.1b illustrates the jet flow evolution from the tube orifice. To capture

the three-dimensionality of the jet, measurements were obtained on two different

planes (denoted x-z and y-z) for each experiment, as indicated. Also shown in the

figure is the jet centreline, which acts as a reference from which measurements are

later obtained in the x-z plane. Owing to potential deviation of the jet from the

orifice axis (z-axis), the jet centreline tangent and normal lines are shown as s and n

coordinates in the figure, respectively.

In order to compare the evolution of the different test gases, the averaged momen-

tum flux, M̂ , at the jet exit was measured and matched for all test cases, as suggested

in previous studies [15, 83]. This matching was achieved, iteratively, by varying the

volumetric flow rate (Q̂) in the system. Here, M̂ was calculated by first obtaining the

time-averaged jet exit velocity from two-dimensional PIV measurements, which was

measured at the closest vertical distance, z ' 0, to the orifice. The two-dimensional

momentum flux, in units of [N/m], was then calculated from

M̂ =

∫ D̂/2

−D̂/2
ρ̂j〈û(r̂)〉2dr̂ (3.1)

where the subscript ‘j’ refers to the conditions at the nozzle, the angle brackets ‘〈 〉’
refers to a time-averaged quantity, and the hat ‘ˆ’ refers to a dimensional quantity.

Here D̂ = 2 mm was the diameter of the orifice. ρ and r refer to density and radius,

respectively. Table 3.1 shows the flow properties used in this study, for both the 3D

and OP jet configurations. The flows were characterized by the outer-scale Reynolds

number, Reδ = 〈ûj〉δ/ν̂∞. Here, ν̂∞ is the ambient fluid kinematic viscosity and δ

is the width of the mean axial velocity profile, evaluated from limits of 5% of the

centreline velocity at z ' 0.

Table 3.1: Flow properties
Jet Q̂ 〈ûj〉 ρ̂j ν̂j M̂ Fr Reδ

[L/min] [m/s] [Kg/m3] [m2/s] [N/m]

3D Air 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

OP Air 15 127.6 1.17 1.54× 10−5 38.1 - 16,500

3D He 35 399.7 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.4 1144 51,500

OP He 35 341.9 0.165 1.21× 10−4 38.3 978 44,200
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Velocity measurements

For the PIV measurements, a dual-head Nd: YAG pulsed laser (New Wave’s SOLO

III 15 HZ) was used to provide a light source at a wavelength of 532 nm to illuminate

a two-dimensional cross-section of the flow. The optical system was designed to

create a light sheet with an approximate height of 5 cm and thickness of 1 mm. The

PIV CCD camera was equipped with a Nikon Micro-NIKKOR 60 mm lens, and the

lens aperture was kept at (f4). To suppress background light, a 532 nm bandpass

filter with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 10 nm was attached to the

camera lens. The field of view of the camera was a 40×30 mm2 window with an

approximate pixel size of 6.5 µm in physical space. Following the procedure of Su

[110], we estimate this resolution to be comparable to the finest scales of the flow, with

respect to the Nyquist criterion. To retain spatial resolution, the full measurement

region is covered by three individual imaging windows with at least 20% overlap

between each window. The time interval dt between the laser pulses in each pair of

image was interactively adjusted in order to optimize the accuracy of the calculated

particle displacement. The instantaneous particle location images were obtained at

a frequency of 10 Hz and each pair of images was processed using LaVision DaVis

8.4 software to calculate the instantaneous velocity fields. The corresponding velocity

fields were thus compiled at a temporal frequency of 5 Hz. This process was followed

by applying a multi-pass spatial resolution improvement algorithm. With each pass,

the interrogation window size, corresponding to a single calculated velocity vector

field, was decreased from 32×32 to 16×16 pixels, with a 75% overlap between the

windows in the horizontal and vertical directions. As a result, each instantaneous

velocity field contains approximately 288100 vectors. For each experiment case, a total

of N = 500 velocity field images were acquired for statistical averaging. Following

the PIV uncertainty propagation method[99], we estimated conservative uncertainty

values of 3% and 6% in the time-averaged velocity and Reynolds shear stress profiles,

respectively.

Concentration measurements

To measure the concentration of the jet gas in the flow field, we applied PLIF. In this

study, acetone was chosen as the tracer. A Pulsed Nd: YAG laser (Spectra-Physics

INDI-40-10-HG) was used to provide a stable 266 nm wavelength ultraviolet light in

order to excite the acetone molecules. In order to obtain a linear fluorescence regime,
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optical lenses were used to create a light sheet with an approximate height of 5 cm

and a thickness of 350 µm. This ensured that saturation of the fluorescence signal

did not occur until laser energy per pulse reached ∼ 10.4 J, which was well above the

maximum laser energy output (55 mJ) used in this study.

The PLIF CCD camera was equipped with an intensifier unit, which was sensitive

to the ultraviolet spectrum, in order to increase gain and gating capability. The cam-

era was also equipped with a Nikon Micro-NIKKOR 105 mm lens. The aperture was

kept open at (f2.8), and a 378-nm UV bandpass filter with FWHM of 140 nm was used.

The camera field of view for all cases corresponded to a 38×28 mm2 window with an

approximate pixel size of 6.5 µm. To retain the spatial resolution of the scalar field,

the full measurement region is covered by three individual imaging windows with at

least a 20% overlap between each window. Before and after each experiment, sets of

background and laser sheet images were taken to determine the averaged background

and cross-sectional laser beam intensity distributions. These time-averaged images

were later subtracted from each raw PLIF image in order to isolate the fluorescence

signal. In order to account for the laser beam energy fluctuations, all images were

normalized by the amount of the laser energy per pulse, which was measured using a

laser energy meter. The images were taken at a frequency of 5 Hz and then processed

using LaVision DaVis 8.4 software. With correcting the errors associated with back-

ground noises, fluctuations in cross-sectional laser beam intensity, and laser energy

per pulse deviations, one can assume the remaining non-uniformity of the scalar field

is due to signal to noise ratio (S/N). The error in the S/N can be estimated from the

standard deviation of this ratio in an uniform low signal region of the flow field. Based

on these data, and uncertainty propagation method, we estimated the uncertainty in

the time-averaged and variances of concentration field to be conservative values of 4%

and 7%, respectively. . For each experimental case, a total of N = 500 images were

acquired to determine the time-averaged molar concentration, 〈C〉, fields. Figure 3.2

shows examples of the instantaneous velocity and concentration fields, for the helium

3D jet in the x-z plane. It should be noted that the flow fields were constructed from

three different experiments, where individual imaging windows have been stitched

together.
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a) b)

Figure 3.2: Instantaneous a) velocity and b) concentration fields obtained from He-
lium
3D jet in x-z plane from three individual imaging windows and stitched together.

3.3.2 Numerical techniques

Governing equations

For flows which are turbulent and compressible, the gas dynamic evolution is governed

by the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. In order to account for the full spec-

trum of turbulent scales, resulting from large flow velocities with high Reynolds num-

bers (Re), the unresolved scales of the governing equations are filtered and modelled

through the large eddy simulation (LES) approach [80]. The LES-filtered conservation

equations for mass, momentum, and energy (sensible + kinetic) of a calorically perfect

fluid system are given below in Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4), respectively. Also, a transport equa-

tion (3.5) is included to describe the evolution of mass fraction (Y ) associated with

the jet gas. The governing equations are supplemented by a one-equation localized

kinetic energy model [14], given by Eq. (3.6), which describes the transport, pro-

duction, and dissipation of the subgrid kinetic energy (ksgs) associated with subgrid

velocity fluctuations. Finally, the equations of state are given by (3.7). The equations

presented here are given in non-dimensional form, where the various properties are

normalized by the reference quiescent state. Favre-average filtering is achieved by

letting f̃ = ρf/ρ̄, where f represents one of the state variables and ρ, p, e, T , and

u refer to the density, pressure, specific sensible + kinetic energy, temperature, and

velocity vector, respectively. Here, the over-line (–) refers to a spatially-averaged (fil-
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tered) quantity, and the tilde (˜) refers to a mass-averaged (Favre-averaged) quantity.

Other relevant properties are the ratio of specific heats, γ, the kinematic viscosity, ν,

the resolved shear stress tensor, ¯̄τ , the Prandtl number, Pr, and the Schmidt number,

Sc. Also, subgrid contributions due to buoyancy have been accounted for, where g is

the gravitational acceleration.

∂ρ̄

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũ) = 0 (3.2)

∂(ρ̄ũ)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũũ) +∇p̄−∇ · ρ̄(ν + νt)

(
∇ũ+ (∇ũ)T − 2

3
(∇ · ũ)I

)
= ρ̄g (3.3)

∂(ρ̄ẽ)

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
(ρ̄ẽ+ p̄)ũ− ũ · ¯̄τ

)
−∇ ·

(
ρ̄

(
γ

γ − 1

)(
ν

Pr
+

νt
Prt

)
∇T̃
)

= ρ̄ũ · g (3.4)

(∂ρ̄Ỹ )

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũỸ )−∇ ·

(
ρ̄

(
ν

Sc
+

νt
Sct

)
∇Ỹ

)
= 0 (3.5)

∂(ρ̄ksgs)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũksgs)−∇ ·

(
ρ̄νt
Prt
∇ksgs

)
= − νt

Prt
∇ρ̄ · g + Ṗ − ρ̄ε (3.6)

ẽ =
p̄/ρ̄

(γ − 1)
+

1

2
ũ · ũ+ ksgs and

p̄

ρ̄
= RT̃ (3.7)

The various state variables have been normalized such that

ρ =
ρ̂

ρ̂o
, u =

û

ĉo
, p =

p̂

ρ̂oĉo
2 =

p̂

γp̂o
, T =

T̂

γT̂o
, x =

x̂

D̂
, t =

t̂

D̂/ĉo
, R =

R̂

R̂o
=

1/Ŵ

1/Ŵo

, (3.8)

where the subscript ‘o’ refers to the reference state, the hat (‘ˆ’) refers to a dimensional

quantity, I is the identity matrix, c is the speed of sound, W is the molecular weight,

and D is the reference diameter of the orifice through which the gas exits the pipe.
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The rates of production and dissipation of ksgs are given by

Ṗ = ρ̄νt

(
∇ũ+ (∇ũ)T − 2

3
(∇ · ũ)I

)
· (∇ũ) and ε = π

(
2ksgs

3Cκ

)3/2

/∆̄. (3.9)

Next, a Smagorinsky-type model is applied to describe νt in terms of ksgs through

νt =
1

π

(
2

3Cκ

)3/2√
ksgs∆̄. (3.10)

Here, Cκ is the Kolmogorov constant, whose value is set to a typical value of Cκ = 1.5.

For simplicity, the LES filter size, ∆̄, is assumed to be equal to the (local) minimum

grid spacing. It is noted, however, that this assumption may introduce some errors at

fine-coarse cell interfaces when using adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [122]. Finally,

for the helium case, owing to differences in γ, Eq. (3.5) is replaced with

(∂ρ̄G̃)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũG̃)−∇ ·

(
ρ̄

(
ν

Sc
+

νt
Sct

)
∇G̃

)
= 0 (3.11)

where

Ỹ =
G̃−Gair

GHe −Gair

and G =

(
1

γ − 1

)
. (3.12)

Although the conservative form used in this method is known to introduce pressure

oscillations, which originate from material interfaces [103], it is necessary to ensure the

correct mathematical representation of the diffusion process. While non-conservative

approaches do not exhibit such pressure oscillations [103], they can also converge to

physically incorrect solutions with respect to diffusion [51]. For practical purposes, γ

is evaluated from G̃ directly, as no suitable alternative exists in the LES framework.

Domain and model parameters

The numerical domain containing the pipe and jet configuration is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The pipe had an outer diameter of 3.18D (6.36mm) with a wall thickness of 0.41D

(0.82mm). The hole, through which gas escaped, had a diameter of D̂ = 2mm. The

domain itself spanned 32D in each direction. The inlet boundary condition (BC) was

imposed on one side of the pipe, which used a digital filtering generation method [61]

to generate the appropriate second order turbulence characteristics according to well-
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documented experimental measurements of turbulence in pipe flow [28]. A wall BC

was imposed on the other side of the pipe, which causes the flow to stagnate within

the pipe. This was consistent with the experiments. The top BC of the domain was

a pressure outlet type. The remaining 5 BCs were symmetry type slip walls, and

were sufficiently far away from the jet to prevent interference. The simulations were

initialized with air at ambient conditions (T̂o = 300K and p̂o = 101.3kPa) throughout

the domain.

In�ow BC

(air, He, H2)

Out�ow BC

Symmetry BC

(5 sides typ.)

D=2mm

Wall BC

32D

32D

32D

x

y

z

3.18D

2.36D

IC: ambient air

po=101.3kPa, To=300K

ρo=1.17kg/m

2D

3

Figure 3.3: Computational domain with initial and boundary conditions (not to
scale).

To be consistent with the experiments, the average momentum flux, 〈ρ̄ũ〉flux, was

matched for all simulations. To achieve this, the inlet pressure was varied, through

trial and error, to obtain the desired 〈ρ̄ũ〉flux and average flow velocity, 〈ũj〉. Since

three-dimensional information was available, the instantaneous (ρu)flux was monitored

directly on the x-y plane corresponding to the hole location on the outer edge of the

pipe, at z = 0. In this case,

M = (ρu)flux =

∫
z=0

ρuzuzdA. (3.13)

The resulting time-averaged 〈ρ̄ũ〉flux, jet velocity, 〈ũj〉, and other relevant fluid prop-

erties are given in Table 3.2. The transport properties have been evaluated at equimo-

lar conditions of ambient air and the jet gas, and were assumed constant for simplicity.
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For the turbulent transport properties of all three jets, Sct = 0.7 and Prt = 0.8 were

also assumed constant. Finally, for each jet, a total of N = 500 (for air) or N = 1500

(for He/H2) time steps were processed for statistical averaging, once a quasi-steady jet

was established. This corresponded to sampling over eddy turnover times of τ = 450,

1800, and 2040 for air, helium, and hydrogen, respectively.

Table 3.2: Model Parameters.
Jet ρ̂j 〈˜̂uj〉 Ma Re 〈 ¯̂ρ˜̂u〉flux γ ν̂ Pr Sc

[kg/m3] [m/s] [N] [m2/s]

air 1.17 141.7 0.4 17,824 0.0335 1.4 1.59× 10−5 0.714 0.707

He 0.164 368.1 1.1 38,545 0.0317 1.67 1.91× 10−5 0.607 0.626

H2 0.082 528.4 1.5 55,915 0.0328 1.4 1.89× 10−5 0.556 0.609

Numerical implementation

In order to solve the system of equations (3.2) through (3.6), a numerical framework

(MG) developed by Mantis Numerics Ltd. [31, 32, 33] was employed. All of the terms

in the equation set were handled individually using an operator splitting technique

[65]. Each term in the equation set was solved explicitly, in time, using a second order

accurate finite-volume discretization scheme. In this method, solutions of the system

∂U

∂t
+
∂F

∂xi
+
∂G

∂xi
+ S = 0 (3.14)

are sought, where U = [ρ̄, ρ̄ũ, ρ̄ẽ, ρ̄Ỹ (or ρ̄G̃), ρ̄ksgs] is the solution vector and Einstein

notation was adopted for the directional components. F and G are the advective

and diffusive fluxes, respectively, and S represents the source terms. First, solution

contributions of the advection terms are discretized using the MacCormack predictor-

corrector method [65], where

U ∗i = Un
i −

∆t

∆xi

[
F n
i+1/2 − F n

i−1/2

]
(3.15)

and

Un+1
i = Un

i −
1

2

∆t

∆xi

[
F n
i+1/2 − F n

i−1/2 + F ∗i+1/2 − F ∗i−1/2

]
. (3.16)

Here, the flux terms F ∗i±1/2 are evaluated using the predicted state, U ∗i , in order
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to obtain the solution for Un+1
i . The time step for each simulation below is chosen

according to the CFL stability criterion of 0.5 [65]. To obtain the advective flux

components at each cell interface (F i±1/2), an exact Godunov solver [37] was applied,

which featured a symmetric monotonized central flux limiter [121]. In this scheme,

exact solutions to the Reimann problem [65] at each cell interface provide the fluxes

necessary for the finite-volume solution, where differences in γ potentially exist on

each side of the cell interfaces. Likewise, diffusive flux contributions are also added

to the solution using the MacCormack predictor-corrector method. However, the flux

components of G are further discretized using central finite-differences [116]. Finally,

source term contributions of S are added to the solutions directly.

Structured Cartesian grids were applied in order to take advantage of AMR [32]

for increased efficiency. The grid was refined, on a per cell-basis, in regions close to

the physical pipe, and also where the jet gas mass (ρ̄Ỹ ) changed by more than 0.01%

locally between existing grid levels. Furthermore, when a cell is flagged as ‘bad’,

or needing refinement, this badness is diffused by approximately 5-10 cells in each

direction on the current grid level. The jet was refined to a minimum grid size of

D/16 up to 10D downstream from the orifice in order to capture fine scale turbulent

motions in the near field. Beyond 10D downstream, the jet was only refined to a

minimum grid size of D/8. Finally, once a cell was refined, it remained refined for

the duration of the simulation. This approach avoided complications which could

arise due to cell-derefinement and re-refinement [79]. Figure 3.4 shows a typical grid

topology that develops as a jet evolves in time. The figure also indicates the locations

of each grid level (G) in a portion the flow field.

Resolution study

A resolution study was performed for air jet simulations at three different spatial

resolutions. The minimum grid sizes were varied from ∆̄ = D/4 to ∆̄ = D/16.

Corresponding instantaneous evolutions of the jet gas mass fraction (Ỹ ) are presented

in Fig. 3.5a for each resolution. It was found that the lowest resolution, ∆̄ = D/4,

was not able to resolve any turbulent motions downstream from the orifice, and

hence there was minimal jet spreading observed. As the resolution was increased to

∆̄ = D/8, turbulent motions were captured in the far field, which lead to significantly

more jet spreading, and unsteadiness, as expected. When the minimum grid size was

set to ∆̄ = D/16, small-scale turbulent motions were captured closer to the orifice,
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Figure 3.4: Instantaneous air jet showing the mass fraction Ỹ on the left and resulting
grid topology, showing the locations of various grid levels (G2-G6), on the right. Note:
The base grid G1 is always refined to at least grid level G2, everywhere.

which caused a shortening of the potential jet core region owing to increased turbulent

mixing.

Figures 3.5b and c show the jet trajectories and velocity decay rates for all three

cases. It should be noted that the subscript ‘c’ refers to the conditions at the jet

centreline. In order to measure the trajectory of each jet, whose deflection from

the vertical (z) axis was observed previously in Fig.3.2 , the (x, y) locations of the

maximum velocity (〈ũ〉max(z)) magnitude were determined at discrete heights along

the z-axis. Also shown are the computed centre of mass locations (C.M.) for each

simulation. The C.M., as a function of height (z), was determined by extracting x-y

slices at each discrete heights along the z-axis, and evaluating the centroid associated

with the average mass flux of the jet through each slice. For a given z location,

xC.M. =

∫
(ρuzY )xdxdy∫
(ρuzY )dxdy

and yC.M. =

∫
(ρuzY )ydxdy∫
(ρuzY )dxdy

(3.17)

The velocity decay rates, along the jet centre-lines, have been determined from

〈ũ〉max(z). In general, increasing the resolution lead to increased deflection about the

z-axis, in both 〈ũ〉max(z) and the C.M., as observed in Fig, 3.5b. It should also be

noted that the discrete jumps in the 〈ũ〉max(z) locations were equal to the grid spacing

associated with the corresponding resolution. Such discreteness was not observed for

the C.M. locations since the averaging process was performed across entire x − y
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Figure 3.5: a) Instantaneous mass fraction field (Ỹ ) for air at different resolutions. b)
Jet centre-lines taken along the location of maximum velocity (〈ũ〉max(z)), and also
the centre of mass (C.M.) locations, obtained for air at different resolutions. c) Jet
velocity decay rates for air simulations at different resolutions. It should be noted
that the subscript ‘c’ and ‘j’ refers to the conditions at the jet centreline and the
nozzle, respectively.

planes. This resulted in smoother trajectories for the computed C.M. locations. In

Fig. 3.5c, increasing the resolution lead to an earlier decay in centreline velocity.

This behaviour in the jet velocity decay resulted from higher resolution of fine scale

turbulent motions near the orifice, which influenced earlier breakup of the potential

core, thus slowing the motion of the jet. It should be noted, however, that the actual

rate of velocity decay, in the far field, was found to be the same for both the ∆̄ = D/8

and ∆̄ = D/16 resolutions. These far field velocity decay rates were determined by

the slopes of lines of best fit beyond z > 15D, obtained from linear regression, as

shown in Fig. 3.5c.

For the high resolution cases (∆̄ = D/16), solutions were obtained on approx-
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imately 10 to 20 million computational cells and each took three to four weeks to

compute on 64 processors. In addition, each simulation took several weeks to post-

process owing to large volumes of data and available computational resources. Higher

resolution simulations were unattainable beyond ∆̄ = D/16, owing to a significant in-

crease in the required computational resources, simulation time, and processing time,

by roughly an order of magnitude.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Time-averaged flow fields

air:
u>> >>

[ [

[^ [
He:

u>> [^ [ >>

[ [

Figure 3.6: Time-averaged velocity (a - b) and concentration (c - d) contours in x-z
and y-z planes for 1) air and 2) helium, obtained from: a & c) Round jet on side of
tube (3D jet), and (b & d) Round orifice plate (OP) jet.

The time-averaged velocity contours, obtained for all of the experiments, are

shown in Fig. 3.6. These contours are shown in both the x-z and y-z planes for
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the 3D jet experiments, and only in the x-z plane for the OP jets. Clearly, for the

3D jets in the x-z planes, there was a slight deviation from the vertical z-axis in the

direction of the initial flow inside the pipe for both gases. In this plane, significant jet

spreading was observed as soon as the jets flowed through the orifice. This behaviour

was much more pronounced in the case of the 3D jet compared to the OP jet. Also,

for the 3D jets, near the potential-core region, there was more jet spreading on the

upstream of the jet (left side) compared to the downstream side. There was also a

shorter potential-core length observed for helium compared to air. These potential

core lengths, in the x-z planes, were approximately 4D and 5D for helium and air,

respectively. The potential-core lengths of both 3D jet gases were also shorter com-

pared to the axisymmetric OP jets. The respective core lengths of the OP jets for

helium and air were 7D and 9D. In the x-z planes, for the 3D jet, the jet spreading

appeared to be greater, in the far field, compared to the y-z plane. There were also

two high-velocity peaks observed in y-z plane, for both gases, at y ± 0.5D, on each

side of the z-axis, with a low-velocity region located on the axis at approximately

z = 2D. These features were not observed in the OP jet. Also, the potential-core

lengths in this plane were much shorter compared to the x-z plane. In the y-z plane,

the potential-core length for both gases was approximately 1D. In general, it was

observed that the helium and air jets had qualitatively similar flow patterns, for each

case. However, the helium jet, in both experiments, appeared to break up faster

compared to the air jet.

Figure 3.6 also shows the time-averaged concentration fields obtained for all exper-

iments. In general, the concentration profiles were qualitatively similar to the velocity

profiles presented in Fig. 3.6, with two exceptions. First, much higher concentration

levels, with higher spreading rates, were observed for helium in the far field compared

to air, for all cases. Also, for the 3D jets, the potential core lengths in the x-z plane,

for both gases, were comparable to the potential core lengths in the y-z plane.

Although not shown here, numerically computed flow fields were also obtained for

each gas. It is noted that the fundamental asymmetry was also observed for each

numerical experiment.

3.4.2 The jet centreline trajectory

Figure 3.7 shows the experimental and numerical jet trajectories for the 3D jets. For

the experiments, the trajectories were determined by the maximum velocity magni-
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Figure 3.7: Jet centre-lines taken along the location of maximum velocity magnitudes
(〈u〉max(z) and 〈ũ〉max(z)) from experiments and simulations, respectively, and also
the centre of mass (C.M.) locations obtained from the simulations.

tude locations (〈u〉max(z)), in the x-z plane. The numerical simulations present both

the trajectories determined from (〈ũ〉max(z)) and the centre of mass (C.M.).

In general, the centrelines obtained from the experiments followed a nearly linear

trajectory from the orifice up to z ∼ 4D for helium, and z ∼ 5D for air. From

these point, the centrelines deviated upwards, slightly. Around z ∼ 9D for helium,

and z ∼ 10D for air, a sudden change in the jet trajectory was observed. These

locations coincided with the extents of the potential-core regions as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Also, helium was found to deviate from the z-axis less than air, owing to increased

buoyancy forces, in the z-direction, which arise due to the lower jet gas density.

From the simulations, it was clear that the jet centres, determined from 〈ũ〉max(z),

matched well the experimental observations in the near field. However, in the far

field, the simulated locations do not match those obtained from the experiments for

helium and air beyond z > 5D and z > 7D, respectively. Despite this, however, it

was found that the C.M. locations matched very well the jet centre-lines obtained

from the experiments in the far field, beyond these locations, for both helium and

air. Clearly, the simulations exhibited a departure of the 〈ũ〉max(z) location from the
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actual jet centroid through the entire jet height for all three gases. Also, the 〈ũ〉max(z)

locations for the helium simulation were found to contain significant scatter in the far

field beyond z > 15D. The air and hydrogen simulations, on the other hand, were

found to have a fairly continuous trajectory determined from the 〈ũ〉max(z) locations.

As a reference, lines of best-fit, using linear regression to power-law expressions, were

obtained for the far field (beyond z > 10D) for the centrelines determined from

〈ũ〉max(z). Even though helium deflected more than hydrogen, in terms of the C.M.

locations, the opposite trend was observed when considering the 〈ũ〉max(z) locations.

3.4.3 Velocity decay and jet spreading rates

In Fig. 3.8a, the velocity decay along the jet centrelines, determined from 〈u〉max(z)

and 〈ũ〉max(z), are presented for all experimental and numerical cases, respectively.

Also shown, for comparison, are velocity decay correlations [130], which have been

determined from prior compressible subsonic and supersonic axisymmetric round jet

experiments, for the range jet conditions that encompass the current investigation.

Upon comparison to the Witze correlations [130], the air and helium OP jet exper-

iments were found to reproduce well the expected velocity decay rate, with helium

decaying faster than the air jet. In general, the decay rates observed in the experimen-

tal 3D jets were much faster compared to the axisymmetric jets. Upon comparison

of the experimental 3D jet velocity decays to simulation, it was found that the sim-

ulated air jet velocity decay rate matched closely that obtained from experiment.

For the helium jet, however, the simulation had a much faster decay rate compared

to experiment. Despite this, both exhibit the same trend, where helium was found

to decay faster than air. It was also observed that the experiments had a shorter

potential-core region compared to simulation. In general, the simulated onsets of

velocity decay, downstream from the orifice, were found to occur approximately 2D

beyond those observed from the experiments. Finally, from simulation, hydrogen jet

was found to decay the quickest, owing to its low density and high flow velocity.

Figure 3.8b shows the jet widths (2L1/2) that have been obtained by determining

the locations where 〈u〉 = 0.5〈u〉max(z) and 〈ũ〉 = 0.5〈ũ〉max(z) along lines which

were orthogonal to the jet-centrelines, from experiments and simulations, respectively.

These orthogonal lines have been indicated previously as coordinate n in Fig. 3.1b.

In the y-z planes, the orthogonal lines to the jet-centres are collinear with the y-

direction owing to symmetry of the jet. Also, jet widths along the y-direction from
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Figure 3.8: a) Jet velocity decay and b) jet widths (2L1/2) obtained along the
〈u〉max(z) and 〈ũ〉max(z) centrelines, from experiments and simulations, respectively.
Note, the n-coordinate refers to lines which are normal to the centreline, coplanar
with the x-z plane (see the coordinate system in Fig.3.1 b). Also, velocity decays
and jet widths have been compared to axisymmetric round jet correlations [130] and
experiments [56, 2], respectively.

the jet centreline were only available from simulation owing to the three-dimensional

deflection of the jet centre in the x-direction. In general, the OP jets were found to

have nearly constant jet widths in the potential core region, up until z ∼ 5D. From

this point on, the jet width was found to increase linearly, consistent with the jet

spreading rates of previous axisymmetric round jet experiments (for a wide range of

Re) [56, 2]. For the 3D jets, in all cases, a slight contraction in the jet widths has been

observed from 1D < z < 4D experimentally, and from 1D < z < 7D numerically.

Beyond this point, the jet spreading rates in the x-z plane, along n, were observed

to be much greater compared to the axisymmetic jets for all cases. Moreover, the

air and helium jet spreading, from the 3D experiments and also the simulations, was

found to be comparable for both gases. In the near field, however, significant jet

spreading did not occur until about z ∼ 7D to 8 for the simulations, while spreading

was found to occur at z ∼ 5D for the 3D experiments. These values coincide with the

potential-core extents of the jets. In the y-z plane, along y, the jet spreading obtained

from the simulations deviated from those obtained in the x-z plane for z > 12D. In

fact, it was found that the jet spreading of air and helium in the y-direction, found

numerically, compared well to the jet spreading of axisymmetric round jets, in terms

of order of magnitude, while more jet spreading was found in the x-z plane. Finally,
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unlike air and helium, the simulated hydrogen 3D jet was found to spread almost

equally in both directions. There was only slightly higher amount of jet spreading in

the n-direction compared to the y-direction.

3.4.4 Jet centreline statistics

In the x-z plane, the time-averaged velocity profiles for all experimental and numeri-

cal investigations are shown in Fig. 3.9 along the n-direction for several downstream

locations along the jet centreline (s-curve Fig. 3.1b). Likewise, the velocity profiles

are also shown along the y-direction. It is noted, however, that information along

y, normal to s, was only available from the numerical simulation. Also shown, for

comparison, are the velocity statistics obtained for the OP jet experiments. In partic-

ular, only the s-component velocities have been presented, which were normalized by

the local centreline velocity magnitudes (〈u〉max(z) and 〈ũ〉max(z)) for all experiments

and simulations, respectively. Also, the n- and y-coordinates, which were both normal

to the centreline s-curve, were normalized by the jet half widths (L1/2) determined

from Fig.3.8b. In all cases, the experimental and numerical 3D jets emerged from the

orifice with a top-hat profile, shown at z = 1D. This was different compared to the

OP jet, which had an initial semi saddle-back profile (not shown here), typical for

axisymmetric sharp-edged OP jets [74]. In general, all cases of the experimental and

numerical 3D jets developed into a self-similar Gaussian-like distribution within the

range |n/L1/2| < 1 for z ≤ 5D (and |y/L1/2| < 1 for z ≤ 5). In fact, the distribution

observed for the 3D jets, in this range, matched well the self-similar Gaussian distri-

bution obtained from the OP jets. However, notable deviations from the self-similar

solution were observed near the tail ends of the curves in the x-z plane, beyond this

range . The experiments were found to exhibit more velocity spreading to the left

of the jet centre (in the −n-direction). On the other hand, the simulations were

found to exhibit more velocity spreading to the right of the jet centre (in the +n-

direction). Beyond z > 5D, in the far field, the experimental 3D jets developed into,

and matched, the self-similar Gaussian distribution obtained from the OP jets for the

full range of n (and y). The numerical simulations, however, continued to exhibit

velocity spreading to the right of the jet centre (in the +n-direction). Finally, the

curves obtained for all three gases were found to be in agreement with each other.

Higher order statistics were also collected for the experiments and simulations

conducted here. The time-averaged Reynolds stress profiles obtained from experi-
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Figure 3.9: Normalized time-averaged velocity profiles along jet centrelines (〈us〉/〈uc〉
and 〈ũs〉/〈ũc〉) for experiments and simulations, respectively. Here, the profiles are
taken at various heights for air, helium, and hydrogen, and obtained from a) LES,
OP & 3D jet in x-z plane and b) LES & OP jet in y-z planes.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized time-averaged Reynolds shear stress profiles along jet cen-
trelines (〈u′su′n〉/〈u2

c〉, 〈u′su′y〉/〈u2
c〉) and (〈ũ′sũ′n〉/〈ũ2

c〉, 〈ũ′sũ′y〉/〈ũ2
c〉) for experiments

and simulations, respectively. Here, the profiles are taken at various heights for air,
helium, and hydrogen, and obtained from a) LES, OP & 3D jet in x-z plane and b)
LES & OP jet in y-z planes.
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ments and simulation, (〈u′su′n〉 , 〈u′su′y〉) and (〈ũ′sũ′n〉, 〈ũ′sũ′y〉), are presented in Fig.

3.10. In this case, the experimental and numerical Reynolds stress quantities have

been normalized by (〈u2
c〉(z)) and (〈ũ2

c〉(z)), respectively. Also, it should be noted

that the prime (′) represents the instantaneous fluctuating quantity. For example,

u′ = u − 〈u〉 or ũ′ = ũ − 〈ũ〉. In the x-z plane, the air and helium experiments

captured well the far field self-similar profile to the right of the jet centre (in the

+n-direction). However, to the left (in the −n-direction), the 3D jet experiments

were found to have a lower magnitude of the Reynolds stress compared to the OP

jets, even in the far field. Also, within for z ≤ 5D, a higher Reynolds stress was

observed beyond |n/L1/2| < 1. In the y-z plane, the 3D jet experiments matched well

the Reynolds stress profiles obtained from the OP jets. In general, the simulations

for air and helium captured the correct shapes of the Reynolds stress profiles, but

did not capture the peak values observed experimentally, in both planes. This effect

can be attributed to the fact that the Reynolds stress was determined from 〈ũ′sũ′n〉
and 〈ũ′sũ′y〉, which did not account for the subgrid contribution from ksgs. For 3D

jet experiments, it should also be noted that there is an offset of the zero crossing of

Reynolds stress profiles form jet centreline (n/L1/2 = 0). This brings into question

the suitability of conventional eddy-viscosity models for this type of turbulent flow,

as this class of turbulence models assumes Reynolds stresses are directly related to

the mean strain.

The time-averaged concentration profiles for all experimental and numerical cases

are shown in Fig. 3.11. Here, time-averaged molar concentrations from experiments

and simulations (〈C〉 and 〈C̃〉), have been normalized by the local centreline concen-

trations 〈Cc〉(z) and 〈C̃c〉(z), respectively. The n- and y-coordinates were normalized

by the jet half widths (Lc,1/2) determined from the locations where 〈C〉/〈Cc〉 = 0.5

and 〈C̃〉/〈C̃c〉 = 0.5 for all experimental and numerical cases, respectively. In general,

they were found to be qualitatively similar to the velocity profiles in all cases. In the

near field (z ≤ 5D), the range |n/Lc,1/2| < 1 for z ≤ 5D (and |y/Lc,1/2| < 1 for

z ≤ 5D) was found to develop quickly into the self-similar solution as observed from

the OP jet experiments. Notable deviations from the self-similar solution were once

again observed near the tail ends of the curves in the x-z plane, beyond this range.

In the x-zplane, the experiments were found to exhibit more concentration spreading

to the left of the jet centre (in the −n-direction), while the simulations were found

to exhibit more concentration spreading to the right (in the +n-direction). In the far

field, beyond z > 5D, the self-similar Gaussian distribution, as observed for the OP
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Figure 3.11: Normalized time-averaged concentration profiles along jet centrelines
(〈Cs〉/〈Cc〉 and 〈C̃s〉/〈C̃c〉) for experiments and simulations, respectively. Here, the
profiles are taken at various heights for air, helium, and hydrogen, and obtained from
a) LES, OP & 3D jet in x-z plane and b) LES & OP jet in y-z planes.
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jet experiments, was recovered for both the 3D jet experiments. As observed in the

velocity profiles, the simulations continued to exhibit concentration spreading in the

+n-direction of the far field.

Finally, the normalized concentration variance profiles (〈C ′2s 〉/〈C2
c 〉(z) and 〈C̃ ′2s 〉/〈C̃2

c 〉(z)),

obtained from both the 3D and OP jet experiments and the simulations for all three

gases, respectively, are presented in Fig. 3.12. In the x-z plane, the initial devel-

opment of the 3D jets had a higher variance of concentration to the right of the jet

centre (in the +n-direction) within the ranges of z ≤ 10D and z ≤ 5D, for the air and

helium, respectively. Beyond these jet heights, in the far field, the location of maxi-

mum concentration variance moved to the left of the jet centre (in the −n-direction)

for both air and helium 3D jet experiments. Also, much like the OP jet evolutions,

the 3D jet experiments were found to contain a minimum variance near the centre

of the jet. In general, the magnitudes of concentration variance were comparable

between the 3D jet and OP experiments for both gases. In the y-z plane, the OP jet

experiments exhibit symmetrical profile for the concentration variances as expected

from axisymmetric round jets. In general, the simulations captured the correct shapes

of the second-order concentration fluctuation profiles, but did not capture the peak

values observed experimentally in the far field, in both planes. In fact, the simula-

tions were found to have an error of 50% in the variance compared to experiments at

z = 15D. We note, however, that only filtered quantities of jet mass fraction (Ỹ ) are

available numerically. Also, it is likely that much longer sampling times are required

in the far field owing to the presence of much larger and slower eddies.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Asymmetry of the jet

For the 3D jets, asymmetric flow structure was always observed. It was found that the

perpendicular nature of the orifice, relative to the direction of flow within the pipe,

caused a deflection of the jet away from the vertical z-axis. It is not yet clear how

the deflection angles scale for each gas. However, air was found to deflect more than

helium (and hydrogen), despite having equal initial momentum flux (force) ejecting

through the orifice. Initially, from Fig. 3.7, all three gases have very close deflection

angles. After only z > 2D, was the experimental air jet found to deflect more than

helium. Upon considering the simulated trajectories, obtained from the C.M. loca-
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Figure 3.12: Normalized concentration variance profiles along jet centrelines
(〈C ′2s 〉/〈C2

c 〉 and 〈C̃ ′2s 〉/〈C̃2
c 〉) for experiments and simulations, respectively. Here,

the profiles are taken at various heights for air, helium, and hydrogen, and obtained
from a) LES, OP & 3D jet in x-z plane and b) LES & OP jet in y-z planes.
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tions, it was found that the heavier gases deflected more about the z-axis compared

to lighter gases, with hydrogen having the least amount of deflection. Although other

factors might contribute, the higher deflection of the air jet compared to the less dense

helium and hydrogen jets is consistent with the relative strength of the corresponding

vertical buoyancy forces.

From the numerical simulations, in Fig. 3.7, one notable ‘event’ was always ob-

served to occur for each gas, in the near field, between z = 5D to 10D. Not only

does this location correspond to the extent of the potential-core, in each case, but the

〈ũ〉max location was found to switch sides relative to the C.M. Up until z ∼ 9D for

air, and z ∼ 6D for helium and hydrogen, the 〈ũ〉max(z) were located to the right of

the C.M. At this point, however, the locations of |u|max remained almost constant in

x until z ∼ 11D for all three gases. Downstream, the trajectories of 〈ũ〉max deflected

to the right again, but remained misaligned to the left of the C.M.

In order to gain insight into the reasons for shifts of the location of 〈ũ〉max(z) with

respect to the C.M., average velocity contours were extracted from the simulations

on x-y planes at various heights, along z, for all three gases. Figure 3.13 shows these

velocity contours for the hydrogen simulation, although it is noted that the other

gases were qualitatively similar through their evolution. At the very start of the jet

evolution, shown at z = 0, the initial jet was not circular. In fact, a velocity deficit

existed near the left-most portion of the orifice, and also in two regions on the right

side, near x = 0.25D and y ± 0.3D. The velocity deficit on the upstream of the

jet likely resulted from flow separation of the moving gas originating from inside the

pipe, akin to flow over a backward step [124] or cavity [36]. This phenomena was also

observed in the 3D jet experiments and visualized in Fig. 3.13 with instantaneous

velocity streamlines obtained from the helium experiment. It is also likely that this

flow separation encouraged entrainment of air on the back side of the jet (in the +x-

direction) which lead to the enhanced mixing observed in this region. For the other

two flow deficit regions, near near x = 0.25D and y ± 0.3D, these were likely caused

by the curvature of the pipe diameter relative to the hole size; further investigation

is required to ascertain this.

Owing to the flow separation at the entrance to the orifice, and resulting velocity

deficit near the edge of the orifice, a nearly stagnant region was formed downstream at

z = 3D in Fig. 3.13 and centred at x = y = 0. Also, there existed regions of significant

flow velocity magnitudes on both sides of the stagnant region in the ±y directions.

This explains why the C.M. of the jet was initially misaligned with the 〈ũ〉max(z)
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Figure 3.13: Time-averaged velocity contours in x-y planes for the simulated H2 jet.
Also shown are instantaneous velocity streamlines (Ψ) obtained for the helium 3D
jet, near the orifice.

location. This flow pattern also explains the saddle-back feature observed in the

velocity profiles of the experimental 3D jets, in the y-z planes of Fig.3.6. The well-

known Vena Contracta effect, generated immediately downstream from the orifice,

may have also contributed to this saddle-back profile due to inward radial velocities at

the edge of the jet[76]. Eventually, at z = 5D, the stagnant region became entrained

by the jet as mixing occurred , leading to its disappearance downstream.

By z = 8D, although significant mixing and jet spreading had occurred by this

point, a portion of the simulated jets remained asymmetric. In fact, the overall shape

of the simulated jets were stretched in the +x direction, relative to the jet centre.

From x > 3D, there appeared to exist minor secondary jetting along the +x direction,
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which was not observed in any other directions. This secondary jetting was believed

to contribute to the far field misalignment of the 〈ũ〉max(z) location with the C.M.

However, this secondary jetting was not observed in the experiments, likely due to

fine-scale mixing near the orifice, which was not captured in the simulations. Thus, it

is very likely that the true C.M. of the jet is infact aligned with the 〈ũ〉max(z) location

in the far field.

At z = 15D, the shapes of the simulated helium and air jets had become elliptical

(not shown). Significant jet spreading was observed in the +x direction compared

to all other directions, which is consistent with the increased jet spreading along

the n direction relative to the y direction, as observed in Fig. 3.8b. The hydrogen

simulation, on the other hand, was found to develop into a fairly round jet by z =

15D, as shown. Although the location of 〈ũ〉max(z) was still slightly misaligned

with the C.M., the spreading rates in all directions were nearly equal. Whether the

air and helium jets eventually become axisymmetric, in the far field, remains to be

investigated. The degree of asymmetric jet spreading observed for heavier gases, in the

n and y directions, is consistent with buoyancy effects. It is very likely that increased

horizontal deflection associated with lower buoyancy forces leads to more interaction

of the jet with the pipe boundary, thus contributing to the observed asymmetry. It

is also possible that the early symmetric development for hydrogen, compared to air

and helium, may arise due to enhanced mixing associated with the supersonic nature

of the jet in the former case.

3.5.2 Implications of jet asymmetry on ignition limits

In the experimental concentration fields presented in Fig.3.6, helium was found to

have much higher concentration levels in the far field compared to air, at z > 3D.

This observation can be attributed to a low Schmidt number (Sc < 1), in which

case mass diffusion rates are faster than momentum diffusion rates. On the other

hand, axisymmetric OP jets exhibited even higher concentration levels, compared to

3D jets, in both near and far fields for both gases. This result is further supports

the fact that significantly higher turbulent mixing and entertainment rates occur

in the 3D jets compared to axisymmetry OP jets, thus shortening the extents of

where the ignition limits might lie along the jet centreline in the far field, in the

(+s-direction). This effect is also evident in the faster velocity decay rates, and

shortened potential core regions, as observed previously in Fig. 3.8. While the 3D
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jets ultimately developed into self-similar concentration profiles, as observed in Fig.

3.11, such self-similarity cannot be used to predict the ignition limits in the near field.

This implication is especially true for the back side of the jets (in the−x-direction), for

z < 5D, where this enhanced mixing gave rise to higher concentration levels beyond

(n/Lc,1/2) < −1. The turbulent mixing enhancement, and the fact that self-similarity

solutions are unable to predict the ignition limits in the near field, are also evident

in lower concentration variance magnitudes observed in Fig. 3.12 for the z ≤ 5D

on the back side of the 3D jets, compared to the front side (in the +x-direction).

Moreover, due to this unsteady nature of the jet, as observed from instantaneous

concentration fields of Fig.3.2 and significant variance in concentration fluctuations

of Fig.3.12, there exists the possibility of increased local gas concentration, above the

flammability-limit, in regions beyond those predicted by the self-similar profiles of

Fig. 3.11. A similar trend was previously shown to be the case for axisymmetric jets

[17], where the probability of hydrogen ignition outside of conventional self-similar

time-averaged limits was computed through simulation.

3.5.3 Departures of simulation from experiment

In this investigation, several discrepancies were observed between the simulations and

experiments. First, the appearance of stagnant regions in the computed flow patterns

at z = 3D of Fig.3.13 were not so prevalent in the experiments. It was found that the

experiments exhibited more substantial mixing, from the onset of release, compared

to the simulations. This enhanced mixing had the effect of mitigating the numerically

observed stagnant regions, and also shortened the potential core length compared to

the simulations. It is well known that increases in turbulent mixing rates can reduce

the potential core length of a jet [134]. Thus, it is probably the case that persisting

laminar conditions exist in the potential core due to insufficient near field resolution in

the simulations. Despite this short-coming, the simulations were found to capture the

correct trends observed experimentally and have provided some insight, physically, in

terms of the asymmetric nature of the jet, which emerged radially from the pipe.

In terms of the velocity decay, the simulation captured well the experimental

measurements for air. However, a significant deviation from the experimental mea-

surements was observed in the case of the helium simulation. It is unclear why this

departure between experiment and simulation existed. It is possible that errors asso-

ciated with mixing in the two-γ model generated a faster velocity decay for helium
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compared to the experimental case.

Finally, it has been observed that the location of 〈u〉max(z) was inconsistent be-

tween the simulations and the experiments. From the experiments, it was found that

this location was relatively centred in the jet in the far field. In the simulations,

however, the location of 〈ũ〉max(z) had a tendency to shift toward the left side of the

jet C.M. location (in the −x direction). Despite this, the numerical prediction of the

C.M. was found to agree well with the 〈u〉max(z) location obtained from the experi-

ments. It is possible that longer sampling periods are required in order to accurately

predict the position of 〈ũ〉max(z) numerically.

3.6 Conclusions

In this study, experiments were conducted in order to investigate compressible turbu-

lent jets, of varying gas densities and Reynolds numbers, issuing from realistic pipe

geometry, and to compare them to axisymmetric round jets. A large-eddy-simulation

strategy was also developed to provide further insight into the experimentally ob-

served trends and the evolution of the flow patterns of the realistic 3D jets. The

fluids considered were air and helium for the experiments, and the simulations pro-

vided further insight into the behaviour of hydrogen.

It was found that the flow within a pipe, perpendicular to an upward facing hole,

caused the resulting jet outside the pipe to form at a deflection angle relative to

the vertical axis, in the direction of the flow within the pipe itself. This deflection

was influenced by the buoyancy of the jet, where heavier gases were found to deflect

more than the lighter gases. Furthermore, flow separation inside the pipe, at the

orifice, and curvature of the pipe, relative to the size of the hole, have contributed to

the asymmetric flow patterns observed. In general, both air and helium experienced

significantly more jet spreading compared to the axisymmetric jet experiments. Also,

more jet spreading was observed on the upstream side of the asymmetric 3D jets

compared to the axisymmetric case, in the near field. This enhanced mixing in the

asymmetric case caused a reduction in the potential-core length, and an increase in

the velocity decay rate. Also, in the far field, air and helium simulations were found

to have substantially more jet spreading along the direction of the pipe, compared to

all other directions. Hydrogen, however, was found to spread in a quasi-axisymmetric

manner in the far field. Despite this, air and helium experiments were found to

have significantly different patterns in the second-order concentration fluctuations
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compared to the OP jets. Should the development of concentration variance for

hydrogen behave the same, ignition of hydrogen may also be influenced by such

changes in variance due to the geometry considered. For these reasons, caution is

required when using round jet assumptions to describe the correct dispersion, velocity

decay, and ignition limits of a jet emitted from realistic geometries. To investigate

this further, larger domains should be simulated, and larger flow fields should be

captured experimentally, to capture the far-field evolution and to determine at what

point higher-order self-similarity becomes valid. Also, higher resolution simulations

of the near-field should be conducted to fully resolve fine-scale turbulent motions

near the orifice. These recommendations, however, add considerable computational

expense, which would constitute a longer term investigation.
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Chapter 4

Measurements of Flow Velocity

and Scalar Concentration in

Turbulent Multi-component Jets:

Asymmetry and Buoyancy Effects
1

1The body of this chapter was submitted for publication in Majid Soleimani nia, Brian Maxwell,
Peter Oshkai and Ned Djilali, Journal of Fluid Mechanics. MS designed the study and experimental
system, conducted the measurements, performed the analysis, drafted the initial manuscript, and
finalized the submitted version. BM, PO and ND contributed to the refinement of further manuscript
drafts.
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4.1 Preamble

Buoyancy effects and nozzle geometry can have a significant impact on turbulent

jet dispersion. This work was motivated by applications involving hydrogen. Using

helium as an experimental proxy, buoyant horizontal jets issuing from a round ori-

fice on the side wall of a circular tube were analysed experimentally using particle

image velocimetry (PIV) and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) techniques si-

multaneously to provide instantaneous and time-averaged flow fields of velocity and

concentration. Effects of buoyancy and asymmetry on the resulting flow structure

were studied over a range of Reynolds numbers and gas densities. Significant differ-

ences were found between the centreline trajectory, spreading rate, and velocity decay

of conventional horizontal round axisymmetric jets issuing through flat plates and the

pipeline leak-representative jets considered in the present study. The realistic pipeline

jets were always asymmetric and found to deflect about the jet axis in the near field.

In the far field, it was found that the realistic pipeline leak geometry causes buoyancy

effects to dominate much sooner than expected compared to horizontal round jets

issuing through flat plates.

4.2 Introduction

Hydrogen, a carbon-free energy carrier, is currently viewed as a clean alternative to

traditional hydrocarbon-based fuels for transportation and energy storage applica-

tions. It can burn or react with almost no pollution or green house gas emissions,

and is commonly used in electrochemical fuel cells to power vehicle and electrical

devices. It is also used in an increasing number of power-to-gas systems to blend in

the natural gas pipeline network. Despite these benefits, previous studies have shown

that hydrogen jets resulting from an accidental leak are easily ignitable[123], owing to

a wide range of possible ignition limits (between 4%-75% by volume) [66]. Therefore,

modern safety standards for hydrogen storage infrastructure must be assured before

widespread public use of hydrogen can become possible. As a result, fundamental

insight into the physics of hydrogen dispersion into ambient air from realistic flow ge-

ometries, such as small pipelines, is necessary to properly predict flow structures and

flammability envelope associated with hydrogen outflow from accidental leaks. Also,

owing to the low molecular weight of hydrogen, buoyancy can significantly influence

the development of the jet dispersion during a release scenario. In the current inves-
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tigation, we attempt to quantify the dispersion and release trajectories of horizontal

buoyant jets experimentally, as they emerge from a realistic pipeline geometry, using

state-of-the-art experimental imaging techniques.

In the last two decades, due to the rapid development of the hydrogen economy

and use of hydrogen technologies, several experimental and numerical studies [17,

52, 96, 97, 132] have investigated small-scale unintended hydrogen round jet release

in ambient air, while others [29, 54, 53, 45] studied different accidental hydrogen

dispersion scenarios in enclosed and open spaces. There has also been extensive

work done to describe the evolution of axisymmetric round turbulent jets in terms of

self-similarity correlations, obtained from statistical analysis from both experiments

[67, 5] and simulations [71]. In addition, some investigations [111] have quantified

the buoyancy effects on vertical round jets, while others [94, 13] have provided a

quantitative study into the buoyancy effects on both turbulent buoyant/pure jets

and plumes with analyzing of all available experimental data. Even though jets and

plumes both have different states of partial or local self-similarity [35], their global

evolutions in the far field tends toward complete self-similarity through a universal

route even in the presence of buoyancy. Large-scale structures of turbulence drive

the evolution of the self-similarity profile, and buoyancy has an effect in exciting the

coherent turbulent structures; this effect is more evident in the evolution of plumes

into self-similarly much sooner owing to buoyancy driven turbulence in the near field

[13]. Horizontal buoyant jets, however, have been much less studied. In general,

increasing effects of buoyancy were found to correlate inversely to the Froude number

in axisymmetry horizontal buoyant jets [4].

Previous measurements on axisymmetric round hydrogen jets [97, 96] revealed

that, hydrogen jets show the same behavior to jets of helium[83], propane and other

hydrocarbon fuels[93]. In particular, the intensity of centreline velocity fluctuations

are similar between the jet and plume regions. In contrast, mass fraction fluctuation

intensities increased from a constant asymptotic value of about 0.23 in the jet region

to 0.33 0.37 in the plume region[83, 96]. It has also been well established that the

mass fraction fluctuation intensities along the centerline and radial variations are also

independent of initial density differences between ambient and jet fluids, and collapse

onto the same curves, different curves in jet and plume regions, when plotted against

the appropriate similarity variables [83, 96, 97, 85].

It is noteworthy that all aforementioned studies, as well as related previous inves-

tigations on jets or plumes, have been limited to leaks through flat surfaces, where
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the direction of the jet mean flow was aligned with the flow origin. In reality, how-

ever, flow patterns and dispersion of accidental gas leaks would not be limited to

flows through flat surfaces, and leaks through cracks in the side walls of circular pipes

should also receive attention. To address this, a recent study was investigated for

vertical buoyant jet evolutions through round holes from curved surfaces, numerically

and experimentally [107, 105, 72]. Through this recent work, significant discrepancies

were found between the evolution of axisymmetric round sharp-edged Orifice Plate

(OP) jets through flat surfaces and those originating from curved surfaces. Most

notably, jet deflection from the vertical axis, and asymmetric dispersion patterns are

always observed in realistic situations. To our knowledge, however, the horizontal jet

dispersion from curved surfaces has not yet been investigated.

To investigate the effects of asymmetry and buoyancy on the evolution of hor-

izontal jets issuing from realistic pipeline geometries, jet release experiments were

conducted with air and helium, where flow patterns and dispersion of gas through

a curved surface originating from a source whose original velocity components were

nearly perpendicular to the direction of the ensuing jets. From now on, this jet con-

figuration is referred as a 3D jet. A round hole as one of possible crack geometries,

was considered in this study, although another possibility might include thin cracks

around the tube or the faulty tube fittings [57], which is not considered here. The

horizontal 3D jets were released through a 2 mm diameter round hole in the side of a

round tube (closed at one end), with an outer diameter of 6.36 mm and 0.82 mm wall

thickness. The outer-scale flow Reynolds numbers (Reδ), based on the orifice diame-

ter ranged from 19,000 to 51,500, respectively. However, it is noted that for hydrogen

jets of equivalent momentum flux, Reynolds number would be 55,915. At these con-

ditions, hydrogen is expected to behave very similar to the helium jets considered

here [107]. These realistic jets were also compared to axisymmetric leaks through flat

surfaces accordingly. Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) and planar laser-induced

fluorescence (PLIF) were used to measure high-resolution instantaneous velocity and

concentration fields, respectively. The purpose of this investigation was to identify

and characterize departures from standard axisymmetric jet conditions, and to high-

light the buoyancy effect and asymmetric nature of the 3D jets, which ensued from

a practical geometry arrangement. It should be noted that, the effect of pipe wall

thickness of the crack geometry has not yet been investigated.
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Figure 4.1: a) Schematic of the experimental layout. b) Illustration of horizontal 3D
jet flow measurement area (red inset in part a).

4.3 Experimental system and techniques

4.3.1 Flow facility

Figure 4.1a, provides a schematic of the experimental setup used for this study. While,

Figure 4.1b, illustrates the jet flow evolution from the tube orifice considered. To cap-

ture the three-dimensionality of the jet, measurements were obtained on two different

two-dimensional planes (denoted x-z and x-y), as indicated, for both air and helium.

Also shown in the figure is the jet centreline, which acts as a reference from which

measurements are later obtained in the x-z plane. Owing to potential deviation of

the jet from the orifice axis (x-axis), the jet centreline tangent and normal lines are

shown as s and n coordinates in the figure, respectively.

The experiments were conducted within a controlled stagnant environment, at

room temperature and pressure (To ∼ 22◦C, po ∼ 100 kPa). Flow controllers (Bronkhorst,

EL-FLOW series) were used to control mass flow rates of dry air and pure scientific

grade helium to the system, with a high accuracy (standard ±0.5% of reading plus

±0.1% full scale) and precision (within 0.2% of the reading). Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate

(DEHS) tracer particles were used in PIV measurements, while acetone vapour used

as fluorescent tracers for the PLIF experiments. After the test gas was mixed and

seeded with the PIV and PLIF tracers, the flow entered the test section of the tube.

Isothermal and isobaric conditions were ensured in all measurements. Further spe-

cific details can be found in [107]. The orifice, through which the gas dispersed, had

a diameter of D = 2 mm and was located sufficiently downstream along the tube

length to ensure fully developed flow within the tube at the orifice location. Within
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Table 4.1: Flow properties
Jet Orientation Q 〈uj〉 ρj νj M Fr Reδ

, Type [L/min] [m/s] [Kg/m3] [m2/s] [N/m]

Air H, 3D 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

Air V, 3D 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

Air V, OP 15 127.6 1.17 1.54× 10−5 38.1 - 16,500

He H, 3D 35 399.5 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.3 1.34× 106 51,500

He V, 3D 35 399.7 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.4 1.34× 106 51,500

He V, OP 35 341.9 0.165 1.21× 10−4 38.3 9.8× 105 44,200

the tube, flow controllers were used to ensure fully developed subsonic and turbulent

flow inside the tube.

In order to compare the behaviour of both test gases, for each experimental setup,

the averaged momentum flux (M) at the jet exit was estimated and matched for all

test cases. This matching was achieved iteratively, by varying the volumetric flow rate

(Q) in the system. Here, M was calculated by first obtaining the time-averaged jet exit

velocity from two-dimensional PIV measurements. The two-dimensional momentum

flux, in units of [N/m], was then calculated from

M =

∫ D/2

−D/2
ρj〈u(r)〉2 dr (4.1)

where the subscript ‘j’ refers to the conditions at the nozzle, the angle brackets ‘〈
〉’ refers to a time-averaged quantity, and also ρ and r refer to density and radius,

respectively. Table 4.1 shows the flow properties used in this study, for the horizontal

3D jet configurations, as well as vertical 3D and OP jets used for comparison [107]; H

and V refer to horizontal and vertical orientations, respectively. In all cases, the jets

were characterized by the outer-scale Reynolds number, Reδ = 〈uj〉δ/ν∞, where, ν∞

is the ambient fluid kinematic viscosity and δ is the width of the mean axial velocity

profile, evaluated from limits of 5% of the centreline velocity at x ' 0.

4.3.2 Measurement techniques

Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) was used to capture the two-dimensional velocity

flow field information. A dual-head Nd: YAG pulsed laser (New Wave’s SOLO III

15 HZ) was used to illuminate a two-dimensional cross-section of the flow, which was

seeded with Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate (DEHS), with a typical diameter of less than 1

µm, to act as a tracer particle. The light sheet had an approximate height of 5 cm
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and thickness of 1 mm. The field of view of the camera (PIV CCD) was a 40×30

mm2 window with an approximate pixel size of 6.5 µm in physical space. Following

the procedure of [110], we estimate this resolution to be comparable to the finest

scales of the flow, with respect to the Nyquist criterion. Each pair of images were

then processed using LaVision DaVis 8.4 software to calculate the global instanta-

neous flow velocity field. Following the PIV uncertainty propagation method[99], we

estimated conservative uncertainty values of 3% and 6% in the time-averaged velocity

and Reynolds shear stress profiles, respectively.

To measure the gas concentration, we applied planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF). To simultaneously apply PLIF, the flow was also seeded with acetone vapour

at consistent rate of∼ 1% by mass fraction. A Pulsed Nd: YAG laser (Spectra-Physics

INDI-40-10-HG) was used in order to excite the acetone molecules in a light sheet with

an approximate height of 5 cm and a thickness of 350µm, which was then recorded

with a PLIF CCD camera. The camera field of view for all cases corresponded to

a 38×28 mm2 window with an approximate pixel size of 6.5 µm. The images were

taken at a frequency of 5 Hz and then processed using LaVision DaVis 8.4 software.

Following correcting for errors associated with background noise, fluctuations in cross-

sectional laser beam intensity, and laser energy per pulse deviations, one can assume

the remaining non-uniformity of the scalar field is due to signal to noise ratio (S/N).

The error in the S/N can be estimated from the standard deviation of this ratio in

an uniform low signal region of the flow field. Based on these data, and uncertainty

propagation method, we estimated the uncertainty in the time-averaged and variances

of concentration field to be conservative values of 4% and 7%, respectively. For

each experimental case, a total of 500 images were acquired to determine the time-

averaged molar concentration, 〈X〉, and variances, X ′
2
, fields. Further details of the

experimental procedure can be found in [107].

Finally, to retain the spatial resolution of the flow field, the full measurement

region is covered by two individual imaging windows with at least a 20% overlap

between each window. Figure 4.2 shows examples of the instantaneous velocity and

concentration fields, for the helium 3D jet in the x-z plane. It should be noted that the

flow fields were constructed from two different experiments, where individual imaging

windows have been stitched together.
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a) b)

Figure 4.2: Instantaneous a) velocity and b) molar concentration fields obtained from
Helium 3D jet in x-z plane from two individual imaging windows stitched together.
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where D, the diameter of the orifice, is taken as the reference length scale.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Time-averaged flow fields

The time-averaged velocity and molar concentration contours, obtained in both the

x-z and x-y planes for all of the 3D jet experiments conducted here, are shown in Fig.

4.3. For both experiments, significantly larger jet spreading was observed in the x-z

planes compared to the x-y plane. Clearly, the flow structure was asymmetric in both

experiments. The jets were also found to deviate significantly from the horizontal x-

axis, for both gases in the x-z plane. In this plane, near the potential-core region,

there was also more jet spreading on the lower side of the jet compared to the top

side. In the x-y planes of both gases, there were two high-velocity peaks (saddle-back

behaviour), at y±0.5D, on each side of the x-axis, with a much shorter potential-core

length (' 2D) compared to the x-z plane. This saddle-back behaviour was previously

found to originate from a velocity deficit region which forms inside the orifice due to

flow separation as the gas inside the tube encountered the edge of the orifice [107].

Also, there was a shorter potential-core length observed for helium (' 3D), compared

to air (' 5D), as observed in the velocity contours of the x-z planes.

In general, the concentration profiles were qualitatively similar to the velocity

profiles presented in Fig. 4.3, with two exceptions. First, the concentration core

lengths in both planes were found to be shorter than the velocity potential cores. The
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Figure 4.3: Time-averaged velocity and molar concentration contours from round jet
on side of tube (3D jet) for air and helium, obtained from a) velocity contours in x-z
plane, b) molar concentration contours in x-z plane, c) velocity contours in x-y plane
and d) molar concentration contours in x-y plane.

concentration core lengths were approximately ' 4D in the x-z plane for both gases,

and ' 2D and ' 1D, for air and helium, respectively in the x-y plane. Also, much

higher concentration levels, with higher spreading rates, were observed for helium in

the far field compared to air. This observation can be attributed to a low Schmidt

number (Sc < 1), where mass diffusion rates are higher than momentum diffusion

rates.
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Figure 4.4: Jet centre-lines taken along the location of maximum velocity magnitudes
(|〈u〉|max(x)) in x-z plane from measurements. Also shown for comparison are vertical
3D & OP jets [107] and horizontal round OP jets experiments [4].

4.4.2 The jet centreline trajectory

In Fig. 4.4, the jet centreline trajectories, determined in the x-z plane, are presented

for all cases. Here, the trajectories were determined by the maximum velocity magni-

tude, |〈u〉|max(x), locations. Also shown for comparison are the jet centreline trajec-

tories obtained from previous vertical 3D jet experiments [107], and from horizontal

sharp-edged orifice flat-plate (OP) helium jet measurements [4]. In order to determine

the effect of buoyancy on the horizontal jets, lines of best fit, using linear regression

to power law expressions, were obtained for the far field (beyond x ≥ 10D), and are

also shown in Fig. 4.4. In general, the jet trajectory for the vertical and horizontal air

jets were found to be described by a nearly linear relation (i.e. power law exponent

∼ 1). The horizontal helium jet, however, was found to have a power law exponent

∼ 1.3. Upon extrapolating these relations to the far field, beyond the experimental

data collected, it became clear that buoyancy of the helium jet caused significant de-

flection from the horizontal axis, despite the high Froude number (Fr = 1.34× 106).

It should be noted that for horizontal flat-plate OP helium jets, with a comparable

Froude number (Fr = 1× 106), such buoyancy effects were not observed [4].
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4.4.3 Velocity decay and jet spreading rates

Fig. 4.5a shows the inverse time-averaged velocity decay (〈uj〉/〈uc〉) along the jet

centrelines (s-coordinate illustrated in Fig. 4.1b) for all experiments. Here, the sub-

script ‘c’ refers to the conditions at the jet centreline, while the subscript ‘j’ refers

to the jet exit condition. Also shown, for comparison, are velocity decay correlations

[130] for compressible subsonic and supersonic axisymmetric round jets, along with

velocity decay rates obtained from vertical 3D and OP jet experiments [107], and

horizontal OP helium jet measurements [4]. Upon comparison to the Witze correla-

tions [130], the air and helium OP jet experiments were found to reproduce well the

expected velocity decay rate, with helium jet decaying faster than the air jet. On the

other hand, the decay rates observed in the experimental 3D jets were much faster

compared to the axisymmetric jets. In general, upon comparison between horizontal

and vertical 3D jets, buoyancy was not found to significantly affect the velocity decay

rates.
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Figure 4.5: a) Inverse time-averaged velocity decay and b) jet velocity widths
(2Lu(1/2)) obtained along the |〈u〉|max(x) centrelines, in x-z plane from measurements.
Note, n-coordinate refers to lines which are normal to the centreline, and coplanar
with the x-z plane (see the coordinate system in Fig.4.1 b). Also shown, for com-
parison are axisymmetric round jet correlations [130], and vertical 3D & OP jets,
horizontal round OP jets and round pipe jet experiments [107, 4, 56, 2].

In the x-z plane, Figure 4.5b presents the jet velocity widths (2Lu(1/2)), that

have been obtained by determining the locations where |〈u〉| = 0.5|〈u〉|max(x) along

lines which were orthogonal to the jet-centrelines. These orthogonal lines have been
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indicated previously as coordinate ‘n’ in Fig. 4.1b. For the 3D jets, in all cases, a slight

contraction in the jet widths has been observed from 1D < x < 4D. Beyond this

point, the jet spreading rates, along n, were observed to be much greater compared

to the axisymmetic jets for all cases. Moreover, the air and helium jet spreading,

from the 3D experiments, was found to be comparable for both gases. However,

In the far field (beyond x ≥ 13D), the helium 3D jets exhibited higher spreading

rates, compared to air. This trend was slightly more clear upon comparison to the

horizontal 3D cases between helium and air. In general, the OP jets were found to

have nearly constant jet widths in the potential core region, up until x ∼ 5D. From

this point on, the OP jet widths were found to be much smaller compared to 3D

jets, with the expected linear increase in jet spreading rates of previous axisymmetric

round jet experiments for a wide range of Reynolds numbers [56, 2].

4.4.4 Scalar concentration decay and jet spreading rates
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Figure 4.6: a) Inverse time-averaged jet gas mass fraction decay and b) mass fraction
widths (2LY (1/2)) obtained along the 〈Y 〉max(x) centrelines, in x-z plane from mea-
surements. Also shown, for comparison are vertical 3D & OP jets, and round pipe
jet experiments [107, 6, 93].

Figure 4.6a shows centreline evolution of the inverse time-averaged jet gas mass

fraction, 〈Yj〉/〈Yc〉, for both air and helium measurements. Here, the jet gas mass

fractions were determined from the measured mole fractions through

Y =
XWj

W
(4.3)
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where X and Wj refer to the mole fraction and molecular weight of the jet gas,

respectively, and W refers to the mean molecular weight of the local jet gas-ambient

air mixture given by

W = XWj + (1−X)Wair (4.4)

Also shown, for comparison, are the centreline mass fraction decay rates for ax-

isymmetry round air [6] and helium jets [93], along with the mass fraction decay

rates obtained from vertical 3D and OP jet experiments [107]. In general, the air and

helium vertical OP jet experiment mass fraction decay rates compared well to previ-

ous axisymmetry round pipe jet experiments [6, 93], where helium jets were always

observed to decay faster than air jets. It is noted, however, that the slight differences

observed in decay rates for the axisymmetric helium jets (OP and pipe jets) are likely

due to differences in the Reynolds numbers between experiments (Re = 4, 000 for the

round pipe jets compared to Re = 44, 200 for the OP helium jet) [86]. Differences

in the geometry of the jet outflow condition may have also been a factor. Also, the

centreline mass fraction decay rates observed in the experimental 3D jets were much

faster compared to the axisymmetric jets. Moreover, upon comparison of the 3D he-

lium jets, the vertical orientation was found to have a faster mass fraction decay rate

compared to the horizontal case. Such differences in behaviour was not observed for

the 3D air jets, suggesting that buoyancy plays a significant role on the mass fraction

decay rates. Also, upon comparison to the velocity decay rates in Fig. 4.5a, we note

that the jet centerline mass fraction decays faster than the velocity for helium, owing

to the low Schmidt number (Sc < 1).

As was done for the velocity field, the jet widths based on the jet gas mass frac-

tion (2LY (1/2)) have been obtained for each experiment, and presented in Fig. 4.6b.

This was achieved by determining the locations where 〈Y 〉 = 0.5〈Y 〉max(x) along or-

thogonal lines to the jet centreline, in the x-z planes. For all 3D jet cases, a slight

contraction in the jet mass fraction widths was observed from x < 4D, as was pre-

viously observed for the jet widths based on velocity. Beyond this point, the jet

scalar growth rates, along n, were observed to be much greater compared to the ax-

isymmetic jets for all cases. The helium jet also exhibited a faster spreading rate

compared to air, in both horizontal and vertical cases. The air and helium OP jets

were found to have nearly constant mass fraction widths in the potential core region,

up until x ∼ 5D. After the potential core region, the jet scalar width was found to
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be much smaller compared to 3D jets, and increase linearly, consistent with the jet

mass fraction spreading rates of previous axisymmetric round jet experiments [6, 93].

4.4.5 Jet centreline statistics
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Figure 4.7: a) Normalized time-averaged velocity, and b) concentration profiles along
jet centrelines in x-z plane, taken at various heights for both air and helium. Time-
averaged velocity and concentration profiles are also compared to experimental ax-
isymmetry horizontal (Fr = 1× 106)[4] and vertical round OP jets [107].

In the x-z plane, the normalized time-averaged s-velocity components and jet gas

mass fraction profiles, for all 3D and OP jet experiments, are shown in Fig. 4.7 along

the n-coordinate (see Fig. 4.1b) for several downstream locations along the jet cen-

treline (s-curve in Fig. 4.1b). It should be noted that the s-component velocities,

presented here, were normalized by the local centreline velocity magnitudes, 〈u〉c(s).
The time-averaged jet gas mass fractions (〈Y 〉) have been normalized by the local

centreline jet gas mass fraction, 〈Yc〉(s). Also, in the figure, the n-coordinates, nor-

mal to the centreline s-curve, were normalized by the jet velocity half widths (Lu(1/2)),

determined from Fig. 4.5b, and the jet gas mass fraction half widths (LY (1/2)), de-

termined from the locations where 〈Y/Yc〉 = 0.5, respectively. In general, all 3D jet

cases developed into a self-similar Gaussian-like distribution of velocity within the

range |n/L1/2| < 1 for x ≤ 5D. However, notable deviations from the self-similar

solution were observed near the tail ends of the curves in the x-z plane, beyond this

range, especially in the opposite stream wise direction of the flow within the tube

(+n direction). For vertical 3D jets, this was previously found to be due enhanced
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mixing associated with the original flow orientation relative to the orifice, and also

curvature of the tube [107]. Both air and helium experiments were found to exhibit

significantly more velocity and jet gas mass fraction spreading to the lower side of

the jet centre (in the +n direction), with more spreading observed in this region for

helium compared to air. Beyond x > 5D, in the far field, the experimental 3D air

and helium jets developed into the self-similar Gaussian distribution obtained from

the OP jets for the full range of n.
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Figure 4.8: Axial development of turbulence intensities along jet centrelines, a) tan-
gential turbulence intensity component (us(rms)/〈uc〉) and b) orthogonal turbulence
intensity component (un(rms)/〈uc〉) for experiments. Also shown, for comparison are
vertical 3D & OP jets, horizontal OP jet, and round pipe jet experiments [107, 4, 2].

Fig. 4.8 shows the normalized axial evolution of the r.m.s. velocity fluctuation

components in the s and n directions, tangential and orthogonal to jet centreline,

where u(rms) = 〈u′2〉1/2. It should be noted that the prime (′) represents the in-

stantaneous fluctuating quantity (u′ = u− 〈u〉). For the 3D vertical and horizontal

helium jets, the tangential turbulence intensity reached an asymptotic value of ∼ 26%

at x = 3D, whereas such a value was not observed until x = 20D and x = 15D for the

3D horizontal and vertical air jets, respectively. This trend was also observed in pipe

jet measurements [2] and also the current vertical OP jets, where helium reached

the asymptotic value closer to orifice, at x = 15D, compared to air at x = 32D.

However, it appears that this asymptotic value of ∼ 26% would be reached in the

far field (x > 33D) for all jets, except the horizontal helium OP jet measurements

[4]. It should be noted that lower turbulent intensities of the horizontal helium OP

jet, observed in both tangential and orthogonal components, are likely due to higher
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initial turbulent intensities reported for the horizontal helium OP jet (not shown)[74].

Also, lower spatial resolution of the PIV measurement compared to the current ex-

periments (almost 3 times less), may have been a factor. The same remark is valid

for the orthogonal turbulence intensity, as the 3D helium jets reached the asymptotic

value of ∼ 19 − 22% more closer to orifice at x = 5D, compared to air at x = 15D.

Also, the OP vertical helium jet reached this peak turbulence intensity at x = 15D,

whereas such turbulence intensity was not recovered until x = 30D for air. In gen-

eral, the intensity of tangential velocity fluctuations was higher than the orthogonal

components, as observed in previous studies [83, 2].
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Figure 4.9: Normalized axial evolution of mass fraction fluctuation intensities along
jet centrelines, Yc(rms)/〈Yc〉, for experiments. Also shown, for comparison are vertical
3D & OP jets, and round pipe jet experiments [107, 6, 85, 93].

Fig. 4.9 shows the normalized axial evolution of the r.m.s. jet gas mass fraction

fluctuations (unmixedness), Yc(rms)/〈Yc〉, along the jet centreline, for all experiments.

In the vertical 3D jets, helium reached the asymptotic value of ∼ 26% at x = 5D,

whereas such a value was not recovered until x = 14D for air. This value is in good

agreement of the asymptotic value previously reported in helium free jets [84]. Also,

in horizontal 3D jets, helium reached an umixedness value of ∼ 33% at x = 5D, but

then decreased to the asymptotic value of the vertical jets (∼ 26%) at x = 17D, and
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then again increased to the asymptotic value of ∼ 33% for the rest of the measurement

domain. For the horizontal 3D air jet, the unmixedness reached a value of ∼ 20−24%

at 5D < x < 15D, which is in good agreement with the values reported in literature

for the far field (∼ 21 − 24%) [83, 15, 93]. Then, the unmixedness recovered the

asymptotic value of ∼ 33% at x = 19D for the rest of observation domain. For the

vertical OP air jet, the observed profile followed closely the values of those reported

for smooth contraction (SC) air jets [6] in the near field (5D < x < 15D), and then

increased to the asymptotic value of ∼ 23% for the rest of the domain. On the other

hand, for the vertical OP helium jet, the unmixedness reached a peak value of 0.43 at

x = 7D, then slowly decreased to the value of ∼ 33% in the far field, from x > 20D.

it should be noted that, even though the unmixedness values were not consistent

between the helium and air OP jets in the measurement domain, extrapolation of

the data (not shown) revealed that the far field unmixedness would converged to the

same value at about x > 50D.

Higher order statistics were also acquired for the experiments conducted here.

The time-averaged Reynolds stress profiles obtained from measurements, 〈u′su′n〉, are

presented in Fig. 4.10 a). In this case, the Reynolds stress quantities have been

normalized by local centreline velocity, 〈u2
c〉(s). In the x-z plane, the air and he-

lium experiments captured well the far field self-similar profile, with the helium have

slightly higher magnitude of the Reynolds stress compared to the air, as seen before

in the axisymmetry jets [83, 107]. However, to the left of the jet centre (in the −n
direction), the horizontal 3D jet experiments were found to have a higher magnitude

of the Reynolds stress compared to the axisymmetry jets, in the near field x ≤ 10D.

Also, within for x ≤ 5D, a higher Reynolds stress was observed beyond |n/L1/2| < 1.

It should also be noted that there is an offset of the zero crossing of Reynolds stress

profiles form jet centreline (n/L1/2 = 0) for 3D ≤ x ≤ 5D and x = 3D for helium and

air measurements, respectively . This was previously noted for the vertical 3D jet ex-

periments [107], and brings into question the capability of conventional eddy-viscosity

models to properly approximate the Reynolds stress for this type of turbulent flow.

Finally, the normalized concentration variance profiles (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉), obtained

from experiments, are presented in Fig. 4.10 b). In the x-z plane, the initial de-

velopment of the 3D air jets had a higher variance of concentration to the left of the

jet centre (in the −n direction) within the ranges of x ≤ 10D. While, helium jet

initial profile exhibited semi symmetry saddle-back profile up to x ≤ 2D, after this

point variances profile recovered the semi gaussian profile with a maximum magnitude
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Figure 4.10: a) Normalized time-averaged Reynolds shear stress (〈u′su′n〉/〈u2
c〉) and

b) concentration variance (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉) profiles along jet centrelines for air and he-

lium experiments. Here, the profiles are taken at various heights for air and helium
measurements in x-z planes.

at x ∼ 3D. Beyond x ≥ 10D jet heights, in the far field, the concentration variance

profiles revealed self-similar profile for both air and helium 3D jet experiments. Also

in the core region, much like the axisymmetry jet evolutions, the 3D jet experiments

were found to contain a minimum variance near the jet centre, except for helium jet

at x ∼ 3D. In general, the magnitudes of mass fraction variance of the helium were

higher compared to air, more specifically in the near field.
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4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Self-similarity analysis

In the previous section, for both near and far fields, different velocity and scalar

statistical properties were reported for 3D and OP jets of helium and air. It has

been well established that these variations are influenced by differences in density,

initial conditions and turbulence structures of the jets [93, 133, 76]. Self-similarity

(or self-preservation) state in turbulent flows is described as when the flow statistical

quantities can be assumed by simple scale factors which depend on only one of the

variables. As a consequence, both velocity and scalar pseudo-similarity solutions, in

constant or variable density jets, evolve in similar ways when appropriate similarity

variables have been used [83, 85, 15]. These pseudo-similarity solutions have been used

to develop the analytical models, and approximate the velocity & scalar decays and

growth rates in jet flows. However, It should be noted that the turbulent structure

throughout the entire flow field is particularly influenced by the initial jet outflow

conditions. As a result, different similarity states in the far field are possible [35, 77].

In this section, self-similarity analyses conducted on the current measurement data

are presented.

The pseudo-similarity solution, in the turbulent jet, is approximate in the pure jet

region, where inertia forces dominate the flow. To estimate the extent of the pure jet

region, the following non-dimensional buoyancy length scale (along the x-axis, shown

in Fig. 4.1b) [15] was used:

xb = Fr−
1
2 (
ρj
ρ∞

)−
1
4x (4.5)

where the Froude number is Fr (=
u2
jρj

(ρ∞−ρj)gD
), and g is the acceleration due to

gravity. For the flow conditions reported in Table 4.1, xb varies from 0 to 0.042 for

0 < x < 30D, the range of current measurements. Therefore, the hypothetical range

of the pure jet region [15], xb < 0.5, is satisfied for all flow conditions considered in

this study.

The centreline velocity and mass fraction decays for nonreacting jets, for both
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constant and variable density flows, can be correlated as

〈uj〉
〈uc〉

= Cu

[
(X−X0,u)

D∗ef

]
(4.6)

and

〈Yj〉
〈Yc〉

= CY

[
(X−X0,Y )

Def

]
(4.7)

where the subscripts ‘j’ and ‘c’ refer to the conditions at the jet exit and centreline,

respectively; X0,u and X0,Y are the dimensional jet virtual origins obtained from

inverse centreline velocity and mass fraction decay profiles, respectively, and Cu &

CY are empirical constants obtained with least-mean-square fitting the measured

data to Eqs.[4.6]-[4.7]. The concept of effective diameter, Def =
2ṁj√
πρ∞Mj

, is defined

to account for variations in both the jet fluid density and mean jet exit velocity

profile in the turbulent jet flows [117, 6, 27, 85, 93]; where ṁj and Mj are the exit

mass flux and momentum flux for the jet, respectively. Physically, Def , corresponds

to the orifice diameter of a jet having the same momentum and mass flux, but with a

density of the ambient fluid instead of the jet fluid. Since asymmetry structures were

always observed at the jet exit [107], three dimensional measurements of velocity and

concentration are required to accurately calculate Def in the 3D jets. However, if the

density and velocity profiles are uniform at the jet exit, then Def takes the form as

originally introduced by Thring & Newby[117], Def = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)
1
2 . It should be noted

that in the case of constant density jet (air jet) the effective diameter is equal to the

orifice diameter.

Here, different effective diameter (Def ) versions available in the literature, are

examined by collapsing the helium data on to the comparable air data, for both hy-

perbolic decay velocity and scalar laws (Eqs.[4.6]-[4.7]). For the mass fraction decay

law, the original effective diameter Def = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)
1
2 [117], used to collapse the scalar

data. For the measured velocity data, a modified version of effective diameter, given

as D∗∗ef = D( ρc
ρ∞

)
1
2 [114], provides a better correlation in the near field of the flow.

Here the subscript ‘∞’ refers to the outer ambient fluid, air. However, the modified

version of effective diameter (D∗∗ef = D( ρc
ρ∞

)
1
2 ) requires knowledge of the local cen-

treline concentration; this version cannot be applied in the absence of concentration

data . Upon further analysis, it was found that if the second root, in the original
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effective diameter (Def = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)
1
2 ), is replaced by ∼ thrid root, then the velocity

data shows good correlation with the collapsed curves of the aggregate 3D jet data in

both the near and far fields. Therefore, we used this new modifed version of effective

diameter, D∗ef = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)0.3, to correlate the centreline velocity decay (Eq.[4.6]). It

should be noted that the latter modified version of effective diameter, D∗ef , may only

valid for the current 3D jet experiments, due to the effects of specific conditions at

the jet such as geometry, flow structures, density profiles, and velocity profiles.
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Figure 4.11: Inverse axial velocity and mass fraction decay along jet centrelines versus
downstream distance non-dimensionalized by D∗ef and Def , a) velocity (〈uj〉/〈uc〉)
and b) mass fraction (〈Yj〉/〈Yc〉) for experiments. Also shown, for comparison are
vertical 3D & OP jets, and round pipe He & H2 jet experiments [107, 93, 97].

In Fig. 4.11, the centreline revolution of the inverse velocity (Fig. 4.5 a) and mass

fraction (Fig. 4.6 a) profiles have been reconstructed for the 3D jets as a function of

distance from the virtual origins, normalized with effective diameter, i.e. (

[
(X−X0)
Def

]
).

Self-similarity decay lines, obtained by curve fitting the results, are also shown for OP,

Smooth Contraction (SC), pipe round free, and pipe round confined jets [89, 83, 93,

84, 97]. The experimental data for all helium jets were collapsed onto the comparable

air jets, verifying that the correct version of effective diameter along with virtual

origin distances are the appropriate scaling parameters to correlate both velocity

and scalar pseudo-similarity solutions in the constant or variable density jets. The

velocity decay rates of all 3D jets are very similar to OP jets based on a comparison

of velocity decay plots (4.11 a). However, the mass fraction decay profiles of 3D jets

show a steeper decay rate than is observed for OP jets (4.11 b). This observation
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Table 4.2: Centerline velocity and scalar pseudo-similarity decay properties
Jet Rρ X0,u/D Cu X0,Y /D CY
Air, 3D Horizontal 1 -3.07 0.174 -1.07 0.326

Air, 3D Vertical 1 -2.78 0.170 -3.39 0.319

Air, OP Vertical 1 3.08 0.169 -0.68 0.224

Air, OP Vertical [89] 1 2.15 0.167 – –

He, 3D Horizontal 0.14 -1.29 0.175 -0.95 0.313

He, 3D Vertical 0.14 -1.45 0.170 -6.42 0.316

He, OP Vertical 0.14 3.54 0.170 2.32 0.221

He, SC Vertical [83] 0.14 – 0.152 – 0.271

He, Pipe Vertical [93] 0.14 – – 3.0 0.212

He, Pipe Vertical [84] 0.14 – – 4.45 0.256

H2, Pipe Vertical [97] 0.069 – – 4.0 0.208

further supports the fact that the velocity field spreads slower than the concentration

field. This conclusion is supported by the preferential transport of scalar quantities

over momentum flux that is evident in previous studies [114, 70]. It is also clear that

a pipe confined jet of hydrogen [97] follows the same decay rate of those pipe confined

jets of helium [93]. This observation is consistent with the fact that the scalar decay

rate is independent of initial density ratio but influenced notably by the jet initial

conditions and other potential factors such as measurement conditions.

Further comparisons of the centreline pseudo-similarity decay properties are shown

in Table 4.2. Here, Rρ is a ratio of the jet fluid density to the ambient fluid, Rρ =
ρj
ρ∞

.

For both velocity and mass fraction quantities, these self-similarity properties are

obtained from data fitted by a least-mean-square algorithm to Eqs. (4.6)-(4.7). Table

4.2 also provides a comparison of self-similarity properties of OP, SC, pipe round free,

and pipe round confined jets [89, 83, 93, 84, 97]. It should be noted that dimensional

virtual origin distances, X0,u and X0,Y , are normalized by the jet diameter (D).

Upon comparison of the velocity decay slopes, for the air OP jets, the value of

Cu = 0.169 is in good agreement with the value of 0.167 reported previously for the

air OP jet [89]. The small difference is associated with higher Reynolds number of

Re = 1.84 × 105 compared to present study (Re = 1.65 × 104), which results in a

decrease of the velocity decay rate. The helium OP jet shows slightly higher decay

rate to that of the air OP jet, as shown previously in Fig. 4.5 a, but with a minor

increase of the virtual origin, x0u. It is well known that the virtual origin of a jet

is highly influenced by the jet initial conditions and does not vary in any systematic

manner. The vertical helium and air 3D jets have almost the same decay slopes,
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whereas the horizontal helium 3D jet has a slightly higher slope than the comparable

horizontal air jet, as previously noticed in Fig. 4.5 a. In general, a higher velocity

decay rate is observed for 3D jets compared to OP, SC and pipe jets based on a

comparison of the velocity decay slopes. This is associated with enhanced turbulent

mixing in the 3D jets, as a result of their asymmetry flow pattern, specifically in the

near field.

In contrast, by comparing the helium mass fraction decay slopes in table 4.2, it

is found that reported CY values in the literature for SC and pipe jets are larger

than those OP values obtained in the current study. This is in contrast with the well

established fact that the OP jets exhibit the highest mixing rate, followed by the SC

jets and finally the pipe jets [76]. It should be noted that the value of CY = 0.271

reported for SC helium jet[83], is obtained without considering the scalar virtual

origin, X0,Y , in Eq.(4.7). In addition, CY = 0.256 reported for the pipe jet [84], is

correlated based on a different term in the effective diameter equation. The pipe jet

data has been correlated using the factor of (
ρj
ρ∞

)0.6 instead of (
ρj
ρ∞

)
1
2 in the original

version of Def which would explain the higher CY value reported for the pipe jet

in their measurements. The mass fraction decay slope observed for helium 3D jets

is smaller than for air 3D jets. However, upon comparison of mass fraction decay

slopes between the 3D and other jets, it is found that the 3D jets have the highest

decay slopes. This result further supports the fact that significantly higher turbulent

mixing and entertainment rates occur in the 3D jets compared to the axisymmetry

jets, as recently concluded in the experimental and numerical study on the vertical

3D jet [107].

4.5.2 Buoyancy effect

For the 3D jets, it was found that the perpendicular stream-wise axis of the hole,

relative to the flow direction within the tube, resulted into a deflection of the jet

away from it’s horizontal x−axis. Initially, from Fig. 4.4, all 3D jets emerged with

a similar deflection angle. But only after x > 2D, both horizontal and vertical air

jets were found to deflect more than helium jets. Buoyancy forces, aside from less

significant contributors, are a probable cause of the increased deflection observed for

vertical air jets in comparison to helium jets. But from the comparison of helium jets

centreline trajectories (Fig. 4.4), buoyancy effect is clearly the main contributor in

the significant deflection of horizontal case from the horizontal x−axis compared to
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vertical jet. Whereas such deflection were not observed in horizontal air jet compared

to vertical case.
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Figure 4.12: Centreline evolution of normalized mass fraction fluctuation intensities,
Yc(rms)/〈Yc〉, versus downstream distance non-dimensionalized byDef for experiments.
Also shown, for comparison are vertical 3D & OP jets, and round pipe jet experiments
[107, 6, 85, 93].

Figure 4.12 reconstructed the unmixedness profile (Fig. 4.9) for the 3D jets as

a function of distances from the virtual origin (X0,Y ) and normalized by effective

diameter (Def ). Along with same remarks observed as those presented in Fig. 4.9, it

is clear that effective diameter would not be a necessary length scale for unmixedness

profile, since helium and air data are already collapsed on the same curves by scaling

with the jet orifice diameter (D). All 3D jets recovered the asymptotic value of

∼ 26% , reported for variable density free round jet [84], which is closer to the

orifice compared to axisymmetry OP jets. Further downstream, the horizontal 3D jets

reached a higher asymptotic plateau (∼ 33%) in the far field. This difference would

might be solely associated with buoyancy effect, which becomes dominant closer to

the orifice, in the horizontal cases compared to the vertical 3D jet. Other parameters

such as co-flow, initial conditions, Reynolds number, and measurement uncertainty

could also play a significant role [85]. However, their effects are negligible since the
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similar experimental system and parameters have been used in current measurements.

Despite these differences, it is clear that centreline unmixedness is independent of Rρ

and achieves asymptotic value based on the initial conditions at some downstream

distance, influenced by Reynolds number. However, the initial increase in the mass

fraction fluctuation intensity in the near field occurs more rapidly in lower density

gas, helium compared to air.

4.5.3 Asymmetry effect

For 3D jets, flow separation of the emerging gas originating from inside the tube, sim-

ilar to flow over a backward step, is always observed at the entrance of orifice. This

phenomenon was also previously reported in vertical 3D jets [107]. This flow separa-

tion contributes to the velocity and scalar deficit near the edge of the orifice located

on the lower side of the jet (in the +n direction), and results in a slight contraction

in the width of the jet has been observed in both velocity and concentration field

(Figs. 4.5b & 4.6b) in the range of 1D < x < 4D. Asymmetry structure was always

observed for all 3D jet, owing to flow separation and associated deficits in velocity

and scalar field. This asymmetry pattern is clearly evident in the lower side of the jet

centrelines (in the +n direction), where more velocity and mass fraction spreading is

exhibited near the tail ends of the radial profiles, 1 < (n/L1/2) for x ≤ 5D (Fig. 4.7).

This asymmetry pattern and three-dimensionality nature of the 3D jets, encouraged

more entrainment which lead to enhanced turbulent mixing in the 3D jets compared

to the axisymmetry jets. This enhancement is clearly observed, upon comparison

between the 3D and axisymmetry jets, in the velocity and mass fraction decays and

spreading rates, and their pseudo-similarity solution presented in Figs. 4.5, 4.6 &

4.11, respectively.

Like 3D jets, non-circular jets are also well-known to entrain ambient fluid more

effectively than their axisymmetry round jets counterparts [43]. The enhanced mixing

in non-circular jet is associated with a higher degree of three-dimensionality in the co-

herent structure of the flow. As the jet spreads, deformation dynamics of asymmetric

vortices yield a complex topology, which results in interaction of streamwise and az-

imuthal vortices and the associated energy transfer between them. This phenomena,

“axis-switching”, is the main fundamental mechanism for the enhanced entrainment

properties of the non-circular jets, and it has been only reported in the non-circular

jets [43, 75]. Generally, the axis-switching can be observed from cross passing the
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jet half-width profiles in the major and minor axis planes (s-n and s-y planes). This

phenomenon also can be observed from the broad humps in axial development of the

tangential turbulence intensity along the jet centrelines (us(rms)/〈uc〉) as concluded

in comparative experimental study on the non-circular jets [75]. In Fig. 4.8a, while

no humps occurs in the variation of (us(rms)/〈uc〉) for the round OP or pipe jets,

humps are present for the round 3D jets. This can be correlated with axis-switching

phenomenon, and as a result of enhanced entrainment, increase in centreline velocity

decay which is result into a higher values of (us(rms)/〈uc〉). This phenomenon is in

fact observed in the recent study on vertical 3D jet [107], where the air jet half-width

profiles cross-pass at approximately 15D from the orifice. Therefore, axis-switching

would be one of the main underlaying phenomena responsible for enhanced turbulent

mixing and entrainment of the 3D jets.

4.6 Conclusions

In this study, simultaneous velocity and concentration measurements were conducted

in order to investigate horizontal turbulent jets, of varying gas densities and Reynolds

numbers, issuing from a round orifice machined on the side of a round tube. The fluids

considered were air and helium. The results were compared to previous studies of

vertical jet, issuing from the same pipeline geometry and axisymmetric round OP

jets [107]. Comparisons were also made with horizontal axisymmetric round jets,

issuing through flat plates [4], and the results of other relevant experimental studies

of constant and variable density turbulent axisymmetry jets.

By considering flow emerging through a hole located on the side of a tube wall,

it was found that the flow arrangement caused a significant deflection from the axis

normal to the orifice. This characteristic was also previously observed in vertical jets

of the similar pipeline configuration [107]. In the current investigation, the helium jet

deflection was found to be initially governed by the density of the gas in the near field,

and it experienced further deflection due to buoyancy in the far field. The buoyancy-

caused deviation in the far field was found to be well reproduced by a power law

expression with the exponent ∼ 1.3. In contrast, it was found that such buoyancy

effects were not present in axisymmetric round jet helium experiments, where the jet

issued through flat-plates, with the same Froude number. This observation suggests

that the realistic leak geometry along the pipeline orientation considered in this study

causes buoyancy effects to dominate much closer to the orifice than expected for
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axisymmetric round jets. Furthermore, it was found that buoyancy effects have a

negligible impact on the decay of jet velocity and spreading rates. This implication is

also true for fluctuation quantities, where buoyancy was found to not have a significant

effect on centreline velocity fluctuation intensities. Nevertheless, higher centreline

mass fraction fluctuation intensities (∼ 33%) for the horizontal 3D jets compared to

the vertical cases (∼ 26%), may have been caused by buoyancy effect.

Owing to asymmetry flow structure and three-dimension nature of 3D jets, en-

hanced turbulent mixing was always observed in 3D jets compared to axisymmetry

jets. This enhanced mixing and entrainment caused the reduction in the potential-

core length, as well as increases in the decay and spreading rates of both velocity and

concentration. Despite the fact that the orifice geometry is round, the axis-switching

phenomenon was observed in 3D jets, and is believed to be one of the main fundamen-

tal mechanisms for the enhanced entrainment properties of the 3D jets. Furthermore,

the 3D jets obey the pseudo-similarity decay law with the scaling indicated by the

effective diameter. The mass fraction decay along the centreline scaled well with the

original effective diameter term (Def = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)
1
2 ), while the modified version of the

effective diameter (D∗ef = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)0.3) provided a more accurate velocity decay profile.

Finally, it was shown that the turbulent velocity and scalar properties are depen-

dent on the initial jet conditions for all regions of the flow field. Therefore, caution

is required when using round axisymmetry jet assumptions to correlate the correct

dispersion, velocity and concentration decay rates and, consequently, the extent of

flammability envelope of a jet emitted from realistic leak geometries.
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Chapter 5

Multi-Component High Aspect

Ratio Turbulent Jets Issuing from

Non-Planar Nozzles
1

1The body of this chapter was submitted for publication in Majid Soleimani nia, Peter Oshkai
and Ned Djilali, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy. MS designed the study and experimen-
tal system, conducted the measurements, performed the analysis, drafted the initial manuscript,
and finalized the submitted version. PO and ND contributed to design of initial study as well as
refinement of further manuscript drafts.
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5.1 Preamble

Simultaneous particle image velocimetry (PIV) and planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF) techniques were employed to experimentally investigate the dispersion of tur-

bulent jets issuing from high-aspect-ratio slots on the side wall of a circular tube.

Two slots with an aspect ratio of 10 were considered in this study, although their

configuration was aligned parallel to and perpendicular with the direction of the flow

inside the tube. The effects of buoyancy and asymmetry on the resulting flow struc-

ture were studied in both vertical and horizontal orientations, and over a range of

Reynolds numbers and gas densities. Significant differences were found between the

centreline trajectory, spreading rate, velocity and concentration decays of current re-

alistic jets with those of the conventional elliptical and rectangular slot jets issuing

through flat surfaces. These realistic pipeline leak-representative jets were found to

deflect along the jet streamwise axis. It was found that increases in aspect ratio

caused a reduction in the angle of deflection, jet centreline decay rates and the width

growth on both velocity and scalar fields compared to its 3D round jet counterpart,

most notably in the far field.

5.2 Introduction

Non-circular jets are found in a wide range of applications in nature and engineering

systems. These jets have higher entrainment rates than their axisymmetry round

jet counterparts, and as a result, more effective mixing occurs [43]. The enhanced

mixing is believed to be associated with the higher degree of three-dimensionality

in the coherent structures of the flow, which is attributed either to the non-uniform

curvature of the nozzle perimeter, or to the instabilities originating at the sharp

perimeter of the nozzle. The three-dimensionality, which is highly sensitive to the

initial conditions, becomes the main characteristic of non-circular jet flows, with the

asymmetrical streamwise and azimuthal vorticity playing the main role in entraining

ambient fluid. As the jet spreads, dynamic deformation of the asymmetric vortices

yields a complex topology, with interaction of streamwise and azimuthal vortices and

energy transfer between them. This “axis-switching” phenomenon has been observed

in the evolution of non-circular jets [43, 75], whose cross-section can frequently develop

into shapes similar to those of the origin nozzle but with axes sequentially rotated at

angles characteristic of the nozzle geometry.
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Among non-circular jet flows, plane jets received extensive investigation in the

last couple of decades due to their two-dimensional characteristics, which made mea-

surement and numerical simulations along with statistical analyses much easier [30,

42, 22, 23]. It was found that initial conditions organized coherent structures in the

near field but their effects were also noticed in the self-similar far field region of the

plane jet. It was observed that an increase in the Reynold number (Re), resulted in

shortening the potential core length and increased the near field velocity spreading

rate, while the far field rates of mean velocity decay and spread showed the reverse

dependency, and decreased with increasing the Re [23].

Non-circular three-dimensional jets (i.e. rectangular, elliptic, triangle, and other

nozzle shapes) have been studied extensively, both through experiments [44, 91, 136,

75] and numerical simulations [78, 115, 40]. In general, due to the three-dimensional

nature of the jet’s initial configuration, the near-field decay rates of the mean velocity

and turbulence intensity are much greater compared to the axisymmetric jet. In the

near field, jets that experience the axis-switching phenomenon exhibited a higher

decay rate of the centreline velocity. Regardless of the nozzle shape, a change in the

nozzle type (sharp-edged orifice plate (OP) and smooth contraction (SC)), results

in shorter potential core length in OP jets compared to SC jets but the nozzle type

does not affect the far-field centreline velocity decay rate [75, 90, 43]. Like other jet

flows, the development of non-circular jets is significantly influenced by the jet initial

conditions, even in the self-similar far field region. Previous studies of rectangular

and elliptic jets found that the distance from the orifice, where axis-switching occurs,

increases with the nozzle aspect ratio [55, 91]. Mixing in the near field is also enhanced

with increasing the nozzle aspect ratio [91].

It is noteworthy that all aforementioned studies on non-circular jets have been lim-

ited to the jet flow emerging through flat surfaces, where the direction of the jet mean

flow was aligned with the flow origin. However, in practical engineering applications

(i.e. pipe lines or storage facilities), any accidental gas leakage would not be limited to

flows through flat surfaces, and leaks through cracks in the side walls of circular pipes

or storage tanks should also receive attention. The common belief was that within

sufficient distance from the nozzle, non-circular jet evolution follows that of a round

axisymmetry jet, only a few studies on high-aspect-ratio jet have proven that this as-

sumption is not necessarily correct. These limited studies [73, 125], investigated the

effects of the orifice shape and gas pressure on gas dispersion behavior from a failed

flange joint, by the means of flow visualization and pressure measurements along the
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jet centreline. These effects persisted to distances up to 250 slot widths away from the

orifice, and the centreline velocity decay rate could not be approximated by a round

axisymmetry jet assumption. To explore the realistic gas leakage from a curved sur-

face in more detail, recent studies investigated vertical and horizontal buoyant jet

evolutions through round holes from curved surfaces, numerically and experimentally

[107, 105, 72, 106, 108]. Through these recent studies, significant discrepancies were

found between the evolution of axisymmetric round sharp-edged orifice plate (OP)

jets through flat surfaces and those originating from curved surfaces. Most notably,

jet deflection from the jet axis, and asymmetric dispersion patterns were always ob-

served. Also, in horizontal jets, buoyancy effects were dominated much sooner than

expected in axisymmetric round jets. To our knowledge, however, the dispersion of

high-aspect-ratio jets from curved surfaces have not yet been investigated, by the

means of simultaneous velocity and scalar measurements.

To investigate the effects of asymmetry and buoyancy on the evolution of high-

aspect-ratio jets issuing from realistic pipeline geometries, jet release experiments

were conducted with air and helium. Flow patterns and dispersion of gas through

a curved surface originated from a source whose original velocity components were

nearly perpendicular to the direction of the ensuing jets were studies. From now

on, this jet configuration is referred as a 3D jet. Two slots with the same aspect

ratio (AR = 10) as possible crack geometries were considered in this study, although

their configuration was aligned in parallel to and perpendicular with the direction of

flow inside the tube. These realistic high-aspect-ratio 3D jets were also compared to

their 3D round jet counterparts as well as high-aspect-ratio jets issuing through flat

surfaces. Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) and planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF) were simultaneously used to measure high-resolution instantaneous velocity

and concentration fields, respectively. The purpose of this investigation was to identify

and characterize departures from non-circular jets emerging through flat surfaces, and

to highlight the effects of initial conditions, buoyancy and the asymmetric nature of

the 3D jets, which ensued from a practical geometry arrangement.

5.3 Experimental system and techniques

Figure 5.1 illustrates the orifice geometries along with the evolution of the jet flow

from the orifices considered in this study, for both air and helium. Two high-aspect-

ratio slots, with the same aspect ratio (AR = 10), were machined into the side of a
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Figure 5.1: a-b) Schematic of slot 2 and 3 geometries. c-f) schematic of vertical (c &
e) and horizontal (d & f) 3D slot jets flow measurement areas. All dimensions are in
mm.

round tube (closed at one end) with an outer diameter of 6.36 mm and 0.82 mm wall

thickness. Aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the two symmetrical (long/short)

axes of the slot geometry. These high-aspect-ratio 3D slots were aligned parallel and

perpendicular to the direction of the flow inside the tube, and also compared to their

3D round (AR = 1) jet counterparts [107, 108]. Hereafter, slots 1, 2 and 3 refer to the

round orifice, the slot perpendicular to, and the slot parallel with the direction of flow

inside the tube, respectively. The new length-scale, equivalent diameter (Deq), was

defined to adequately characterize the jet flow [55]. Here, Deq, is the diameter of an

equivalent circle with the same area of the nozzle. Due to the curvature of the tube

surface, and also to keep AR identical for both slots (AR = 10), slightly different

equivalent diameters (Deq) were obtained for the slots. The range of Deq for the

current study are 2, 1.6 and 1.53 mm for the slots 1, 2 and 3, respectively. To capture

development of the jet, measurements were obtained on the two-dimensional planes

aligned with the major axis of the slots. Here, the two-dimensional measurements

planes are denoted as x-y and x-z (as indicated in Figs. 5.1 c-f), for the slots 2 and 3,

respectively. Also shown in the figure is the jet centreline, which acts as a reference

from which measurements are later obtained. Owing to potential deviation of the jet
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Table 5.1: Flow properties of 3D jet experiments
Slot Jet Orien- AR Deq Q 〈uj〉c ρj νj M Fr Reδ

tation [m] [L/min] [m/s] [Kg/m3] [m2/s] [N/m]

1 Air H 1 2× 10−3 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

1 Air V 1 2× 10−3 15 147.5 1.17 1.54× 10−5 50.9 - 19,000

2 Air H 10 1.6× 10−3 15 169.7 1.17 1.54× 10−5 51.7 - 20,300

2 Air V 10 1.6× 10−3 15 170.2 1.17 1.54× 10−5 51.8 - 20,300

3 Air H 10 1.53× 10−3 15 209.2 1.17 1.54× 10−5 53.3 - 21,000

3 Air V 10 1.53× 10−3 15 208.6 1.17 1.54× 10−5 53.2 - 21,000

1 He H 1 2× 10−3 35 399.5 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.3 1.34× 106 51,500

1 He V 1 2× 10−3 35 399.7 0.165 1.21× 10−4 51.4 1.34× 106 51,500

2 He H 10 1.6× 10−3 35 468.8 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.2 2.4× 106 50,800

2 He V 10 1.6× 10−3 35 469.1 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.3 2.4× 106 50,800

3 He H 10 1.53× 10−3 35 511.4 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.9 2.8× 106 51,600

3 He V 10 1.53× 10−3 35 510.7 0.165 1.21× 10−4 52.7 2.8× 106 51,600

(slot 3) from the orifice axis (x-axis), the jet centreline tangent and normal lines are

shown as s and n coordinates in the figure, respectively. It should be noted that the

jet centreline, for slot 2, is considered at geometrical centre of the orifice (y = 0) in

the x-y measurement plane.

The experiments were conducted in a controlled stagnant environment, at room

temperature and pressure (To ∼ 22◦C, po ∼ 100 kPa). Flow controllers (Bronkhorst,

EL-FLOW series) were used to control mass flow rates of dry air and pure scientific

grade helium to the system, with a high accuracy (standard ±0.5% of reading plus

±0.1% full scale) and precision (within 0.2% of the reading). After the test gas

was mixed and seeded with the PIV and PLIF tracer particles, gas flow entered

the test section of the tube. Isothermal and isobaric conditions were ensured in

all measurements. Further specific details of the flow facility used in the current

experiments can be found in [107, 108]. The orifice, through which the gas dispersed,

was located sufficiently downstream along the tube length to ensure fully developed

flow inside the tube at the orifice location. Within the tube, flow controllers were

used to ensure fully developed subsonic and turbulent flow inside the tube.

In order to compare the behaviour of both test gases, for each experimental setup,

the averaged momentum flux (M) at the jet exit was estimated and matched for all

slot 1 cases. This matching was achieved, iteratively, by varying the volumetric flow

rate (Q) in the system, after which time, the same Q was considered for both slots

2 and 3 experiments. Here, M was calculated by first obtaining the time-averaged

jet exit velocity from two-dimensional PIV measurements. The two-dimensional mo-
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mentum flux, in units of [N/m], was then calculated from

M =

∫ D/2

−D/2
ρj〈u(r)〉2 dr (5.1)

where the subscript ‘j’ refers to the conditions at the nozzle, the angle brackets ‘〈
〉’ refers to the time-averaged quantity, and also ρ and r refer to density and radius,

respectively. Table 5.1 shows the flow properties used in this study, for both the

horizontal and vertical high-aspect-ratio 3D jet configurations (Slot 2 & 3), as well as

vertical and horizontal 3D round jets (Slot 1) which have been used for comparison

[107, 108]. Here, the subscript ‘c’ refers to the conditions at the jet centreline, Fr is the

Froude number, and H & V refer to horizontal and vertical orientations, respectively.

In all cases, the jets were characterized by the outer-scale Reynolds number, Reδ =

〈uj〉δ/ν∞. Where, ν∞ is the ambient fluid kinematic viscosity and δ is the width of

the mean axial velocity profile, evaluated from limits of 5% of the centreline velocity

at x ' 0.

Particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) was used to capture the two-dimensional ve-

locity flow field information. A dual-head Nd: YAG pulsed laser (New Wave’s SOLO

III 15 HZ) was used to illuminate a two-dimensional cross-section of the flow, which

was seeded with Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacate (DEHS), with a typical diameter of less

than 1 µm, which acted as a tracer particle. The light sheet had an approximate

height of 5 cm and a thickness of 1 mm. The camera’s field of view (PIV CCD) was

a 40×30 mm2 window with an approximate pixel size of 6.5 µm in physical space.

This resolution was estimated to be comparable to the finest scale of the flow, with

respect to the Nyquist criterion [110]. Each pair of images were then processed using

LaVision DaVis 8.4 software to calculate the global instantaneous flow velocity field.

Following the PIV uncertainty propagation method[99], conservative uncertainty was

estimated as 3% and 6% in the time-averaged velocity and Reynolds shear stress

profiles, respectively.

To measure the gas concentration, we applied planar laser-induced fluorescence

(PLIF). To simultaneously apply PLIF with PIV, the flow was also seeded with

acetone vapour at consistent rate of ∼ 1% by mass fraction. A Pulsed Nd: YAG laser

(Spectra-Physics INDI-40-10-HG) was used in order to excite the acetone molecules

in a light sheet with an approximate height of 5 cm and a thickness of 350 µm, which

was then recorded with a PLIF CCD camera. The camera’s field of view for all cases

corresponded to a 38×28 mm2 window with an approximate pixel size of 6.5 µm. The
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images were taken at a frequency of 5 Hz and then processed using LaVision DaVis 8.4

software. After correcting for errors associated with background noise, fluctuations

in cross-sectional laser beam intensity, and laser energy per pulse deviations, one

can assume the remaining non-uniformity of the scalar field is due to signal to noise

ratio (S/N). The error in the S/N can be estimated using the standard deviation

of this ratio in a uniform low signal region of the flow field. Based on this data,

and the uncertainty propagation method, the uncertainty in the time-averaged and

variances of the concentration field was estimated as conservative values of 4% and

7%, respectively. For each experimental case, a total of 500 images were acquired to

determine the time-averaged molar concentration (〈X〉) and variances (X ′
2
). Further

details of the experimental procedure can be found in [107, 108].

Finally, to retain the spatial resolution of the flow field, the full measurement

region is covered by up to four individual imaging windows (depends on the slot

geometry and jet orientation) with at least a 20% overlap between each window.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of the instantaneous velocity and concentration fields,

for helium slots 2 and 3 in the x-y and x-z planes, respectively. It should be noted

that the flow fields were constructed from up to three different experiments, where

individual imaging windows have been stitched together.

Slot 2:

a) b)
Slot 3:

a) b)

Figure 5.2: Instantaneous a) velocity and b) molar concentration fields obtained from
Helium
3D slot 2 & 3 in x-y and x-z planes, respectively.
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Distances reported here have been normalized such that

x =
X

Deq

, y =
Y

Deq

, z =
Z

Deq

, s =
s

Deq

, n =
n

Deq

(5.2)

where Deq, the equivalent diameter of the orifice, is taken as a reference length scale.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Time-averaged flow fields

air:

a) b) c) d)
helium:

a) b) c) d)

Figure 5.3: Time-averaged velocity and molar concentration contours from vertical
high-aspect-ratio slot jet on side of tube (3D slot jet) for air and helium, obtained
from a) slot 2 velocity contours in x-y plane, b) slot 2 molar concentration contours
in x-y plane, c) slot 3 velocity contours in x-z plane and d) slot 3 molar concentration
contours in x-z plane.

The time-averaged velocity and molar concentration contours obtained for all
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Figure 5.4: Time-averaged velocity and molar concentration contours from horizontal
high-aspect-ratio slot jet on side of tube (3D slot jet) for air and helium, obtained
from a) slot 2 velocity contours in x-y plane, b) slot 2 molar concentration contours
in x-y plane, c) slot 3 velocity contours in x-z plane and d) slot 3 molar concentration
contours in x-z plane.

vertical and horizontal 3D slot jet experiments are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, respec-

tively. In vertical slot 2 for both gases, there were two high-velocity peaks (saddle-back

behaviour), at about y±1.5Deq, on each side of the x-axis toward the edge of the jet.

Slightly shorter potential-core length was observed for helium (' 2Deq), compared to

air (' 3Deq). This saddle-back behaviour was previously found to originate from a

velocity deficit region which forms inside the orifice due to flow separation as the gas

inside the tube encounters the edge of the 3D round orifice [107]. However, another

possible reason is the sharp edge of the slot along with the curvature of the tube [76].

The initial saddle-back profile and shorter potential core length for helium compared

to air, were also observed in both air and helium horizontal slots 2, presented in Fig.
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5.4 a.

For all vertical and horizontal slot 3 experiments, air and helium jets were found

to deviate from the jet streamwise axis (x-axis), in the direction of the initial flow

inside the tube. There was also a shorter potential-core length for helium (' 3Deq),

compared to air (' 4Deq). Additionally, near the potential-core region, there was

slightly more jet spreading on the positive n-coordinate of the jet centre compared

to the opposite side. It should be noted that the n-coordinate refers to lines which

are normal to the centreline, aligned with the opposite direction of flow inside the

tube, and coplanar with the x-z plane (see the coordinate system in Fig.5.1 e-f).

The spreading rate in the opposite direction of the flow within the tube, near the

potential-core region, was previously found to be higher in the 3D round jets (Slot 1)

[107, 108] compared to the slot 2 and slot 3 geometries of the current investigation.

In general, concentration profiles were qualitatively similar to the velocity profiles

presented in Figs. 5.3 - 5.4, with two exceptions. First, the potential core lengths

in the vertical slot 3 jets were approximately ' 12Deq and ' 11Deq, for air and

helium, respectively; in contrast, the potential core lengths in the horizontal slot

3 jets were approximately ' 5Deq for both gases. Also for both horizontal and

vertical experiments, much higher concentration levels and higher spreading rates

were observed for helium in the far field compared to air.

5.4.2 The jet centreline trajectory

In Fig. 5.5, the jet centreline trajectories, obtained in the x-z plane, are presented

for all slot 3 jets. Here, the trajectories were determined by the maximum velocity

magnitude, |〈u〉|max(x) locations. Also shown for comparison are the jet centreline

trajectories obtained in the far field (beyond x ≥ 10Deq) from previous vertical and

horizontal slot 1 jet experiments [107, 108]. In general, the centrelines obtained from

slot 3 experiments followed a nearly linear upward trajectory, in the direction of

flow within the tube, after the potential core lengths of x ∼ 3Deq for helium and

x ∼ 4Deq for air. Around x ∼ 17Deq for helium, and x ∼ 25Deq for air, a sudden

change in the jet trajectory was observed. These locations coincided with the extent

of the potential-core regions as shown in Figs. 5.3 - 5.4. In order to determine the

effect of buoyancy on the horizontal slot 3 jets after these locations, lines of best fit,

using linear regression to power law expressions were presented for the far field and

are also shown in Fig. 5.5. Upon comparison of the centreline trajectories of air to
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Figure 5.5: Jet centrelines taken along the location of maximum velocity magnitudes
(|〈u〉|max(x)) in x-z plane from slot 3 measurements. Also shown, for comparison are
vertical and horizontal 3D slot 1 jets experiments [107, 108].

helium, for both vertical and horizontal jets, it became clear that the buoyancy of

the helium jet caused significant deflection from the horizontal axis, despite the high

Froude number (Fr = 2.8×106). While such buoyancy effects were not observed in the

vertical and horizontal air experiments, jet centreline trajectories were almost parallel

to each other (even upon extrapolating the line of best fit to the far field, beyond the

experimental data collected). In addition, air was found to deviate from the x-axis to

a greater extent than helium, owing to its higher gas density and negligible buoyancy

effect. The same remarks were previously observed for slot 1 jets [107, 108]. However,

the jet trajectory for the horizontal helium slot 3 jet was found to be described by a

nearly linear relation (i.e. power law exponent ∼ 1), whereas the horizontal helium

slot 1 jet was previously found to have a power law exponent ∼ 1.3. Slot 1 jets

experienced a significant upward deflection, in the direction of flow inside the tube,

compared to slot 3 jets as shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.6: a) Inverse time-averaged velocity decay and b) jet velocity widths
(2Lu(1/2)) obtained along the |〈u〉|max(x) centrelines, in x-z plane from measure-
ments. Note, n-coordinate refers to lines which are normal to the centreline, and
coplanar with the x-z plane (see the coordinate system in Fig.5.1 e-f). Also shown,
for comparison are vertical and horizontal 3D Slot 1 experiments [107, 108], vertical
air sharp-edged rectangular and OP elliptical jet measurements [91, 55].

5.4.3 Velocity decay and jet spreading rates

Fig. 5.6 a) shows the inverse time-averaged velocity decay (〈uj〉/〈uc〉) along the jet

centrelines (s-coordinate illustrated in Fig. 5.1 e-f) for all experiments. Here, the

subscript ‘c’ refers to the conditions at the jet centreline, while the subscript ‘j’ refers

to the jet exit condition. Also shown, for comparison, are velocity decay rates obtained

from vertical and horizontal slot 1 experiments [107, 108], vertical air sharp-edged

rectangular (AR = 10) [88] and OP elliptical jet (AR = 2 & 8) [55] measurements.

Upon comparison of air slots 1 & 3 to the sharp-edged rectangular and OP elliptical

jets, both horizontal and vertical slot 3 jets (AR = 10) show the same velocity decay

rates to that of the OP elliptical jet with AR = 8 in the near field (x < 10Deq).

Within this range, a slightly higher decay rate was found for the centreline velocity

of slot 3 jets compared to the OP elliptical jet with an AR = 2. Beyond this range,

velocity decay rates for air slot 3 jets were found to be higher than both OP elliptical

jets. Furthermore, both air slot 3 jets exhibited a lower velocity decay rate compared

to the sharp-edged rectangular jet (AR = 10) within the entire domain. On the

other hand, the horizontal and vertical slot 1 experiments (AR = 1) were found to

exhibit almost the same velocity decay rate as that of the sharp-edged rectangular jet

(AR = 10) up to x ∼ 17Deq, and after this point, the sharp-edged rectangular jet was
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found to have a slightly higher decay rate for the rest of the measurement’s domain.

In contrast, the velocity decay rates for the slot 1 jets were found to be higher than

those of both OP elliptical jets within the entire domain. Comparison of the velocity

decay rate of slot 3 jets with slot 1 jets [107, 108] revealed a slightly higher decay

rate in slot 1 jets, with helium jet decaying faster than air jet. In general, upon

comparison between horizontal and vertical 3D slot jets, buoyancy was not found to

significantly affect the velocity decay rates.

Among all slot experiments, the highest velocity decay rate was observed for slot

2 cases. This was due to the geometrical centreline (along the y=0 in x-y plane)

considered for this slot, where the measured velocity was essentially not the maxi-

mum value (see the initial saddle-back velocity profile observed in the time-averaged

velocity contours in Figs. 5.3 - 5.4). Also, it should be noted that the fixed data ac-

quisition plane for slot 2 cases (x-y plane) may not accurately acquire gas dispersion

in the far field region, due to deflection of the jet from the streamwise axis (x -axis) in

the x-z plane. While, three-dimensional velocity measurement is not currently avail-

able for slot 2 experiments, it would be impossible to point out the exact location

of jet deflection from the data acquisition plane; one may visually conclude that the

measurement plane has correctly acquired the jet dispersion up to x ∼ 15 − 20Deq

from the time-averaged velocity contours (Figs. 5.3 - 5.4). However, the slot 2 ex-

periments data will be presented as qualitative results rather than quantitative data,

more specifically in the far field (x ≥ 20Deq) where the result is not representative of

the correct gas dispersion.

For slot 1 & 3 experiments in the x-z plane, Figure 5.6 b presents the jet velocity

widths (2Lu(1/2)) obtained by determining the locations where |〈u〉| = 0.5|〈u〉|max(x)

along lines orthogonal to the jet centrelines. These orthogonal lines have been indi-

cated previously as coordinate ‘n’ in Fig. 5.1 e-f. For the 3D jets, in slot 3 cases, a

large peak was observed in the jet widths within 1Deq < x < 2.5Deq distances from

the orifice, whereas in the slot 1 experiments a slight contraction has been observed

from 1Deq < x < 4Deq. Beyond this point for slot 3, the jet spreading rates were

observed to experience a slight contraction up to x ∼ 15Deq. Where after this point,

much greater spreading rates were observed in slot 1 compared to slot 3 jets for all

cases. Moreover, from slot 3 experiments, the jet spreading rate was found to be

comparable for both air and helium gases, with exception of vertical air slot 3 case.

However, helium slot 3 jets exhibit higher spreading rates compared to air, in the

far field (beyond x ≥ 15D). This trend was slightly more clearer upon comparison
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of the horizontal slot 3 cases between helium and air. It should be noted that this

remark is also evident in slot 1 cases, where a higher spreading rate is found in helium

compared to air beyond x ≥ 13D. Upon comparison of slot jets to rectangular [91]

and OP elliptical [55] jets, the spreading rate for slot 1 was found to be much higher

than others in the range of 8Deq < x < 30Deq. Beyond this range, the sharp-edged

rectangular jet exhibited a slightly higher spreading rate.

5.4.4 Scalar concentration decay and jet spreading rates

Figure 5.7a shows centreline evolution of the inverse time-averaged jet gas mass frac-

tion, 〈Yj〉/〈Yc〉, for both air and helium measurements. Here, the jet gas mass fractions

were determined from the measured mole fractions through

Y =
XWj

W
(5.3)

where X and Wj refer to the mole fraction and molecular weight of the jet gas,

respectively, and W refers to the mean molecular weight of the local jet gas-ambient

air mixture given by

W = XWj + (1−X)Wair (5.4)
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Figure 5.7: a) Inverse time-averaged jet gas mass fraction decay and b) mass frac-
tion widths (2LY (1/2)) obtained along the 〈Y 〉max(x) centrelines, in x-z plane from
measurements. Also shown, for comparison are vertical and horizontal 3D slot 1 jet
experiments [107, 108].
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Additionally shown for comparison, are the centreline mass fraction decay rates

obtained from vertical and horizontal 3D slot 1 jet experiments [107, 108]. In general

for all 3D slot jet cases, except the slot 2, helium jets were always observed to decay

faster than air jets. It is noted, however, that the lowest decay rate observed in mass

fraction for the helium slot 2 jets are likely due to the geometrical centreline (y = 0)

where mass fraction obtained, and may not represent the location of jet centreline,

as previously discussed in velocity decay profiles. Also, the centreline mass fraction

decay rates observed in the experimental slot 1 jets were much faster compared to

the slot 2 & 3 jets. Moreover, upon comparison of the helium slot 1 jets (AR = 1),

the vertical orientation was found to have a faster mass fraction decay rate compared

to the horizontal case. Such differences in behaviour was not observed for the air slot

1 jets, suggesting that buoyancy has a remarkable affect on the mass fraction decay

rates [108]. On the other hand, for helium slot 3 experiments (AR = 10), a faster

decay rate was observed for horizontal case compared to vertical orientation. Again,

such remarks were not found to be valid for the air slot 1 jets, suggesting that the

aspect ratio plays a more significant role on the mass fraction decay rates, compared to

the buoyancy in the 3D high-aspect-ratio jets. Also, upon comparison to the velocity

decay rates in Fig. 5.6a, it is noted that the jet centreline mass fraction decays faster

than the velocity for helium, owing to the low Schmidt number (Sc < 1). This was

also concluded in the recent experimental studies on the slot 1 jets [107, 108].

As was done for the velocity field, the jet widths based on the jet gas mass fraction

(2LY (1/2)) have been obtained for slot jet experiments; these are presented in Fig. 5.7b.

This was achieved by determining the locations where 〈Y 〉 = 0.5〈Y 〉max(x) along

orthogonal lines to the jet centreline, in the x-z planes. Also shown, for comparison,

are the jet widths based on the jet gas mass fraction obtained from vertical and

horizontal slot 1 jet experiments [107, 108]. For all 3D jet cases, a slight contraction

in the jet mass fraction widths were observed from x < 4Deq and x < 15Deq for slots

1 & 3, respectively, as was previously observed for the jet widths based on velocity.

Beyond this point, the jet scalar growth rates, along n, were observed to be much

greater in slot 1 compared to slot 3 jets for all cases. The helium jet also exhibited a

faster spreading rate compared to air, in both horizontal and vertical cases.
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Figure 5.8: a) Normalized time-averaged velocity, and b) mass fraction profiles along
jet centrelines (y = 0) in x-y plane, taken at various heights for both air and helium.
Time-averaged velocity and mass fraction profiles are also compared to experimental
vertical and horizontal 3D slot 1 jets [107, 108].

5.4.5 Jet centreline statistics

The normalized time-averaged velocity profiles for all slot 2 & 3 experiments are

shown in Fig. 5.8a and Fig. 5.9a, respectively, along the y & n directions for several

downstream locations along the jet centreline (s-curve Fig. 5.1). Also shown for

comparison are the velocity statistics obtained for the vertical and horizontal slot 1

experiments [107, 108]. It should be noted that the s-component velocities presented

here were normalized by the local centreline velocity magnitudes, 〈u〉c(s). Also, the
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Figure 5.9: a) Normalized time-averaged velocity, and b) mass fraction profiles along
jet centrelines in x-z plane, taken at various heights for both air and helium. Time-
averaged velocity and mass fraction profiles are also compared to experimental vertical
and horizontal 3D slot 1 jets [107, 108].

n-coordinate, which was normal to the centreline s-curve, was normalized by the jet

velocity half widths (Lu(1/2)) determined from Fig. 5.6b.

For slot 2 in the x-y plane, in both orientations for air and helium experiments

(Fig. 5.8a), the jets emerged from the slot with a saddle-back profile; higher humps

exhibited in the helium cases compared to the air, located at ∼ (y/L1/2)± 0.75. This

saddle-back profile was observed up to x < 40Deq, and beyond this location, all slot

2 cases developed into a self-similar Gaussian-like distribution of velocity. Whereas

in the slot 1 experiments, the velocity profiles were previously found to develop to
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the self-similar Gaussian distribution much closer to the orifice, beyond x > 5Deq

[107, 108]. Finally, the curves obtained for both gases were found to be in agreement

with each other in the far field region.

In the x-z plane of slot 3, in all cases (Fig. 5.9a), the jets emerged from the

slot with an initial semi top-hat profile, not shown here. This behaviour was also

previously observed in the slot 1 measurements [107, 108]. It should be noted that

this semi top-hat profile was observed to deviate from the jet streamwise axis (x-

axis) in the direction of flow inside the tube and was maintained up to x ∼ 5Deq

distance from the slot. In both orientations, air and helium experiments were found

to exhibit slightly more velocity spreading to the lower side of the jet centre (in

the direction of flow inside the tube) compared to the other side, with more velocity

spreading was observed for helium compared to air. Beyond x > 5Deq, in the far field,

the experimental slot 3 jets developed into, and matched, the self-similar Gaussian

distribution obtained from the slot 1 jets [107, 108]. Like the slot 2 experiments, the

curves obtained for all gases were found to be in well agreement with each other in

the far field.

The time-averaged mass fraction profiles for all slot 2 & 3 jet experiments are

shown in Fig. 5.8b and Fig. 5.9b, respectively. Here, time-averaged mass fraction

(〈Y 〉), have been normalized by the local centreline mass fraction, 〈Yc〉(s). The n

and y coordinates were normalized by the jet mass fraction half widths (LY (1/2))

determined from the locations where 〈Y/Yc〉 = 0.5, Fig. 5.7b. In general, they were

found to be qualitatively similar to the velocity profiles in all cases. For slot 2 in the

x-y plane (Fig. 5.8b), the saddle-back profile with the sharp humps was observed at

∼ (y/L1/2) ± 0.75; higher humps exhibited in the helium cases compared to the air

within the range of x < 5Deq distance to the orifice. In all slot 2 cases, the saddle-back

profile was developed into the self-similar Gaussian distribution beyond x > 40Deq,

same as velocity profiles. In the x-z plane (Fig. 5.9b), all slot 3 experiments exhibited

initial top-hat mass fraction profile, with deviation from the jet streamwise axis (x-

axis) in the direction of flow inside the tube. Where slightly more mass fraction

spreading were found to exhibit to the lower side of the jet centre (in the direction of

flow inside the tube), with more mass fraction spreading found for helium compared

to air. In the far field, beyond x > 5Deq, the mass fraction profile was found to

develop quickly into the self-similar solution as observed in the slot 1 experiments

[107, 108].

Fig. 5.10 shows the normalized axial evolution of the r.m.s. velocity fluctuation
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Figure 5.10: Axial development of turbulence intensities along jet centrelines, a) tan-
gential turbulence intensity component (us(rms)/〈uc〉) and b) orthogonal turbulence
intensity component (un(rms)/〈uc〉) for experiments. Also shown, for comparison are
vertical and horizontal 3D Slot 1 experiments [107, 108], vertical air sharp-edged
rectangular and OP elliptical jet measurements [91, 90, 55].

components in the s and n directions, tangential and orthogonal to jet centreline,

where u(rms) = 〈u′2〉1/2. It should be noted that the prime (′) represents the instan-

taneous fluctuating quantity (u′ = u− 〈u〉). For helium vertical and horizontal slot

3 jets, the tangential turbulence intensity (us(rms)) reached an asymptotic value of

∼ 26% at x = 15Deq, whereas such a value was not observed until x = 25Deq and

x = 20Deq for air horizontal and vertical slot 3 jets, respectively. This trend was also

observed in slot 1 measurements [107, 108] where helium reached the asymptotic value

closer to the orifice, at x = 3D, compared to horizontal and vertical air at x = 20Deq

and x = 15Deq, respectively. However, it appears that this asymptotic value ∼ 26%

would be reached in the far field (x > 33D) for all slot jets. On the other hand,

the vertical air sharp-edged rectangular [91] and OP elliptical jet [55] measurements

reached the asymptotic values ∼ 23% and ∼ 24% in the far field, respectively. It

should be noted that slightly lower turbulent intensities of the sharp-edged rectan-

gular and OP elliptical jet, observed in both tangential and orthogonal components,

are likely due to slightly higher initial turbulent intensities reported for those mea-

surements (not shown)[74]. The same remark is valid for the orthogonal turbulence

intensity, as helium slot 3 jets reached the asymptotic value ∼ 19− 22% more closer

to orifice at x = 17Deq, compared to air at x = 27Deq. Also, the OP elliptical air

jet reached the peak turbulence intensity (∼ 18%) at x = 8Deq and then recovered
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the asymptotic value ∼ 16% until x = 15Deq for the rest of the measurement domain

[90]. In general, the intensity of tangential velocity fluctuations was higher than the

orthogonal components, as observed in previous studies on 3D round & elliptical jets

[107, 108, 90].
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Figure 5.11: Normalized axial evolution of mass fraction fluctuation intensities along
jet centrelines, Yc(rms)/〈Yc〉, for experiments. Also shown, for comparison are vertical
& horizontal 3D slot 1 jets [107, 108].

Fig. 5.11 shows the normalized axial evolution of the r.m.s. jet gas mass fraction

fluctuations (unmixedness), Yc(rms)/〈Yc〉, along the jet centreline, for all experiments.

Also shown for comparison are vertical & horizontal slot 1 jets [107, 108]. In the

vertical jets, helium slot 2 reached the asymptotic value ∼ 26% at x = 5Deq, which is

in agreement with the value reported for helium slot 1, which then decreased slightly

to the asymptotic value ∼ 21% in the far field (x > 35Deq). In contrast, for air

slot 2 such a value was recovered only when x = 8Deq and it remained almost the

same for the rest of data acquisition domain. It should be noted that this asymptotic

value is in agreement with the values reported in literature for the far field of round

axisymmetry jets (∼ 21− 24%) [83, 15, 93]. In contrast, for the vertical slot 3 cases,

helium reached an unmixedness value ∼ 55% where x = 8Deq and then recovered

the asymptotic value ∼ 33% in the far field (x > 38Deq). The vertical air slot 3 also

recovered this asymptotic value beyond the x > 34Deq range. Helium horizontal slot

2 jet also reached a pick unmixedness value of ∼ 70% at 2Deq but then decreased to
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the asymptotic value ∼ 44% beyond the x > 38Deq for the rest of the measurement

domain; whereas such a value was not recovered until x = 41Deq for air. For the

horizontal slot 3 cases, helium reached an umixedness value ∼ 55% at x = 7Deq

and then recovered the asymptotic value ∼ 33% at the end of measurement domain

(x > 43Deq). Similarly, air horizontal slot 3 jet recovered this value almost the same

distance from the slot. This asymptotic value is in agreement with the previous

measurement of horizontal slot 1 jets in the far field (∼ 33%) [108].
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Figure 5.12: a) Normalized time-averaged Reynolds shear stress (〈u′su′n〉/〈u2
c〉) and

b) concentration variance (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉) profiles along jet centrelines for air and he-

lium experiments. Here, the profiles are taken at various heights for air and helium
measurements in x-y planes. Note, the legends in horizontal cases are same as the
vertical experiments.
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Figure 5.13: a) Normalized time-averaged Reynolds shear stress (〈u′su′n〉/〈u2
c〉) and

b) concentration variance (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉) profiles along jet centrelines for air and he-

lium experiments. Here, the profiles are taken at various heights for air and helium
measurements in x-z planes. Note, the flow direction inside the tube illustrated for
both vertical and horizontal cases. Also, the legends in horizontal cases are same as
the vertical experiments.

Higher order statistics were also acquired for the high-aspect-ratio slot experiments

conducted here. The time-averaged Reynolds stress profiles (〈u′su′n〉) obtained from

slots 2 & 3 measurements, for both vertical and horizontal cases, are presented in Figs.

5.12 - 5.13 a) respectively. Also shown for comparison, in the x-z plane, are vertical

& horizontal slots 1, and vertical sharp-edged rectangular (AR=10) and OP elliptical

(AR=5) jet measurements [107, 108, 91, 88]. Here, the Reynolds stress quantities have
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been normalized by the local centreline velocity, 〈u2
c〉(s). For both slot 2 orientations

(Fig. 5.12 a), air and helium jets exhibit higher Reynolds stress compared to the

axisymmetric jets in the range of x ≤ 25Deq; a peak magnitude observed at x = 3Deq

for both air and helium cases. Within this range, higher Reynolds stress was observed

inside |n/L1/2| < 1, with helium having a slightly higher Reynolds stress compared

to air. However beyond this range, both air and helium measurements captured the

far field self-similar profile well as seen before in slot 1 and the axisymmetric jets

[107, 108, 83].

For both slot 3 orientations (Fig. 5.13 a) in the range of x ≤ 15Deq, air and helium

experiments were found to have lower Reynolds stress compared to slot 1 & 2 jets.

Also, within x ≤ 5Deq, higher Reynolds stress was observed beyond |n/L1/2| < 1.

However, beyond x ≥ 15Deq, air and helium experiments captured the far field self-

similar profile well, with both helium and air having more Reynolds stress compared to

the sharp-edged rectangular and OP elliptical jets [91, 88]. Upon comparison of slot 1

& 3 jets, the vertical slot 3 cases recovered and matched the far field self-similar profile

of slot 1; whereas, the horizontal slot 3 jets have higher a magnitude of the Reynolds

stress compared to slot 1. In general, for all slot 2 & 3 orientations, the magnitudes

of Reynolds stress for helium were higher compared to air, more specifically in the

near field. It should also be noted that there is an offset of the zero crossing of

Reynolds stress profiles form jet centreline (n/L1/2 = 0) within 1D < x ≤ 5D for

both helium and air measurements in both vertical and horizontal cases. This was

previously noted for both vertical and horizontal slot 1 experiments [107, 108]. This

brings into question the suitability of conventional eddy-viscosity models for this type

of turbulent flow, as this class of turbulence models assumes Reynolds stresses are

directly related to the mean strain.

Finally, the normalized mass fraction variance profiles (〈Y ′2s 〉/〈Y 2
c 〉), obtained from

slots 2 & 3 measurements, for both vertical and horizontal cases, are presented in Figs.

5.12 - 5.13 b) respectively. In the x-y plane for both slot 2 orientations, helium jet

exhibited a semi symmetry saddle-back profile in the whole domain of measurements,

whereas air jet showed the same trend only after x = 1Deq. In both vertical and hori-

zontal orientations, the maximum magnitude of mass fraction variances were observed

at x ∼ 3Deq for both gases. Also within x ≤ 5Deq, the variance peaks were observed

inside |n/L1/2| < 1. However, both gases return to self-similarity in the far field,

with helium having slightly higher magnitude of mass fraction variance compared to

air. Also, the magnitude of mass fraction variances were higher in the far field of
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horizontal cases compared to the vertical orientation. In general, the magnitudes of

mass fraction variances for helium were higher compared to air, specially in the near

field.

For the vertical slot 3 jets in the x-z plane (Fig. 5.13 b), the initial development

of slot jets had a higher variance of mass fraction to the right of the jet centre (in

the +n direction aligned with the flow direction within the tube) within the ranges

of x ≤ 10Deq and x ≤ 6Deq for the air and helium jets, respectively. Beyond this

range, air jet exhibited semi symmetry saddle-back profile up to x ≤ 25D and after

this point the variances recovered the semi Gaussian profile; whereas, helium (beyond

x ≥ 6Deq) revealed semi Gaussian profile with a maximum magnitude at x ∼ 10Deq.

In contrast, the initial development of horizontal slot 3 jets had a higher variance

of mass fraction to the left of the jet centre (in the −n direction) within the same

range found for the vertical cases (x ≤ 10Deq and x ≤ 6Deq for the air and helium

jets, respectively). It should be noted that the initial shifts in variance profiles to

the right or left of the jet centre, are consistent between both vertical and horizontal

orientation, and aligned with the direction of flow within the tube (see Fig. 5.13).

Beyond the range of x ≤ 10Deq, the horizontal air slot 3 jet revealed semi symmetry

saddle-backed profile up to x ≤ 20D, after this point variances recovered the semi

Gaussian profile; whereas, helium (beyond x ≤ 6Deq) exhibited a semi Gaussian

profile with a maximum magnitude at x ∼ 7Deq. For all slot 3 experiments in the

far field, beyond x ≥ 30Deq jet heights, mass fraction variances revealed self-similar

profile. In general, helium jets exhibited higher magnitudes of mass fraction variances

compared to air, more specifically in the near field.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Aspect Ratio effects

Velocity and scalar statistical properties obtained from vertical and horizontal high-

aspect-ratio slots 2 & 3 (AR = 10) were reported in the previous section. The results

were compared to round 3D jet counterparts (slot 1 with AR = 1) [107, 108] and

with results available in the literature for high-aspect-ratio rectangular (AR = 10)

and elliptical OP (AR = 2 − 8) jets issuing through flat surfaces. It was found

that the perpendicular nature of the slot, relative to the direction of flow within

the tube, caused a deflection of the jet away from the jet streamwise axis (x-axis).
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This deflection is demonstrated in Fig. 5.5, where the jet centreline trajectories, are

presented for all slots 1 & 3 jets. Significant deflection, in the direction of flow

within the tube were observed in both orientations of slot 1 compared to vertical and

horizontal slot 3 experiments. Also, the jet trajectory for the horizontal helium slot 1

jet was found to be described by a power law exponent ∼ 1.3, whereas the horizontal

helium slot 3 jet’s trajectory was found to be described by a nearly linear relation (i.e.

power law exponent ∼ 1). Upon these observations, it became clear that the aspect

ratio is the main player in governing the deflection angle in 3D jets; an increase in the

aspect ratio results in a decrease of deflection angle of jets. However, it is not clear

yet how the deflection angle scales with the aspect ratio; more measurements with a

broad range of aspect ratios are needed to quantify such scales.

As previously observed from the time-averaged velocity and molar concentration

contours (Figs. 5.3 - 5.4), slightly shorter potential core length were found for helium

(x ∼ 3Deq) and air (x ∼ 4Deq) in slot 3 jets compared to x ∼ 4Deq and x ∼ 5Deq

for helium & air slot 1 jets [107, 108], respectively. This is consistent with the very

thin vortical structure of high-aspect-ratio slot 3 near the jet exit compared to slot

1, which allows the dynamics of the rolled-up vortical structure to govern the initial

development of jet’s centre region. In addition, due to the higher entrainment rate

that occur in the higher aspect ratio jets, a shorter potential core length and faster

decay rate of the jet centreline velocity is expected.

Further interesting observations are made from Fig. 5.6 a), which shows that all

slot 1 experiments have a slightly higher velocity decay compared to slot 3 after their

potential core region (in the far field beyond x ≤ 5Deq), as seen previously in OP

elliptical jet experiments [55, 88, 90]. But within the range of x ≤ 4Deq for helium and

x ≤ 5Deq for air, all slot 3 experiments demonstrates slightly higher velocity decay

rate compared to slot 1 jets. The higher velocity decay rate in the near field region, is

more clear in the results reported previously for the sharp-edged rectangular [91] and

OP elliptical jets [55] compared to the current slot jets. The non-linear decay region

within the near field, called the “characteristic decay” region [102], is significantly

influenced by the geometry and aspect ratio of a nozzle. That might be the main

reason for the higher velocity decay rates are reported in OP elliptical or rectangular

jets compared to slot jets. It should be noted that the reported measurements in

rectangular and elliptical jets are limited to the flow emerging through flat surface,

where the large curvature on the major axis of the vortical structure plays the main

role on the initial development of jet. Whereas in 3D jet, due to the curvature of
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tube surface (where orifice is machined), dynamics of initial vortical structure may

depend on both curvatures of major and minor axes. Three dimensional measurement

is required to reveal such complicated vortical dynamics in 3D jets.

The same remarks were also observed from mass fraction decay profiles in Fig.

5.7 a), where slower decay rate was observed in centreline mass fraction for slot 3

in the far field compared to slot 1. The similar observation can also be made from

the jet velocity and the scalar width growth presented in Figs. 5.6 - 5.7 b), where all

slot 1 experiments experience much higher growth rates in both velocity and scalar

fields compared to the slot 3 in the far field. But within the range of x ∼≤ 8Deq

faster growth were observed for all slot 3 experiments in the major plane (x-z plane).

In general, upon comparison of only two sets of slot aspect ratio (AR= 1 vs AR=

10), higher aspect ratio resulted in a decrease on the jet centreline decay rates and a

growth rates on both velocity and scalar fields in the 3D jets, more specifically in the

far field.

Upon comparison of the far field’s axial evolution of turbulent intensities and

unmixedness of slot 3 and 1 along the jet centreline (Figs. 5.10-5.11), all slot 3 jets

recovered the asymptotic value of those previously reported for slot 1 jets [107, 108].

These remarks indicate that the far field’s development of turbulent intensities and

unmixedness in 3D slot jets, same as other jet flows [91, 55], are independent of the

slot aspect ratio.

Asymmetric flow pattern were previously reported in the lower side of slot 1 jet’s

centreline (in the opposite direction of flow within the tube), where more velocity

and mass fraction spreading were exhibited near the tail ends of radial profiles (1± <

(n/L1/2)) within the range of x ≤ 5Deq [107, 108]. It was previously found that

the flow separation at the exit of the orifice and the resulting deficits along with

the curvature of the tube, relative to the size of the orifice, have contributed to the

asymmetric flow patterns observed in the near field of slot 1 jet. Although the flow

separation is still persists in all slot 3 jets due to the un-parallelism nature of 3D

jet flows, the higher aspect ratio (AR = 10) reduced the effects of flow separation

and resulting deficits; as a result, the asymmetric patterns toward the edge of jet

boundaries were not observed in slot 3 jets. However, the asymmetric patterns were

shifted towards the jet centreline ((n/L1/2) < ±1) within the range of x ≤ 5Deq in

slot 3 jets, as observed in both radial velocity and scalar profiles (Fig. 5.9).
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5.5.2 Buoyancy effects

As previously observed from the jet centreline trajectories (Fig. 5.5), all slot 3 jets

experienced a deflection in the jet away from its streamwise axis (x−axis). This

deflection was also previously reported in slot 1 jets [107, 108], and the major player

was found to be the perpendicular streamwise axis of the slot, relative to the flow

direction within the tube. As a result, both vertical and horizontal air (heavier gas)

slot 3 jets were found to deflect more than their helium (lighter gas) jet counterparts

after x ∼ 3Deq and x ∼ 4Deq, respectively. Even though other factors might play

a role, the higher deflection of the vertical air jets compared to the vertical helium

jets is consistent with the relative strength of the corresponding vertical buoyancy

force. However, buoyancy force was clearly the main contributor in the significant

deflection of horizontal helium case from the horizontal x−axis compared to vertical

helium jet in the far field (x ≥ 17Deq); where such effect were not observed in neither

of orientations for air slot 3 jet.

Further interesting observations are made upon comparison of the axial evolution

of the turbulent intensities and the unmixedness of slot 3 along the jet centreline (Figs.

5.10-5.11). It was found that helium jets reached the asymptotic values more closer

to the orifice at x = 15Deq and x = 17Deq compared to air jets at x ≥ 20Deq and

x = 27Deq in tangential and orthogonal turbulent intensities, respectively. In axial

evolution of unmixedness, while all slot 3 jets would recovered the asymptotic value of

∼ 33% at some distance from the orifice; but the initial increase of the mass fraction

fluctuation intensities in the near field occurred more rapidly with lower density gases.

These remarks would might be solely associated with the buoyancy effect, which is

become the major player in helium jets compared to air jets. It should be noted

that such buoyancy effect were also previously observed in slot 1 measurements [107,

108]. Other parameters such as co-flow, initial conditions, Reynolds number, and

measurement uncertainty could also influence the evolution of the turbulent intensities

and the unmixedness [85]. However, their effects are negligible since the similar

experimental system and parameters have been used in current measurements.

5.6 Conclusions

In this study, simultaneous velocity and concentration measurements were conducted

in order to investigate vertical and horizontal turbulent jets, of varying gas densities
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and Reynolds numbers, issuing from a high-aspect-ratio slots machined into the side

of a round tube. Two slots with the same aspect ratio (AR = 10), as possible crack

geometries were considered in this study; although their configurations was aligned

parallel to and perpendicular with the direction of flow inside the tube. The fluids

considered were air and helium. The results were compared to the previous studies of

the vertical and horizontal 3D round jets (slot 1), issuing from the same experimental

system and pipeline geometry but with aspect ratio of AR = 1 [107, 108]. Comparison

was also made to the non-circular jets, OP elliptical and rectangular jets issuing

through flat surfaces [91, 90, 55].

By considering flow emerging through a slot, machined on the side of a tube, it

was found that the flow arrangement caused a significant deflection from the axis

normal to the orifice (streamwise axis, x) as was previously observed in vertical and

horizontal slot 1 jets with similar arrangement [107, 108]. For the horizontal helium

slot 3 jet, this deflection was found to be initially governed by the density of the gas

in the near field, and it has experienced further deflection due to the buoyancy in the

far field regardless of the high Froude number (Fr = 2.8× 106). Such deviation due

to the buoyancy in the far field was also previously observed for the horizontal helium

slot 1. However, such deviation for the horizontal helium slot 3 jet was found to be

well described by a nearly linear relation (i.e. power law exponent ∼ 1), whereas the

horizontal helium slot 1 jet was previously found to have a power law exponent ∼ 1.3.

This difference may arise due to the higher aspect ratio in slot 3 (AR = 10) compared

to AR = 1 in slot 1. Although other factors might contribute, the lower deflection of

all slot 3 jets compared to slot 1 jets is consistent with relative importance of aspect

ratio effect in development of 3D jet flows. In general, higher aspect ratio resulted in

less deviation for all jets from their streamwise axis (x-axis) and also reduced the order

of power law exponent from ∼ 1.3 to ∼ 1 in the centreline trajectory correlations of

horizontal helium slots 1 & 3, respectively. Upon comparison of the only two sets of

aspect ratios (AR=1 & AR=10), it also can be generalized that an increase in aspect

ratio causes a reduction in the jet centreline decay rates and growth rates on both

velocity and scalar fields in the 3D jets, more specifically in the far field. In contrast,

the axial evolutions of turbulent intensities and unmixedness of slot 3 jets were found

to be independent of the aspect ratio effects, and were reached the similar asymptotic

values which are previously reported for slot 1 jets. In addition, a higher aspect ratio

reduced the effects of the flow separation at the orifice exit and the resulting deficits in

the near field development of slot 3 jets; consequently the asymmetric pattern, which
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was previously observed close to the edge of slot 1 jet’s boundary (1± < (n/L1/2)),

was shifted toward the slot 3 jet’s centreline ((n/L1/2) < ±1) within the range of

x ≤ 5Deq in both radial velocity and scalar profiles.
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Chapter 6

Summary and contributions

Hydrogen, as renewable energy vector, is currently viewed as a clean alternative to

traditional hydrocarbon-based fuels for transportation and energy storage applica-

tions. However, development of modern safety standards for hydrogen infrastructure

requires fundamental insight into the physics of buoyant gas dispersion into ambient

air. This dissertation assesses the capability of conventional jet assumptions to pre-

dict the correct gas dispersion from realistic geometries. A novel piping arrangement

considered in this study, where the dispersion of realistic jets which emerged through

different orifice geometries located in the side wall of a round tube, perpendicular to

the mean flow within the tube. This jet configuration is referred as a 3D jet in this

research.

The aim of this dissertation is to provide insight into the flow structures associated

with hydrogen outflow from different realistic fuel leak scenarios. For this reason,

simultaneous velocity and concentration measurements were conducted in order to

investigate turbulent multi-component jets, of varying gas densities and Reynolds

numbers, issuing from a round orifice and two high-aspect-ratio slots machined on the

side of a round tube. Additionally, large eddy simulation (LES) was also employed to

provide additional detail with regards to the three-dimensionality of realistic 3D jets,

and also contribute to further insight into the measurements observed trends. The

fluids examined numerically and experimentally were helium and air. Hydrogen was

also considered for the LES simulation. The broad range of fluid density, Reynolds

number, orifice geometry and jet orientation were examined in this study to quantify

the effects of buoyancy, initial conditions and orifice geometry on the evolution of 3D

jets.
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6.1 Key findings

The results of this research demonstrate a crucial need of caution when using conven-

tional jet assumptions to describe the correct dispersion, velocity decay, and ignition

limits of a jet emitted from realistic geometries. The detailed findings of this disser-

tation were discussed in three studies presented as contributions in chapters 3 to 5,

and the key findings are summarized as follow:

6.1.1 Vertical round 3D jets

• The flow within the tube, perpendicular to the upward facing round orifice,

caused the resulting jet outside the tube to form at a deflection angle relative

to the vertical axis, in the direction of the flow within the tube itself.

• The deflection was influenced by the buoyancy of the jet, where heavier gases

were found to deflect more than the lighter gases.

• Flow separation inside the tube, at the orifice, and curvature of the tube, rel-

ative to the size of the hole, have contributed to the asymmetric flow patterns

observed in the round 3D jets.

• Both air and helium round 3D jets experienced significantly more jet spreading

compared to the axisymmetric jet experiments.

• In the near field, more jet spreading was observed on the upstream side of the

asymmetric 3D jets compared to the axisymmetric case; whereas in the far field,

air and helium simulations were found to have substantially more jet spreading

along the direction of the pipe, compared to all other directions.

• The enhanced mixing in the asymmetric case caused a reduction in the potential-

core length, and an increase in the velocity decay rate.

• Air and helium 3D jet experiments were found to have significantly different

patterns in the second-order concentration fluctuations compared to the OP

jets.
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6.1.2 Horizontal round 3D jets

• The flow arrangement caused a significant deflection from the horizontal axis

normal to the orifice as was previously observed in the vertical 3D jets.

• The helium 3D jet deflection was found to be initially governed by the density

of the gas in the near field and it experienced further deflection due to buoyancy

in the far field. The buoyancy-caused deviation in the far field was found to be

reproduced well by a power law expression with the exponent ∼ 1.3.

• The realistic leak geometry along with the pipeline orientation considered in

this study, caused buoyancy effects to dominate much closer to the orifice than

expected for the axisymmetric round jet.

• Buoyancy had a negligible impact on the decay of jet velocity and spreading

rates, and centreline velocity fluctuations intensities. However, higher centre-

line mass fraction fluctuation intensities (∼ 33%) for the horizontal 3D jets

compared to the vertical cases (∼ 26%), may have been caused by buoyancy

effect.

• Enhanced mixing and entrainment, owing to the asymmetric flow structure and

the three-dimensional nature of 3D jets, caused a reduction in the potential-

core length, and an increase in both decay and spreading rates of velocity and

concentration fields.

• Despite the fact that the orifice geometry is round, the axis-switching phe-

nomenon was observed in the realistic 3D jets, and is believed to be one of the

main fundamental mechanisms for the enhanced entrainment properties of the

3D jets.

• The 3D jets, obey the pseudo-similarity decay law with the scaling indicated by

the effective diameter. The mass fraction decay along the centreline scaled well

with the original effective diameter term (Def = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)
1
2 ), while the modified

version of the effective diameter (D∗ef = D(
ρj
ρ∞

)0.3) provided a more accurate

velocity decay profile.

• Turbulent properties, both velocity and scalar, are dependent on the initial jet

conditions for all regions of the flow field.
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6.1.3 Vertical and horizontal high-aspect-ratio 3D jets

• Once again, realistic pipeline geometry and flow arrangement caused a signifi-

cant deflection from the jet streamwise axis as was previously observed in the

vertical and horizontal round 3D jets with the same arrangement.

• In the far field, the deflection for horizontal helium slot 3 jet was found to

be reproduced well by a nearly linear relation (i.e. power law exponent ∼ 1),

whereas the horizontal helium 3D round jet was found previously to have a

power law exponent ∼ 1.3.

• Although other factors might contribute, the lower deflection of all high-aspect-

ratio 3D jets compared to 3D round jets is consistent with relative importance

of aspect ratio effect in development of 3D jet flows.

• Upon comparison of only the two sets of aspect ratios (AR=1 & AR=10), it

can also be generalized that an increase in aspect ratio cause a reduction in the

jet centreline decay rates and growth rates on both velocity and scalar fields in

the high-aspect-ratio 3D jets, more specifically in the far field.

• Also, higher aspect ratio was reduced the effects of flow separation at the orifice

exit and the resulting deficits in the near field development of high-aspect-

ratio 3D jets; and consequently the asymmetric pattern which was previously

observed close to the edge of the 3D round jet’s boundary (1± < (n/L1/2)), was

shifted toward the jet centreline ((n/L1/2) < ±1) within the range of x ≤ 5Deq

in both radial velocity and scalar profiles.

• However, the axial evolutions of turbulent intensities and unmixedness of high-

aspect-ratio 3D jets were found to be independent of the aspect ratio and re-

covered the asymptotic value of those previously reported for the 3D round

jets.

6.2 Future work

The 3D jet experiments were found to have significantly different flow structures and

patterns in both velocity and scalar fields compared to the conventional axisymmetry

jets. Particularly, the 3D jet measurements revealed remarkable distinct patterns in

the second-order concentration fluctuations. Should the development of concentration
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variance for hydrogen behave the same, ignition of hydrogen may also be influenced

by such changes in variance due to the geometries considered. for this reason, future

work should consider expanding the measurements domain to a larger flow fields, to

capture the far field evolution of realistic leak geometries from practical pipeline or

high pressure vessels configurations; in order to determine at what point higher-order

self-similarity becomes valid.

A range of fluid density, Reynolds number, orifice geometry and jet orientation

are examined in this study to quantify the effects of buoyancy, initial conditions and

orifice geometry on the evolution of 3D jets. However, the broader range of these key

parameters along with other potential important variables (e.g. co-flow, obstacles and

ventilation) should be considered in future studies to precisely parameterized each

potential factors and their associated effects on the unintended gas leak from realistic

geometries. For example, broader range of gas density and Reynold numbers needed

to accurately quantify the deflection angle of 3D jets and the buoyancy effect on it,

or much wider range of aspect ratio should be considered to adequately determine

the aspect ratio effects on the development of 3D jets.

Further three dimensional measurements will also be required to provide more in-

sight in the development of 3D jet flows in the realistic configurations, and accurately

quantify the key parameters on governing the flow structure for 3D jets (i.e. initial

conditions, orifice geometry, buoyancy, etc.). Due to measurements limitation and

associated uncertainty with the measurements at the orifice, higher resolution simu-

lations of the near-field should also be conducted to fully resolve fine-scale turbulent

motions near and at the orifice. However, These recommendations add considerable

experimental and computational expense. Finally, higher order statistical analysis as

well as scalar flux correlations should also be conducted to provide further insight

into the physics of 3D jet flows.
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